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Abstract
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) was used to investigate the nucleation and growth of palladium clusters on two different,
ultrathin, epitaxial, titania films grown on a Pt3Ti(111) surface. The first oxide phase, z'-TiOx, is anisotropic and consists of parallel
stripes separated by trenches. Defects (i.e., oxygen vacancies) in this structure are confined to these trenches and act as nucleation
sites. Therefore, the Pd clusters are mostly arranged in unidirectional rows along the trenches, creating a template effect. The
second phase, w'-TiOx, exhibits a hexagonal, long range, (7 × 7)R21.8°, Moiré-type superstructure with fewer and shallower
defects, making the template effect less discernible.

Introduction
Catalysts often consist of metal nanoparticles dispersed on an
oxide support structure. Small metal particles on an insulating
substrate exhibit different electronic properties than the corresponding bulk metal phase. Moreover, in many cases, the oxide
surface not only acts as a support structure but also takes part in
the reaction cycle, for example, in oxygen spillover to the metal
particles [1,2]. Thus, the investigation of the properties of

supported metal clusters and the influence of the metal-oxide
interfaces are of great interest. In particular, titanium oxides are
often correlated with the so-called strong metal support interaction (SMSI) effect, which describes the influence of a transition metal oxide support on noble metal clusters yielding
novel catalytic properties [1-7]. In order to understand this
effect, well-defined model systems are needed. “Well-defined”
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refers to both the clusters and the supporting substrate, as exemplified in [8-10] for example. In the ideal case, the clusters
should be monodisperse or have at least a known size distribution. Ideal oxide surfaces can be favourably implemented in the
form of thin epitaxial films. Such films grown on a single crystalline, metal support have several advantages: (a) standard
surface science techniques can be applied due to the high
conductivity of these films compared to the respective bulk
oxides, (b) the films can be prepared with a very high degree of
structural preciseness, and (c) the influence of bulk effects such
as subsurface oxygen vacancies is excluded.
In this sense we concentrate here on the preparation of uniform
Pd clusters on two different, ultrathin, epitaxial TiOx films
grown on a chemically ordered, Pt 3 Ti(111), single crystal
surface. One of the TiOx films has a rectangular structure and
the other a hexagonal structure. In a recent publication we
described the detailed protocol on how to grow these TiOx films
by direct oxidation of the Pt 3 Ti(111) surface at elevated
temperatures [6]. Granozzi et al., who found very similar phases
by “reactive evaporation” of titanium onto a Pt(111) surface in
oxygen [7], introduced the notation z'-TiOx (zigzag-like) for the
rectangular and w'-TiOx (wagon-wheel-like) for the hexagonal
oxide phase, according to their appearance in STM images. Due
to the similarity of our films to those described for Pt(111), we
decided to simply adopt the same nomenclature throughout this
paper. The rectangular z'-TiOx phase obtained on the Pt3Ti(111)
surface exhibits characteristic stripes of densely packed, Ti–O
rows of bilayer thickness. These are separated 1.44 nm apart
from each other with parallel trenches in between. The w'-TiOx
phase consists of a hexagonal, oxygen-terminated, Ti–O bilayer,
which shows similarities to the Moiré superstructure of ultrathin aluminium oxide films grown on the chemically ordered,
Ni 3 Al(111) surface [11-14]. The advantages of growing an
oxide film from a component of an ordered alloy surface with a
higher enthalpy of oxide formation are the somewhat better
structural quality of the resulting films and their improved
reproducibility compared to films grown by “reactive evaporation” [7].
Both the z'-TiOx phase on Pt(111) and the Moiré superstructure
of the alumina film on Ni3Al(111) have already been proven to
be excellent templates for the ordered growth of metal clusters.
Granozzi et al. found ordered rows of Fe and Au clusters along
the trenches of the z'-TiOx phase [15,16], while other studies
(also of our own group) demonstrated the growth of ordered
arrays of, for example, Pd-, Au-, and Fe- [11-14] or Co-clusters
on Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) [10]. In the present paper we investigate
the template effect of two different structures of the same type
of oxide on the cluster growth of the same metal, namely Pd on
z'-TiOx and w'-TiOx.

Experimental setup
The scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) experiments were
conducted on our custom-built LT-STM, which for the experiments presented in this paper, was run at room temperature. The
sample was prepared in an adjacent preparation chamber, which
was equipped with a sputter gun, low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics and an Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
analyser. The STM tips were electrochemically etched from a
0.5 mm tungsten wire and cleaned under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions using voltage pulses of 10 ms duration
between −10 and +10 V. The STM data were analysed with the
WSxM freeware program [17].
The (111)-oriented Pt3Ti crystal was purchased from MaTeck
(Jülich, Germany) and cleaned using several cycles of argon
sputtering at 900 K for 10 min with subsequent annealing at
1100 K for another 10 min in order to restore the surface structure. The crystallographic and chemical order of the surface was
verified by a sharp (2 × 2) superstructure visible in LEED
experiments and the absence of any carbon or oxygen contamination in AES experiments.
Palladium was evaporated from a simple Knudsen cell with a
slow deposition rate of approximately 2 · 10−3 MLs−1. The
amount deposited was controlled by the deposition time and
monitored by the evolution of the 330 eV Pd AES signal in relation to the 505 eV oxygen signal, as well as by the number
density and size of the metal clusters seen in the STM images.
The surface was kept at room temperature during evaporation
and no post-deposition annealing was carried out.

Results and Discussion
The rectangular z'-TiOx (zig-zag-like) phase
Exposing the clean Pt3Ti(111) surface to rather small amounts
of oxygen gas (less than 200 L dosed in the 10−8 mbar range) at
temperatures between 800 and 1100 K results in the formation
of the z'-TiOx phase [6]. This atomically thin, titanium oxide
phase is characterized by a typical striped pattern in the STM
images. Former LEED measurements have shown a commensurate rectangular unit cell with a (6 × 3√3) superstructure with
respect to the (1 × 1) spots of the alloy surface and a unit cell
size of (16.6 ± 0.2) × (14.4 ± 0.2) Å, while high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements indicated the existence
of an oxygen-terminated Ti–O bilayer [6,7]. Depending on the
applied oxygen dose, the z'-TiOx phase covers different fractions of the crystal surface, ranging from small separated islands
up to a nearly complete film covering the whole surface.
Figure 1a,b shows STM images of such an ultrathin oxide film,
which was prepared by dosing 45 L of oxygen while holding
the sample temperature at 1000 K. This amount of oxygen was
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Figure 1: STM image of the z'-TiOx phase: (a) 53.3 × 53.3 nm2, bias voltage UB = 0.91 V, IT = 50 pA, (b) 22.8 × 22.8 nm2, UB = 0.99 V, IT = 40 pA,
and (c) STM image of the w'-TiOx phase (57.1 × 57.1 nm2, UB = −1.08 V, IT = 55 pA). The images in (a) and (c) have been adapted with permission
from [6], copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

sufficient to cover more than 80% of the alloy surface with
z'-TiOx. The stripes, which are approximately 1.4 nm apart from
each other and separated by darker trenches, show the characteristic zigzag motif after which this structure was named.
Inside the bright stripes the density of titanium atoms is higher
than in the trenches, which is a result of the lattice mismatch
between the titanium oxide film and the metallic substrate.
As suggested by theoretical calculations, the stripes consist of
titanium atoms of different coordination [18]. Using a negative
tip potential, four-fold oxygen-coordinated Ti atoms appear
with the highest contrast in the STM images. They are
surrounded by less bright, three-fold oxygen-coordinated Ti
atoms. This mixture of Ti atoms of different electronic density
is responsible for the characteristic striped pattern of the z'-TiOx
phase [18]. The STM images in Figure 1a,b also show several
defects with the appearance of small black holes and a rough
depth of 40 pm, which are all located within the trenches. At
these point defects, titanium and oxygen atoms are probably
missing and, thus, the bare metallic substrate is exposed [7].
Growth experiments with Au and Fe have already shown that
both the trenches and, in particular, these defect sites within the
trenches are preferred nucleation sites for cluster growth
[15,16].

Pd cluster growth on the z'-TiOx phase
Figure 2a shows an STM image of a z'-TiO x surface onto
which Pd was deposited at room temperature for 90 s
(≈0.1 ± 0.05 ML). The stripes and trenches of the z'-TiOx structure are visible in Figure 2a running from the upper left to the
lower right of the image. In the close-up Figure 2b, the direction and separation of the trenches are accentuated by parallel
lines. The individual Pd clusters are nearly all located within the
trenches between the stripes. Only a few larger elongated clus-

ters are visible. The tilted orientation of their long axis with
respect to the trench orientation may be suggestive of two
coalesced clusters at adjacent defects in two neighbouring
stripes. They are not equally spaced within the trenches and
appear more or less randomly distributed along the trenches.
Most of the clusters are imaged larger than the width of the
trenches, but their centres are always within the trenches. The
distribution of the cluster diameters and cluster heights as taken
from Figure 2a are displayed in Figure 2c,d and show a mean
diameter of 3.5 ± 1.6 nm and a height of 1.5–2 Å. It should be
noted, however, that the measured particle diameter is actually
the result of a convolution between the true particle size and the
STM tip shape [14]. The actual particle diameter is smaller, but
the distribution obtained for different coverages and the two
different substrates still allow for comparison. Regarding the
measured heights of 1.5–2 Å, it must be considered that this
may not be the true geometric height due to electronic effects.
However, it is safe to assume that the Pd particles are only one
layer thick. These results are in good agreement with the
published results of Au clusters grown on the corresponding
z'-TiOx phase on Pt(111) [15].
The observed arrangement of the clusters is a consequence of
the diffusion behaviour of the deposited metal atoms on this
structurally anisotropic oxide surface. On the one hand the
palladium–oxygen interaction is not very strong, permitting
metal atom mobility at room temperature [19]. On the other
hand, the trenches (1D depressions) guide the Pd atom diffusion preferentially along the grooves. Such anisotropic diffusion behaviour has been observed in the inverse system, namely
the oxidation of Pd(110) leading to the growth of pronounced,
elongated, oxide islands [20]. Thus, in the initial phase of the
cluster growth, two competing processes take place: The
defects, which are distributed randomly within (and only
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Figure 2: (a) STM image of Pd clusters grown at room temperature on a z'-TiOx covered surface with a Pd coverage of 0.1 ± 0.05 ML after 90 s of Pd
deposition (76.1 × 76.1 nm2, UB = 0.8 V, IT = 56 pA), (b) detailed view for the marked section from image (a), (c) corresponding size distribution and
(d) height distribution of Pd clusters. The green lines in (b) mark the trenches of the z'-TiOx substrate.

within) the trenches, will trap some Pd atoms and thereby act as
heterogeneous nucleation sites. In principle, homogeneous
nucleation may also occur at other places within the trenches
when two or three diffusing Pd atoms meet and form an immobile nucleus. However, in the case of low coverage as studied
here, heterogeneous nucleation dominates. Counting the number
of visible defects in typical images of the z'-TiOx phase such as
in Figure 1a leads to a typical defect density of approximately
3.9·104 defects per µm2. Comparing this value with a typical
cluster density of 3.7∙10 4 clusters per µm 2 (calculated by
counting the Pd clusters in Figure 2a) supports our observation
that the cluster formation on the surface is directly related to the
defects along the trenches of the z'-TiOx phase.
The result is an anisotropic template effect of the z'-TiOx phase:
The clusters are arranged in lines along the trenches, but not
equally spaced within the trenches or across the stripes in neighbouring trenches.

The hexagonal w'-TiOx (wagon-wheel-like)
phase
The w'-TiOx phase is the second stable titanium oxide phase
that can be grown on the Pt3Ti(111) surface with oxygen doses
higher than 200 L within a temperature window of 800–1100 K
[6]. HREELS and XPS studies also indicated a Ti–O bilayer
structure with oxygen termination as a basic structure element
for this phase [6,7]. LEED measurements revealed a hexagonal,
higher-order commensurate (7 × 7)R21.8° superstructure with
unit cell lattice vectors of 19.4 ± 0.2 Å. In contrast to the
z'-TiOx phase, however, it always covers the entire surface. This
can be seen as the crucial factor for the symmetry change. At
complete surface coverage, it is energetically more favourable
for the oxide film to adopt the hexagonal symmetry of the substrate. This is normally not very common for titanium oxides
and makes the w'-TiO x phase a very interesting object of
investigation. For the experiments presented here, the oxide
film was prepared by exposing the sample to a temperature of
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1000 K with 400 L of oxygen at a pressure of 1∙10−7 mbar. The
STM image in Figure 1c shows a hexagonal arrangement of
bright protrusions with nearly the same lattice parameters as
measured by LEED [6]. This structure can be interpreted as a
Moiré pattern that arises from the coincidence of the lattices of
the metal support and the oxide overlayer. A Moiré pattern with
a (7 × 7)R21.8° superstructure can be created by superimposing
a hexagonal oxide layer with a unit cell size of 3.18 Å on the
metal substrate with a unit cell size of 2.76 Å, rotated by 3.5°
[7]. Those positions where the oxygen atoms are situated on top
or on bridge sites of the metal substrate lattice are imaged
brighter in the STM when using a negative tip potential. The
number density of defects that exhibit an apparent depth of
18 pm is significantly lower than on the z'-TiOx surface, as
visualized later in Figure 5b,d.

Pd cluster growth on the w'-TiOx phase
Figure 3 shows two STM images obtained at comparatively low
(≈0.15 ML, Figure 3a) and high (≈0.75 ML, Figure 3b) Pd
coverages on the w'-TiOx surface obtained after 90 s and 420 s
of deposition, respectively.

The clusters are imaged as bright spots with an almost circular
shape on the oxide surface (see Figure 4a,b). For the lower
coverage (Figure 3a and Figure 4a), the clusters appear to be
distributed randomly on the surface and have an apparent height
between 1.5 and 3 Å, as indicated by the height distribution in
Figure 4c. This height corresponds to a single layer of Pd. The
imaged mean diameter of a cluster is 1.9 ± 0.7 nm, as shown in
the histogram in Figure 3c. At the higher coverage (Figure 3b
and Figure 4b), the apparent height of the clusters increased to
about 6–8 Å. This value suggests that the clusters are now 1 to 4
Pd layers thick and thus indicates that 3D growth has started.
The imaged mean diameter increased to 5.5 nm with a broader
size distribution of ±2.9 nm (Figure 3d).
From the energetic point of view, a precondition for 3D growth
(i.e., nonwetting), is that the adhesion energy of the Pd metal on
the oxide is smaller than twice the surface free energy of the
vacuum–metal interface of the liquid metal [19]. In the case of
late transition metals on oxides, this criterion is usually met, and
thus 3D growth is observed in most cases [14]. From a kinetic
point of view, the growth process can be divided into two

Figure 3: Pd clusters grown at RT on the w'-TiOx phase: (a) low Pd coverage of 0.15 ± 0.02 ML after 90 s of Pd deposition (53.3 × 53.3 nm2,
UB = 0.9 V, IT = 53 pA), (b) high Pd coverage of 0.73 ± 0.05 ML after 420 s of Pd deposition (76.1 × 76.1 nm2, UB = 2.13 V, IT = 57 pA, (c) size distribution of the cluster from (a), and (d) size distribution of the clusters from (b).
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Figure 4: Enlarged STM images of Pd clusters on the w'-TiOx phase: (a) with the low coverage, indicating a height of one layer (2–3 Å), (b) with the
high coverage, indicating a height of up to four layers (9–10 Å), (c) and (d) show the cluster height distributions from (a) and (b), respectively.

regimes: In the case of homogeneous nucleation, deposited
metal atoms diffuse across a low corrugation surface and
randomly combine to form stable nuclei at random positions on
the surface until a saturation density is reached; then these
nuclei grow in size during the further deposition process.
Heterogeneous nucleation occurs on a surface of higher corrugation on which the diffusing atoms are trapped at the sites of
highest adsorption energy, which thereby become preferred
nucleation and growth sites. Obviously, defect sites are such
traps. As shown in Figure 5a, defects in the z'-TiO x phase
(depth ≈40 pm) are largely found within the trenches as an
inherent property of this phase. As a consequence, the z'-TiOx
phase exerts a “template effect”: The trenches are the defect
locations, which in turn are the preferred nucleation sites for the
Pd clusters. In turn, as shown in Figure 5b, the w'-TiOx phase
contains much fewer and shallower (depth ≈18 pm) defects of
no particular distribution. Therefore, under the given experimental conditions, it does not exert a noticeable “template
effect”.

This result is quite in contrast to Pd cluster growth on Al2O3/
Ni3Al(111) surfaces, where actually two different hexagonal
superstructures with lattice constants of 2.4 nm and 4.1 nm act
as templates for the growth of ordered metal cluster arrays [14].
A hexagonal arrangement of more equally sized clusters on the
w'-TiO x Moiré structure, which is even more ideal than
described in this work, is certainly achievable. This could be
accomplished by varying the impact rate of Pd atoms and their
mobility on the surface (i.e., the deposition rate and the substrate temperature), as was the case for Pd cluster growth on the
Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) surface.

Summary
Pd clusters were grown on two different, ultrathin, TiOx films,
the so-called rectangular z'-TiOx and the hexagonal w'-TiOx
phase. The first one consists of stripes separated by trenches
and acts as a unidirectional template. This is due to the defect
sites, which act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for the Pd
clusters. These are an inherent property of the z'-TiOx phase and
2012
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Figure 5: STM images of the oxide films: (a) z'-TiOx phase (32.6 × 32.6 nm2, bias voltage UB = 0.97 V, IT = 50 pA, (b) w'-TiOx phase
(57.1 × 57.1 nm2, UB = −1.08 V, IT = 55 pA), (c) and (d) corresponding line profiles along the markings in image (a) and (b), respectively. Image (b)
has been adapted with permission from [6], copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

are aligned within the trenches of this structure. Along the
trenches, no long-range order of the defects, and hence of the
clusters, is discernible.
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Abstract
Frequency modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KFM) is the method of choice for high resolution measurements of local
surface potentials, yet on coarse topographic structures most researchers revert to amplitude modulated lift-mode techniques for
better stability. This approach inevitably translates into lower lateral resolution and pronounced capacitive averaging of the locally
measured contact potential difference. Furthermore, local changes in the strength of the electrostatic interaction between tip and
surface easily lead to topography crosstalk seen in the surface potential. To take full advantage of the superior resolution of
FM-KFM while maintaining robust topography feedback and minimal crosstalk, we introduce a novel FM-KFM controller based on
a Kalman filter and direct demodulation of sidebands. We discuss the origin of sidebands in FM-KFM irrespective of the cantilever
quality factor and how direct sideband demodulation enables robust amplitude modulated topography feedback. Finally, we demonstrate our single-scan FM-KFM technique on an active nanoelectronic device consisting of a 70 nm diameter InAs nanowire
contacted by a pair of 120 nm thick electrodes.

Introduction
Device performance of current nanoelectronic devices, and even
more so of potential future generations including nanowires or
molecular junctions, critically depends on transport properties
varying on a length scale of a few nanometres only in the active
channel or at electrode interfaces. Methods for local electronic
characterisation, providing accurate measurements with

nanometre spatial resolution, are in very high demand, but have
been lagging behind the technological requirements.
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KFM) is an established technique that allows for the mapping of local electrostatic potentials with an atomic force microscope (AFM) [1-3]. In contrast
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to electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), which measures
merely the effect of electrostatic forces on the oscillation of the
tip, a feedback loop nullifies the electric field by adjusting a
bias voltage between tip and sample. Hence, Kelvin probe force
microscopy is able to quantify the local contact potential difference (CPD), Ulcpd, which contains contributions, e.g., from the
difference in work function between the AFM tip and structures on the sample, dopants and trapped charges in the device,
or voltages applied to electrodes.
For electronic devices on the nanoscale, KFM measurements
provide a unique tool to shed light upon a variety of otherwise
inaccessible properties. For example, with a constant current
passing through a two-terminal device, the potential drop at the
contacts directly relates to the contact resistance. To extract
contact resistance through traditional four-point measurements
becomes increasingly difficult for scaled devices, in which the
contact length is comparable to the device length. Recently,
KFM has been used to extract the surface state density and
Schottky depletion region in semiconductor nanowires [4,5] or
to determine the mean free path in carbon nanotubes [6]. KFM
also allows one to determine intrinsic doping of two-dimensional crystals such as graphene [7,8], where surface potential
and electronic properties depend on the number of layers.
KFM has found widespread use in both vacuum and ambient
environments. Most commercial instruments for operation in air
include a scan mode based on amplitude modulation KFM
(AM-KFM). In this mode, the feedback loop nullifies the
cantilever oscillation that is excited by a modulated electrostatic force. Hence, the KFM image is a map of voltages
required to compensate the electrostatic force at every point of
the scanned field. However, since cantilever and AFM tip are
extended objects, this voltage does not necessarily correspond
to the local contact potential difference, Ulcpd, but represents a
weighted average over the potentials present on the entire
sample surface [9]. For AM-KFM, the weights are determined
by the capacitance gradient, C', between the probe and the
sample. Due to the long range electrostatic force, even parts far
from the surface, such as the cantilever beam, can account for a
significant fraction of the signal, limiting the spatial resolution
and accuracy of the measurement. Within nanoscale devices, for
example, electrode potentials may completely overshadow the
channel [10].
Known approaches to increase spatial resolution and accuracy
of surface potential measurements include deconvolution techniques [11,12] or the use of slightly blunt tips supported by a
cantilever of minimal surface area [9]. However, deconvolution
techniques require a detailed model of the AFM tip to be accurate and usually neglect the sample topography [12], whereas

blunt tips inevitably reduce topography resolution on threedimensional structures.
KFM measurements are further complicated by a strong
dependence of the detected signal on the tip–sample distance. In
the often employed lift-mode schemes, each line is scanned
twice: first to acquire topography, and subsequently to retrace
the scanned line at a small distance, Δz, above the surface to
perform KFM measurements. This enables tuning the ac modulation frequency for KFM to resonance to enhance the signal,
and, at the same time, to reduce the contribution of van der
Waals forces to the total force measured and compensated. The
scan at elevated height, however, reduces lateral resolution and
accuracy of the KFM data as we will detail below. To minimise
such lateral averaging, single-scan methods are preferred,
performing topography and KFM measurements simultaneously. An additional benefit of single-scan AFM and KFM is
the inherent suppression of electrostatically induced topography artefacts present in non-compensated topography scans
[13,14]. In AM-KFM, single-scan methods can be implemented taking advantage of multiple eigenmodes of the
cantilever, using one mode for topography and another for
KFM. Nevertheless, the averaging effect of the cantilever beam
remains (see below in Figure 1).
An alternative approach typically applied in vacuum is based on
frequency modulation [15]. To this end, the frequency of the
cantilever is usually tracked by a phase-locked loop (PLL). Its
output signal, the frequency shift Δf, exhibits a frequency
component at the electrostatic modulation frequency, which is
nullified by the Kelvin feedback loop. Frequency modulated
KFM (FM-KFM) [16,17] thus provides a map of potentials
required to minimise the electrostatic force gradient, proportional to Δf for small mechanical amplitudes, at every point
during the scan. As a consequence, the contributions from
different parts of the sample and the probe to the measured
signal are weighted by the second-order capacitance gradient,
C'', which effectively eliminates the averaging contribution of
the cantilever beam as we explain in the following.
Figure 1 shows a model calculation using typical cantilever and
interaction parameters, summarising how much tip apex, cone,
and beam of an AFM cantilever probe contribute to the
measured KFM signal in AM and FM operation. Shown are the
percentages of the contributions and corresponding weighting
factors C' and C'' for AM and FM, respectively. To this end, we
applied an analytic model of the electrostatic tip–sample interaction force [18] to the approximate geometry of a typically
used cantilever (Olympus AC160), and we calculated C' and C''
as a function of tip–sample separation for different oscillation
amplitudes (see Supporting Information File 1 for details).
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Figure 1: Contributions of apex, cone, and cantilever to the first (AM, left) and second (FM, right) order capacitance gradient as a function of
distance for a mechanical oscillation amplitude of 5 nm (solid line) and an Olympus AC160 cantilever (rtip = 5 nm, Htip = 14 μm, θ = 17.5°, and
Alever = 160 μm × 40 μm). The light (dark) shaded regions indicate the range up to A = 0.1 nm (50 nm).

While tip apex and cone clearly dominate the FM-KFM signal,
opening the avenue to high resolution quantitative imaging, the
cantilever beam at a distance of 14 μm dominates the AM-KFM
signal even close to the sample, which is the main reason for the
notoriously low lateral resolution and poor potential accuracy in
this mode. When comparing AM and FM modes, one should
note that in lift-mode AM-KFM the cantilever is not oscillating
anymore when the electrostatic forces are nullified, whereas the
mechanical oscillation remains in multifrequency AM-KFM
and FM-KFM. Hence, for lift-mode the case A → 0 should be
considered, whereas in single-scan modes the oscillation
applied for tracking topography remains. For best sensitivity
and minimal spatial averaging, AM and FM modes need to be
operated very close to the surface.
While the FM-KFM approach is clearly superior in terms of
signal composition, several issues complicate its use in practice.
First, it is often performed together with frequency modulated
topography feedback that employs a PLL to determine Δf. The
non-monotonous tip–sample interaction, by which Δf can
change its slope between net-attractive and net-repulsive forces,
can complicate stable operation of the topography feedback and
may ultimately render PLL and amplitude controller unstable.
On samples with coarse topography and steep features, maintaining stable FM topography feedback demands careful selection of operating parameters and slow scanning speeds. Furthermore, the choice of suitable bandwidths for topography and
KFM feedback is more involved in traditional FM-AFM/FMKFM implementations. For example, when Δf is used as an
input to the lock-in amplifier detecting the electrostatic modulation, the PLL bandwidth must be wide enough to include the
modulation frequency. Yet, it should be kept as small as
possible for stable PLL operation and maximum noise rejection

[19]. Finally, the pronounced distance dependence of C'' for
apex and cone, as depicted in Figure 1, makes operation close to
the surface more challenging, since small errors of the topography feedback produce marked changes of the effective Kelvin
feedback gain. Similarly, when the tip encounters steep edges in
topography, C'' may increase due to a larger effective
tip–sample capacitor area, further complicating stable feedback
operation. The distance dependence is less pronounced at larger
distances employed in lift-mode FM-KFM [10], but in addition
to reduced lateral resolution, large modulation voltages are
required due to weaker signals [20], which may induce band
bending. Furthermore, when scanning across insulating parts of
devices, such as gate oxides, not only the local dielectric
constant changes, but because of their thickness also a limit is
put on the minimum approachable distance in Figure 1. As a
result, deliberately slow feedback settings to ensure stable operation are common practice.
In this paper, we describe a practical approach to FM-KFM
providing solutions to these issues. We remove the interdependence of topography and KFM feedbacks by focusing on the
information contained in the sidebands produced by the electrostatic modulation [20]. Employing a commercially available
lock-in amplifier, we detect these sidebands directly. Thus, with
frequency modulated distance feedback, the PLL bandwidth can
be restricted to the topography only. We further demonstrate the
advantage of combining FM-KFM with amplitude modulated
AFM (AM-AFM) for tracking topography of highly structured
surfaces with small amplitudes and net-attractive interaction in
air. Since the oscillation amplitude decreases monotonically
with distance, no special precautions are required to ensure
feedback stability. Finally, we introduce an improved Kelvin
feedback loop based on stochastic optimal control that continu-
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ously adjusts its sensitivity to local changes in C'', thereby
reducing the risk of feedback instabilities and topography
crosstalk on difficult heterogeneous samples.

Theory

gradient, e.g., by an oscillating electric field, will cause a
frequency modulation of the resonance. A modulation at a
single frequency ωm will produce sidebands at integer multiples of the modulation frequency, that is, cantilever oscillations
at ω0 ± ωm, ω0 ± 2ωm and so on.

The origin of sidebands
The cantilever motion and the origin of sidebands are understood from a damped harmonic oscillator driven by an external
drive, a(t), and perturbed by the tip–sample interaction force
,

(1)

For the derivation of the sideband signals and their respective
amplitudes, we assume a modulation of the force gradient at the
frequency ωm:
. Note that the
effective force gradient as calculated above, Equation 3, is valid
for ωm << ωd.
Then, by Fourier transformation of the equation of motion,
Equation 1, we arrive at

where z(t) is the cantilever deflection, ω0 the eigenfrequency, k
the spring constant, and Q the quality factor of the cantilever.
For an oscillation with amplitude A and drive frequency
ω d ≈ ω 0 , the interaction force can be approximated to

(4)

with
where z0 is the mean tip position, and
and
are
the effective force and force gradient, respectively. Explicit
expressions for the effective force and force gradient, averaged
over the oscillation period, T ≈ 2π/ωd, are [21]

(2)

and

(3)

The effective force and force gradient, as introduced here, allow
one to describe the motion of the tip in the non-linear force field
close to the sample with the model of a perturbed harmonic
oscillator, provided the oscillation remains approximately
harmonic with constant amplitude [22].
With a small perturbation, kts << k, the resonant frequency
of the cantilever changes from ω 0 to ω 0 + Δω with
Δω/ω0 = −kts/2k [15]. Accordingly, a modulation of the force

(5)

where
and
are the
Fourier transformed deflection and drive, respectively, and
G(ω) is the complex transfer function of the damped harmonic
oscillator.
Equation 4 and Equation 5 present an iterative scheme to determine the spectral components of the cantilever oscillation,
where in each step
on the left hand side of Equation 4 is
refined by the expressions on the right hand side. Starting from
an oscillator at rest,
is the carrier oscillation due to the external drive, as in the unperturbed system.
Spectral components at ω ± ωm emerge in the next iteration
step,

(6)

This is the fundamental pair of sidebands of the force modulated damped harmonic oscillator. With
<< k, the higher
order sidebands arising in the subsequent iterations are usually
negligible.
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Equation 6 also describes the sideband amplitude transfer function when the expression is evaluated close to the sideband
frequencies. With the substitution ω − ωd → ω, we find

(7)

with the approximation

(8)

where, in the latter approximation, we consider only the dominant term for a drive close to the eigenfrequency, i.e., ωd ≈ ω0
and ω << ω0, and ωc = ω0/2Q is the cantilever bandwidth.
For modulation frequencies well beyond the cantilever bandwidth, G(ω0 ± ωm) ≈ −iω0/2ωm, and the amplitude of each sideband is
, where A is the carrier amplitude. The
latter expression also follows immediately from a narrow-band
frequency modulation of a carrier oscillation at ω d . With a

carrier amplitude A and the peak frequency deviation
,a
frequency modulation at ω m produces two sidebands with
amplitudes βA/2, where
is the modulation index
[23]. Under ultra-high vacuum conditions, large Q factors typically cause negligible cantilever bandwidths, making this
approximation valid, e.g., for finding the noise power spectral
density of the frequency shift signal in FM-AFM [24]. When
the narrow-band conditions are not met (β >> 1), the iterative
scheme for the sideband amplitudes in Equation 4 and
Equation 5 still approaches the Bessel functions describing the
sideband amplitudes in a general frequency modulation for
ω m >> ω c (see Supporting Information File 1).
The Fourier approach presented above also accurately models
the behaviour of the sideband amplitude and phase for modulation frequencies approaching the cantilever bandwidth ωc. In
Figure 2a, we show the expected and experimentally measured
sideband amplitudes and phases. The excellent agreement with
the above model proves the validity of our derivation. Each
sideband is phase-shifted by ±φk + argG(ωd ± ωm).
For narrow-band frequency modulation, we can define a complex modulation index by the sideband and carrier amplitudes as
. With Equation 8, the dc response
(ω → 0) of thus is

(9)

Figure 2: a) Sideband amplitude (blue) and phase (red) relative to the carrier oscillation measured during a sweep of the modulation frequency
(markers), and a fit of the harmonic oscillator (solid lines). At a constant height of approx. 25 nm above the sample, the tip was driven mechanically at
fd = ωd/2π = 70657 Hz and electrically at fm. Parameters to the least-squares fit are
= 33 Hz, f0 = 70586 Hz, and Q = 190. b) Amplitude and phase
of the complex modulation index for a narrow-band frequency modulation,
. The solid lines are a plot of the approximation in Equation 9. The dashed lines indicate the expected behaviour for fm>> fc, neglecting the influence of the damped harmonic oscillator.
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Figure 2b shows the amplitude and phase of for pure narrowband FM and the harmonic oscillator as a function of ωm/ωc.
The amplitude and phase only agree with the result for
pure narrow-band frequency modulation when the cantilever
bandwidth is negligible compared to the modulation
frequency. For low modulation frequencies
approaches
instead (Equation 9).
To further demonstrate the validity of the sideband transfer
function, we show in Figure 3 the response to a step in
from
both the approximation in Equation 8 and from a numerical
simulation of the perturbed harmonic oscillator, Equation 1,
including lock-in amplifiers at ωd ± ωm. Each change in the
force gradient modulation also excites a transient oscillation at
the resonant frequency of the cantilever, which appears in the
sideband signal and decays exponentially with 1/ωc. Therefore,
the filter settings of the lock-in amplifier should be set accordingly to provide sufficient rejection near ωm.

Electrostatic force and force gradient
The electrostatic force between the AFM tip and sample is

where
is the effective capacitance gradient, Uts is the
tip–sample voltage, and U lcpd is the local contact potential
difference.
For Kelvin probe force microscopy, Uts is modulated around a
dc voltage: Uts = Udc + Uac cos(ωmt). Therefore, the electrostatic force and likewise its gradient,
, are modulated at ωm
and 2ωm,

where

(10)

(11)

and

(12)

Figure 3: In-phase (red) and quadrature (blue) sideband amplitudes,
normalised to the carrier oscillation amplitude A, in response to a step
in the force gradient modulation amplitude. The step responses
following from Equation 8 (dashed), show oscillations at fm, exponentially decaying with 1/ωc, which are removed by the low-pass filter of
the lock-in amplifier (solid, fcut = 250 Hz, 24 dB/oct). The solid black
lines show the demodulated sideband amplitudes from a direct numerical simulation of the perturbed harmonic oscillator. (Numerical parameters: f0 = 70500 Hz, Q = 200, A = 10 nm, fm = 1000 Hz, φk = 0,
= 30 Hz).

We conclude that sidebands evolve as soon as kts gets modulated and it is not important whether the resonant frequency is
actually tracked or not. The main benefit of tracking the resonant frequency (e.g., with a phase-locked loop) is merely to
keep the carrier phase constant, which would otherwise affect
the sideband phases.

These modulations of the force gradient cause sidebands of the
cantilever deflection at ωd ± ωm and ωd ± 2ωm, which can be
detected directly with lock-in amplifiers at the respective
frequencies. The lock-in amplifiers return, relative to the reference oscillator, amplitude and phase of each sideband as well as
their cartesian projection: the in-phase component X and the
quadrature component Y. In the narrow-band approximation for
ωm >> ωc, the in-phase components of the modulation at ωm
and the amplitudes at 2ωm are

(13)
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and

(14)

The reference phase offsets of the lock-in amplifier for the
first set of sidebands at ±ω m are chosen to maximise their
respective in-phase components, taking into account
the 180° phase shift of the lower sideband. Then, Xω = X(ωd +
ωm) − X(ωd − ωm) =
is the total in-phase component,
which depends linearly on the applied dc bias. Furthermore,
when Udc matches Ulcpd, Xω is nullified and the ±ωm sidebands
disappear.
The total amplitude of the second set of sidebands, A 2ω =
A(ω d + 2ω m ) + A(ω d − 2ω m ) =
, only depends on
the ac modulation amplitude and the second order capacitance
gradient,
. This signal thus provides a handle
for imaging variations in the tip–surface capacitance,
surface dielectric properties [25], or lateral dopant profiling
[26].
In Figure 4, we show experimental data of modulation indices
and
, calculated from the ωm and 2ωm sidebands, respectively, as a function of Udc for different electrostatic modulation amplitudes, Uac. During this experiment, the tip was positioned above a nickel electrode with amplitude modulated
topography feedback enabled in net-attractive mode.
As expected from Equation 13, the ωm sideband amplitudes
(Figure 4a) vanish when U dc = U lcpd . While they change
linearly with Udc close to this point, there are non-linear deviations at larger voltage offsets, which are caused by changes in
C''. This is also evident from the 2ωm sideband amplitudes
(Figure 4b), showing the decrease of C'' with increasing voltage
offsets. Since these sweeps are acquired with topography feedback enabled, the observed variations in C'' are most likely due
to changes in the tip–surface separation: The AM topography
feedback is sensitive to the static force gradient, which contains
electrostatic interactions, Equation 10, that increase as the dc
bias does not match the surface potential; consequently, the
topography feedback retracts the tip, reducing C''.
In Figure 4c, we plot the ratio of the ωm and 2ωm sideband
amplitudes, normalised to Uac. As apparent from Equation 13
and Equation 14, this process cancels out the non-linearities and
collapses the sweeps at different Uac to a single curve.

Figure 4: Modulation indices of the sidebands at ωm (a) and 2ωm
(b) against
for different modulation amplitudes Uac.
Topography feedback in amplitude modulation (net-attractive interaction) was enabled during these measurements.
, given by the
minimum of
, is the contact potential difference found by FM detection. c) Signals in (a) normalised using Uac and
(light green
to blue, FM). Normalised electrostatic force (red, AM), simultaneously
detected with lock-in amplifiers at ωm and 2ωm. (Scan parameters:
Afree = 11.2 nm, Aset = 10.4 nm, Q = 500, k = 35 N/m, f0 = 302.5 kHz,
fm = 4 kHz).

Additionally, we show the similarly normalised amplitudes due
to the electrostatic force at ωm and 2ωm in the deflection signal,
which we acquired simultaneously with the sidebands at
ωd ± ωm. They show the same v-shaped relationship, with their
minimum being slightly shifted with respect to the FM case.
This shift is due to the different weights of contributions in the
AM signal (cf. Figure 1). Setting the dc bias to the minimum
obtained by AM-KFM does not guarantee to compensate the
electrostatic force gradient and can cause height errors in topography. At the minimum determined from the sidebands,
in Figure 4b reaches its maximum value, corresponding to the
closest approach.
There are two major methods to find the local contact potential
difference at every point during the scan. Open-loop KFM
exploits the fact that the 2ωm amplitudes do depend on C'' but
not on Udc − Ulcpd. As demonstrated in Figure 4, the ratio of the
ωm and 2ωm sidebands is independent of changes in C'' and
only depends on the chosen modulation amplitude and dc bias,
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(15)

hence Ulcpd can easily be determined. Note, however, that the
above definition of the prefactor K′ is only valid for modulation
frequencies well beyond the cantilever bandwidth. In the
general case, K′ = (4/Uac) G(ωd ± ωm)/G(ωd ± 2ωm), that is, it
also depends on the resonant frequency and the quality factor,
which may change while scanning. Furthermore, there may be
differences in the sideband phase shift when Q or ω0 are not
constant (cf. Figure 2). Together, such inaccuracies in the model
easily translate into uncertainties of U lcpd in an open-loop
method. A PLL can reduce these effects, but then its transfer
function needs to be considered as well [27], and the bandwidth
must be larger than 2ωm.
In closed-loop KFM, the local contact potential difference is
found by nullifying the in-phase components of the ωm sidebands (Equation 13) with a feedback loop adjusting the applied
dc voltage [1-3,16]. Thus, the 2ωm sidebands are not necessary
to determine the CPD, and the effect of model deviations and
non-linearities is cancelled by the feedback. Furthermore, the
nulling process also minimises the dc electrostatic force and
force gradient (Equation 10), reducing electrostatically induced
height errors [14,28,29].
However, a few critical issues remain with simple Kelvin feedback loops. For example, when the sidebands are not
completely nullified by the feedback, leaving a small error δ, it
follows from Equation 13 that
[30]. C''
depends strongly on the electrostatic interactions between tip
and surface and may change significantly on structured surfaces
even for a well-tuned topography controller. During a scan,
imperfect Kelvin feedback therefore leads to errors in the
measured CPD, constituting a source of topography-induced
crosstalk.
If additional apparent forces (or force gradients) are detected at
the frequencies used for KFM, the Kelvin feedback does not
compensate the CPD, but rather nullifies the in-phase component affected by offsets [31]. Such crosstalk is due to parasitic
capacitive coupling and observed mainly in AM-KFM, where
the electrostatic modulation is at high frequencies [32]. When
coupling to the shaker piezo [33], cantilever resonances can
amplify this effect.
Another source of crosstalk can appear when ωm is set too low
and the Kelvin lock-ins capture the modulation of kts induced
by topography. This can happen on highly structured surfaces
when the bandwidth of the topography feedback is insufficient

for the scan speed. By monitoring the deflection power spectral
density near the driving frequency, an upper frequency bound of
the remaining k ts modulations can be determined. In order
to avoid crosstalk, ω m should be chosen above this bound,
considering both the bandwidth and filter steepness of the
Kelvin lock-ins.
As already mentioned above, the tuning of the Kelvin feedback
loop itself can be a challenge because its sensitivity depends on
C''. This becomes even more acute for small tip–sample
distances and single-scan techniques on structured surfaces,
where the tip–surface interaction is not limited to the apex.
In order to address the topography crosstalk due to C'', Lee et
al. [34] suggested to use a feedback signal normalised to the
2ωm sideband, thus rendering the CPD tracking error independent of C'' (cf. Equation 15). However, as shown in
Figure 4c, the normalisation procedure may introduce additional noise when dividing by small signals, e.g., for low Uac.
In the following section we introduce a novel Kelvin feedback
scheme that resolves these subtleties.

Results and Discussion
Optimal CPD estimation and Kelvin control
Most instruments provide a generic PID controller for Kelvin
control, which compares the signal (X ω ) to a setpoint (0),
yielding the error signal e. The sum of e, ∫dte, and de/dt, scaled
by respective proportional (P), integral (I), and derivative (D)
gains, is fed back into the system. In case of KFM, the resulting
dc voltage compensates the electrostatic interactions. This standard PID feedback loop is illustrated in Figure 5a. Knowing
the system dynamics, a multitude of tuning rules can be
applied [35]. In practice, however, the feedback gains are often
tuned by trial and error, and the derivative part is omitted altogether [36]. In many cases, only the integral part is necessary
for good tracking and to eliminate steady-state errors. Integralonly controllers are therefore prevalent for topography or
Kelvin feedback.
Controllers basing their actions on an error signal only are
unaware of the systems they control. Thus, they need to be
retuned as soon as the system bandwidths or gains change
considerably, either due to different operator settings or, more
importantly during KFM scans, due to local variations of electronic properties and topography of the sample. To maintain
best feedback settings at every location during a scan, we introduce a novel controller for FM-KFM based on stochastic
optimal control [37]. Optimal control and model-based
controllers have been successfully used before in AFM, e.g., for
active damping of cantilevers [38] or fast scanning [39].
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damped lowpass filter, which is formed by n consecutive first
order stages with a time constant τ. With these considerations,
the transfer function for the in-phase lock-in components is
G(s = iω) = K(1 + τ s) −n , where, following Equation 13,
we find the static gain
and the system output
G(s)(U dc − U lcpd ).

Figure 5: Block diagram of a Kelvin controller based on a) a proportional–integral–differential (PID) controller, and b) the Kalman filter. In
the PID controller, the system output is compared to a setpoint to yield
the error signal. The output signal, i.e., the sum of amplified errors and
their respective integral or derivative, is fed back into the system.
When the system output is nullified (setpoint 0), the controller output
Udc equals the surface potential Ulcpd. In contrast, knowing an approximate model of the system, the Kalman filter estimates
solely
based on the system output and the applied dc bias, Udc. With the
switch S closed, the estimated surface potential
is applied as the
dc bias, corresponding to a feedback configuration.

According to the separation principle [37], the optimal
controller that minimises the expected error can be constructed
by finding an optimal ‘observer’ and an optimal ‘regulator’. As
an observer, we use a Kalman filter [40], which continuously
blends the sideband measurements at ±ωm into an estimate of
the contact potential difference,
, based on a simplified
model of the FM-KFM detection system. The Kalman filter is
the stochastically optimal observer that minimises the state error
covariance [37], taking into account both measurement noise
and the uncertainties in the knowledge of its state. Adapted for
KFM control, the Kalman filter minimises the estimation error
variance of the surface potential,
. Since the
aim of the regulator in KFM is to minimise electrostatic interactions, the optimal regulator is found by matching the dc bias to
, thereby closing the feedback loop (Figure 5b).
Our Kalman filter design based on a model of the KFM detection system includes the sideband dynamics, Equation 8, the
electrostatic force gradients acting on the cantilever,
Equation 11 and Equation 12, and the transfer function of the
demodulating lock-in amplifier. Since the lock-in bandwidths
must be kept well below ωm to avoid carrier and topography
crosstalk, the sideband transfer functions reduce to an effective
gain and phase, Equation 9. The lock-in transfer function can
either be measured or is known from its filter properties. We
focus on a particularly simple case, the n-th order critically

Based on the transfer function, we find a state-space model of
the system, in which we incorporate Ulcpd as a hidden state, and
Udc is the control signal. We further model the uncertainties of
state transitions (
) and our measurements as uncorrelated,
zero-mean white noise with power spectral densities V and W,
respectively. Hence, U lcpd follows a Wiener process or
Brownian motion [37]. For a derivation of the continuous-time
Kalman(-Bucy) filter [41], see Supporting Information File 1. In
discrete time, the Kalman filter is similarly found from a
discrete-time state-space model [40]. In this formulation the
state estimate and covariances are refined recursively as new
measurements are incorporated:
At the time t, an a priori state and covariance estimate is found
using the state and covariances at the time t − Δt, based on the
system model. Then, the Kalman gain L is computed from the
covariance matrices of the a priori estimated state and the
system model. L controls the innovations process, in which the
measurements at the time t are incorporated to the a posteriori
estimate of state and covariances [42].
This recursive predictor–corrector structure allows for updates
of the system parameters, such as the static gain K, at each
instant of the state update. With Equation 15, the 2ω sideband
amplitudes can thus be exploited to continuously update
K = K'A 2ω . Consequently, the observer model will follow
changes in the Kelvin signal strength due to variations of C''.
This strategy avoids normalisation by potentially noisy C''
signals [34], yet changes in C'' do not affect closed-loop performance. We demonstrate this in Figure 6, where we compare
step responses of the closed-loop Kalman observer and PI
controller. As soon as the gain K drops, the noise level increases
with a PI controller, whereas the Kalman estimate remains
clean.
To further elucidate the performance of the controller, we plot
in Figure 7 its −3 dB closed-loop bandwidth, normalised to the
−3 dB filter bandwidth, as a function of the normalised noise
power spectral densities and
of state transitions and observations, respectively. As the noise at the output, , increases
for a fixed , the bandwidth is reduced (Figure 7a). The ratio
resembles a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), which increases for large K and small filter bandwidths
BW. The closed-loop bandwidth is a function of this SNR.
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Our setup is shown in Figure 8. We implemented the Kalmanfiltering Kelvin controller as a real-time program on the digital
signal processor (DSP) of a digital lock-in amplifier and PLL
(HF2, Zurich Instruments), which demodulates the sidebands at
ωd ± ωm and ωd ± 2ωm as well as the carrier signal at ωd. Since
our implementation of the Kalman filter is integrated into the
lock-in, all signals are available without additional digital/
analog/digital conversions. Additional offsets that might affect
the feedback accuracy are avoided. We have implemented the
Kalman filter as a reusable component in C++ using the Eigen
template library for linear algebra [43], allowing us to perform
offline tests with the same code that is compiled for the DSP. In
its current state, our custom FM-KFM controller can work at
sampling rates of up to 7200 Sa/s.

Figure 6: Closed-loop response of the Kelvin observer (black) and a
proportional-integral controller (red) to steps in Ulcpd and K. Both
controllers incorporate the separately measured static gain, K, and are
tuned for similar step responses at high K. Noise in K and at the inputs
is artificial white noise lowpass-filtered with τfcut = 1 and the filter order
n = 4, corresponding to the simulated system.

Therefore, in addition to avoiding divisions by small signals,
the Kalman filter improves noise performance by bandwidth
adjustments. For normalised closed-loop bandwidths ≤ 1, the
bandwidth is adjusted following
(Figure 7b). Larger
bandwidths are not desired, since they would counteract the
lock-in lowpass action.

Since the sideband signals are detected individually, we do not
depend on the Δf signal as in a typical FM-KFM setup. Therefore, the Kelvin feedback remains the same for AM and FM
topography feedback schemes. For example, on samples with
coarse topography one may use AM topography feedback to
avoid instabilities typically experienced with FM operation. In
vacuum, this may require additional application of active Q
control [44,45] to lower the Q-factor of the cantilever.

Performance on a nanowire device
To demonstrate the performance of our Kalman-KFM
controller, we examine an active nanowire device as depicted in
Figure 8 and Figure 9. Such devices exhibit some of the most
typical and relevant issues hindering reliable KFM measurements in the past: a combination of large topography with a

Figure 7: Normalised closed-loop bandwidth (−3 dB) of the steady-state Kelvin observer as a function of the normalised power spectral densities
and
for different orders of the low-pass filter, n. a) Two-dimensional map for n = 4. As the observation noise density, ,
increases for a fixed transition noise density, , the closed-loop bandwidth is reduced. b) Closed-loop bandwidth normalised to the bandwidth of the
corresponding n-th order low-pass filter.
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Figure 9: a) Topography, b) tip–sample capacitance gradient, C'', and
c) local contact potential difference, Ulcpd, of an InAs nanowire at a
bias current of 1.4 μA. Ulcpd, determined by the Kelvin observer,
exhibits no crosstalk. The inset in b) indicates the tip shape and fast
scan direction. (Scan parameters: Afree = 8.6 nm, Aset = 7.2 nm,
Q = 390, k = 26 N/m, f0 = 304.2 kHz, fm = 4 kHz, Uac = 1 V,
fcut = 100 Hz, n = 4, vtip = 800 nm/s).

Figure 8: Schematic of the modified KFM setup. For topography feedback, the cantilever is excited at a constant frequency ωd close to
resonance. Lock-in amplifiers at ωd ± ωm and ωd ± 2ωm detect sidebands of the cantilever oscillation which contain information about the
surface potential and tip–sample capacitance. Both contributions are
used by the Kalman-KFM controller for the CPD estimate.

multitude of different materials including oxides prone to
charging. In Figure 9, we show a scan of a 70 nm diameter
indium arsenide (InAs) nanowire with nickel (Ni) contacts
(height ≈ 120 nm), obtained at a bias current of 1.4 μA under
ambient conditions using a commercial AFM (Cypher, Asylum
Research). The steep edges at the electrodes necessitated AM
topography feedback. Oftentimes the contact resistances
between nanowire and metal contacts are uneven and large,
obscuring the electrostatics of devices. Traditional four-point
measurements are limited at sub-micron length scales because
the contact length can become comparable to the channel
dimensions. For such samples, KFM appears to be an ideal tool
to characterise the electrostatics in order to optimise device
performance, for example as field effect transistors.
Figure 9b displays the simultaneously acquired C'', calculated
from the 2ωm sideband amplitudes, Equation 14. To ensure
highest lateral potential resolution, we used highly doped
silicon AFM tips (Olympus AC160TS-R3) without a metal
coating. These tips are sharp and not symmetrical at the apex
(schematically depicted in the inset), explaining the increased
C'' on the edge of the left electrode.

Figure 9c shows
as estimated by the Kalman-KFM
controller. Since its gain is continuously updated using the 2ωm
sidebands, crosstalk due to changes of C'' is absent from the
scan. Near the left electrode edge the measured Ulcpd displays
less spatial variation because also the sides of the tip are in
close proximity to the electrode edge, increasing their contribution to the tip–sample capacitance and widening the KFM point
spread function. Even though the Kalman-KFM controller
remains stable and works unaffected by the increased C'',
reaching up to seven times the mean value of the scan, the
geometry of both tip and sample fundamentally limit the attainable resolution. The disturbances remaining on the edge of the
right contact are due to imperfect topography feedback and
accidental switches from net-attractive to net-repulsive
tip–sample interactions. Most importantly, edge effects are
absent at the boundaries of the nanowire. Long-range potential
averaging due to the cantilever beam is absent due to the
gradient-sensitive FM detection.
For an extraction of contact resistances, the voltage profile due
to current flow needs to be separated from additional offsets in
Ulcpd, such as spatial variations in work function. These are
easily obtained from a scan at zero bias. Knowing the potential
drop at the contacts, the bias current, and assuming uniform material or transport properties, for the nanowire device in
Figure 9 we hereby obtain a contact resistance of 40 kΩ at the
left electrode, 150 kΩ at the right electrode, and a channel resistance of 50 kΩ.
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Figure 10: a), b) Kelvin and c), d) error signal of an InAs nanowire similar to the device shown in Figure 9, measured with a standard integral
controller, a) & c), and the Kelvin observer, b) & d). Feedback oscillations, as indicated by the arrow, are absent in the Kalman control scheme, while
the standard deviation of the error signal also decreases from 0.19 to 0.13. (Scan parameters: Afree = 11.2 nm, Aset = 9.6 nm, Q = 500, k = 35 N/m,
f0 = 304.5 kHz, fm = 4 kHz, Uac = 2 V, fcut = 50 Hz, n = 4, vtip = 250 nm/s; all images show raw data).

In Figure 10, we compare the performance of our Kalman-KFM
controller with a standard integral controller. Both controllers
are tuned for optimised closed-loop performance on the
nanowire. The integral controller exhibits ringing artefacts at
electrode edge, indicated by an arrow in Figure 10a, since the
gain margin of the controller is exceeded due to the increased
C''. Such feedback oscillations should be avoided particularly in
single-scan techniques, because they may perturb the topography controller. Next to the nanowire, where C'' is slightly
reduced because of the gate oxide, the bandwidth of the feedback loop drops due to a lower gain.

As shown in Figure 10b, with the Kalman-KFM controller the
feedback performance and image quality remain consistent
during the scan. The error signal (Xω) is almost feature-less and
its standard deviation reduces by about 30% on average
(excluding edge effects). Better tracking is also apparent from
the power spectral densities of the error signals, depicted in
Figure 11. For given lock-in filter bandwidths, the KalmanKFM controller can nullify the ±ωm sidebands faster and better
than the integral controller, without adding to the noise level or
introducing feedback artefacts.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated a novel feedback controller for high
resolution, frequency modulated Kelvin probe force
microscopy. Based on Kalman filtering and stochastic optimal
control, our feedback employs a model-driven estimation
process, which allows one to integrate sensitivity information
from the 2ω m sidebands. In comparison to normalisation
approaches [34], this strategy does not increase the noise level.

Figure 11: One-dimensional power spectral densities of the error
signals in Figure 10c,d. Integral feedback works well at low spatial
frequencies, k, but is unable to follow higher-frequency modulations.
Kalman-KFM control consistently shows a lower error signal at all
frequencies. In both cases the roll-off at high k is due to the Kelvin
lock-in bandwidths.

We have tested performance on an InAs nanowire device with
rough surface and abrupt height variations, which pose severe
challenges to both traditional single-scan and lift-mode
FM-KFM setups. Since direct sideband demodulation allowed
us to perform FM-KFM irrespective of the topography feedback, we could perform these scans with amplitude modulation
in air. Similarly, Magonov and Alexander [46] demonstrated a
setup in which the modulated force gradients are detected from
the phase output of the carrier oscillation lock-in, requiring ωm
to be within its bandwidth. With direct sideband detection, the
detour via a phase modulation is avoided, and ωm can be chosen
independently of the lock-in bandwidth to achieve best separation from topography.
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We have provided a detailed quantitative description of the
evolution of sidebands in dynamic AFM modes. Precise knowledge of their frequency dependence in low and high Q environments is not only neccessary for accurate open-loop KFM techniques, but also offers a direct approach to noise performance
and optimisation of frequency modulated KFM [19]. For
example, ωm should ideally be chosen below the thermal noise
limited bandwidth of the cantilever [24], but the modulation
induced by rough surfaces as well as the desired scan bandwidth establish lower limits. Furthermore, the sideband transfer
function explains the higher resolution obtained by heterodyne
amplitude-modulated KFM [47]. In this technique, the
cantilever is driven mechanically at ω 0 and electrically at
ωm = ω1 − ω0, where ω0 and ω1 are the lowest two eigenfrequencies of the cantilever. Accordingly, the sideband at
ω0 + ωm coincides with the second eigenmode of the cantilever,
resulting in an amplified signal proportional to the electrostatic
force gradient instead of the electrostatic force.

Romain Stomp (Zurich Instruments) for many stimulating
discussions as well as joint first experiments on the frequency
dependence of the sidebands. InAs nanowire fabrication was
facilitated by Siegfried Karg and Ute Drechsler (IBM). We
gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Swiss
National Science Foundation (Project No. 134777).
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Abstract
Using standard microelectromechanical system (MEMS) processes to coat a microcantilever with a piezoelectric layer results in a
versatile transducer with inherent self-sensing capabilities. For applications in multifrequency atomic force microscopy (MF-AFM),
we illustrate that a single piezoelectric layer can be simultaneously used for multimode excitation and detection of the cantilever
deflection. This is achieved by a charge sensor with a bandwidth of 10 MHz and dual feedthrough cancellation to recover the resonant modes that are heavily buried in feedthrough originating from the piezoelectric capacitance. The setup enables the omission of
the commonly used piezoelectric stack actuator and optical beam deflection sensor, alleviating limitations due to distorted frequency responses and instrumentation cost, respectively. The proposed method benefits from a more than two orders of magnitude
increase in deflection to strain sensitivity on the fifth eigenmode leading to a remarkable signal-to-noise ratio. Experimental results
using bimodal AFM imaging on a two component polymer sample validate that the self-sensing scheme can therefore be used to
provide both the feedback signal, for topography imaging on the fundamental mode, and phase imaging on the higher eigenmode.

Introduction
Emerging methods in multifrequency atomic force microscopy
(MF-AFM) rely on the detection and excitation of higher order
eigenmodes of a microcantilever [1-3] and as such, present a
number of practical challenges to cantilever instrumentation.
Both high-bandwidth cantilever actuation and deflection
sensing are necessary, ideally without distorting the frequency

response of the cantilever and involving a minimum amount of
external equipment. For example, the commonly used piezoelectric actuator at the base of the cantilever leads to a highly
distorted frequency response with numerous resonances which
renders the identification and subsequent analysis of higher
eigenmodes exceedingly difficult.
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To circumvent this problem, integrated actuation such as magnetic [4], photothermal [5], resistive thermal [6], ultrasonic [7]
or through a piezoelectric layer [8] have been employed.
Among the sensing techniques to detect the cantilever oscillations, the optical beam deflection (OBD) method [9] remains
the most widely used approach mostly due to its low noise characteristics. However, its limitations such as frequent laser alignment, imaging artifacts due to optical interferences [10] and
limited bandwidth requiring custom-built read-out electronics
[11,12] have led to the development of numerous integrated
sensing approaches. These include capacitive [13], piezoresistive [14], piezoelectric [15] and magnetoresistive [16] sensing.

recover these modes for subsequent application in MF-AFM,
two parallel analog feedforward compensators are employed to
cancel the feedthrough at each eigenmode leading to a substantial increase in dynamic range. We demonstrate that on the
higher eigenmode, a two order of magnitude increase of sensitivity is achieved due to the large deflection to strain sensitivity.
The applicability of the multimodal self-sensing principle is
verified by bimodal AFM experiments to obtain qualitative
phase contrast on the higher eigenmode when imaging a soft
polymer blend.

Modeling
Piezoelectric constitutive laws

A common drawback of self-sensing approaches applied to
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) is the fact that drive
and sense electrodes share a common node (the MEMS electrical network) resulting in a potentially large feedthrough path
from actuation to sensing [17]. If not properly accounted for,
this feedthrough can almost entirely conceal the signal originating from the motion of the structure and is especially dominant if the same transduction principle is used for both actuation and sensing. Recently, the authors proposed two reciprocal
self-sensing schemes for tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (TM-AFM) utilizing charge sensing and charge actuation respectively [18,19], using a single piezoelectric layer. The proposed techniques enable the elimination of the piezoelectric
base actuator and the OBD sensor from the cantilever instrumentation setup, avoiding tedious laser alignment and distorted
frequency responses. In this contribution, we demonstrate that
the self-sensing method can be extended to MF-AFM techniques such as bimodal imaging by measuring the charge simultaneously at multiple higher eigenmodes. However, the individual resonances are heavily buried in feedthrough originating
from the piezoelectric capacitance which yields a dynamic
range of less than 1 dB at the resonant modes. In order to

By sputtering a piezoelectric layer to the surface of a cantilever,
a transducer with inherent self-sensing capabilities is obtained.
The electromechanical equations describing the independent
variables applied stress σ [N/m2] and applied electrical field E
[V/m] and the dependent variables resulting strain ε [m/m] and
resulting electrical displacement D [C/m2] within a piezoelectric material are governed by the IEEE standard on piezoelectricity [20]. They are usually written in compact matrix notation such that redundant and symmetrical terms are accounted
for. By convention of the axis defined in Figure 1, an electric
field or a deflection in the (3)-direction causes normal stress in
the (1)-direction [21]. Then, the constitutive equations reduce to
two scalar equations

(1)

(2)

Figure 1: Simplified cross-section schematic of a beam with bonded piezoelectric layer. An electric field E3 applied to the piezoelectric layer causes a
cantilever deflection in the z-direction. Conversely, a deflection in the z-direction causes stress in the x-direction ε1(x), which leads to a charge accumulation on the piezoelectric layer.
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with Young’s modulus Y [N/m2], piezoelectric d [m/V] and
dielectric ξ [F/m] material constants. The superscripts E and σ
indicate that these constants are measured during constant electrical field (electrodes short-circuited) and constant stress (electrodes open-circuited), respectively. Here, Equation 1 states that
the total strain is the sum of the mechanical strain due to mechanical stress (passive) and the strain caused by applying an
electrical field (active) and therefore describes the transducer if
used as an actuator, i.e., the converse piezoelectric effect. On
the other hand, Equation 2 states that the total electrical displacement is the sum of induced electrical displacement due to
mechanical stress (sensing) and applied electrical field
(feedthrough) and therefore describes the transducer if used as a
sensor, i.e., the direct piezoelectric effect.
In the following we assume an Euler–Bernoulli beam with homogeneous isotropic linear elastic material with constant cross
section and perfect bonding of the piezoelectric layer which is
thin and lightweight compared to the beam. The assumption
implies a linearly varying strain distribution throughout the
beam and enables analytical actuator and sensor equations to be
derived [22].

By applying the moment equilibrium around the center of the
beam and the force equilibrium along the (1)-axis of the beam,
α and ε0 can be determined. By further integrating Equation 6
across the beam, the distributed moment as a function of the
applied voltage is found to be [23,24]

(7)

where Ib and Yb are the moment of inertia and Young’s modulus
of the beam and α(V) contains geometrical constants of the
beam and the piezoelectric layer and is linear in the applied
voltage. Thus, a voltage applied to the electrodes results in a
bending moment causing the cantilever to deflect.

Piezoelectric sensor
With the foregoing assumptions, the stress in the (1)-direction is
given by Hooke’s law

(8)

Piezoelectric actuator
For a piezoelectric layer with thickness tp, applying a voltage V
across the electrodes along the polarization direction, generates
the electrical field

where R is the bending radius which can be related to the
second derivative along the x-axis of the displacement
z ′′ (x,t) = 1/R to yield

(3)

and results in the free strain

(4)

(9)

Here, stress is defined to be positive under elongation (tensile
stress) and negative under compression (compressive stress).
Assuming zero applied electrical field E, the electrical displacement D due to bending stress is given by Equation 2. Hence, the
charge collected on the electrodes located at z = tb/2 + tp can be
determined by integrating the electrical displacement over the
electrode area

Further, the asymmetrical strain distribution along the (1)-axis
in the actuator as shown in Figure 1 can be stated as [23]
(10)
(5)
where κ = −d31(tb/2 + tp)wY31.
By equating Equation 1 and Equation 5 and using Hooke’s law,
the stress distribution in the actuator is found to be
(6)

System model
The transverse deflection of a uniform cantilever (YI = const)
are governed by the Euler–Bernoulli beam equation, which for
the free vibration case are described by the partial differential
equation (PDE) [25]
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(11)

where Y,I,ρ,A are Young’s modulus, area moment of inertia,
mass density and cross section of the beam respectively. A
common approach to solve Equation 11 is the modal analysis
approach. Here, it is assumed that the solution can be represented by separable space and time functions representing the
mode shape Zk(x) and modal coordinates qk(t)

(12)

with

(13)

(14)

For the case of a homogenous isotropic linear elastic beam with
constant cross section, the displacement and strain modeshapes
for varying standard boundary conditions can be derived analytically from Equation 14 [25]. Discontinuous beam models have
been proposed to take into account varying cross-sections but
system identification based on parameter optimization must be
employed to reduce modeling errors [26]. In order to arrive at a
system-based model and to use frequency domain system identification, a damping term is added to Equation 13 and taking
the Laplace transform yields a sum of second order modes to
describe the frequency response of the first n flexural modes of

the beam relating the actuator voltage V(s) to cantilever deflection D(s) [24]

(15)

where each second order mode is associated with a specific
vibrational mode shape and is characterized in terms of the
quality factor Qi, natural frequency ωi and gain αi. Similarly,
when a piezoelectric transducer is subjected to mechanical
strain it becomes electrically polarized, producing a charge on
the surface of the material, described by Equation 10. This
direct piezoelectric effect can be modeled as a strain dependent
voltage source Vp in series with a capacitor Cp as shown in
Figure 2c.
While the capacitor sufficiently represents the dielectric properties of the piezoelectric material, this simplified model does not
take into account dielectric losses or heat dissipation which can
be modeled by adding a resistor in parallel to Vp and Cp. The
model is a simplified version of the Butterworth–van Dyke
model as proposed by the IEEE Standard on piezoelectricity
[20]. The piezoelectric voltage Vp can be modeled as the linear
combination of the direct excitation voltage V(s) and a voltage
due to the tip–sample force acting as a disturbance W(s)
(16)

with

(17)

Figure 2: (a) Annotated photo, (b) schematic and (c) electrical circuit model of the piezoelectric cantilever.
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(21)

(18)

to demonstrate the effect of the feedthrough. Observing that
each mode of Equation 15 and Equation 17 only differ by a constant factor, Equation 21 can be rewritten as

Applying Kirchhoff’s law to Figure 2c, one obtains

(19)
(22)
Substituting Equation 16 into Equation 19 yields

(20)

which is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 3.

From Equation 22 we conclude that by exciting the cantilever
with a voltage and measuring the charge, a deflection estimate
of the cantilever can be obtained if the feedthrough term CpV(s)
can be canceled.

Results and Discussion
Implementation

We note that the charge in the piezoelectric layer depends on
the excitation voltage and the disturbance input but most importantly is dominated by a feedthrough term C p V(s). Consequently, the disturbance will remain unnoticed in the charge
output if the feedthrough is large. Furthermore, while Gvw(s)
can be estimated [27,28], it cannot be measured directly. Thus
we focus on the system

The proposed self-sensing scheme was realized using surfacemount high-bandwidth analog components on a printed circuit
board (PCB) according to the block diagram shown in Figure 4;
a photo of the corresponding implemented circuit is shown in
Figure 5. Here, the block Hqv(s) models the dynamics of the
charge amplifier [18] and the blocks K 1 (s) = C p H qv (s) and
K2(s) = CpHqv(s) are feedforward compensators, each contain-

Figure 3: Block diagram representing the transfer function from voltage actuation and tip disturbance to charge in the piezoelectric material.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the self-sensing scheme with dual feedforward compensator to cancel the capacitive feedthrough at two resonances.
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ing a model of the charge amplifier stage, to compensate the
feedthrough at each resonance. As the charge amplifier can be
approximated by a first order high-pass filter in the bandwidth
of interest [19], the feedforward compensators will have the
same dynamics and can be implemented with simple op-amp
circuits. After compensation, the outputs and
are proportional to the displacement at the respective mode.

eigenmodes of the cantilever. The model along with the
measured data is shown in Figure 6b where only the flexural
modes have been included in the model (the torsional modes,
noticeable between M3 and M4 as well as in the vicinity of M5,
have been neglected). From the model, the fixed structure form
(Equation 15) for n = 6 is calculated with parameters shown in
Table 1.
The experimentally obtained voltage to charge frequency
response is shown in Figure 6c. We note that the first and fifth
modes, while almost entirely buried in feedthrough, show
nearly equal gains at the resonance peaks compared to the
voltage to deflection frequency response shown in Figure 6b.
This is due to the large deflection to strain sensitivity on the
higher mode which can be exploited by using a charge sensor.

Figure 5: Photo of the implemented PCB circuit for bimodal charge
sensing.

System identification
The AFM cantilever used in this work is a piezoelectric selfactuated silicon microcantilever described in section Modeling.
Compared to a standard base excited cantilever whose frequency response is shown in Figure 6a, the piezoelectric cantilever
has closely spaced eigenmodes due to the stepped geometry
[29] and its frequency response is not distorted by additional
actuator dynamics owing to the integrated actuation. The clean
nature of the frequency response data, obtained by performing a
sinusoidal sweep (Zürich Instruments HF2LI lock-in amplifier),
allows for the use of frequency domain subspace identification
[30] to obtain a 12-order state space model for the first six

In order to experimentally verify the model Equation 22, a parameter optimization procedure is employed to fit the model
Equation 22 to the experimentally obtained voltage to charge
frequency response shown in Figure 6c. The optimization
method aims to minimize the difference in magnitude and phase
of the measured transfer function and Equation 22. The resulting parameters are also shown in Table 1. We note that the optimization procedure did not converge for the second, third and
fourth mode due to the excessive amount of feedthrough. The
differences in the estimated feedthrough of each mode is due to
numerical rounding occurring when scaling the optimization parameters back to real world quantities (pF) and due to slight
variations in the passive components of the analog implementation. Additionally, knowing that the capacitance is an inherent
property of the piezoelectric layer, an impedance analyzer such
as the Keysight E4990A was used to measure Cp and the obtained value of 20.27 pF adequately matches the estimation.

Figure 6: (a) Frequency response measured with the OBD sensor (−) of an NT-MDT NSG01 base-excited cantilever highlighting the first two flexural
modes. (b) Frequency response measured with the OBD sensor (−) and identified 12th-order model (−−) of the piezoelectric cantilever highlighting the
first six flexural modes. The inset shows a zoomed view of the fifth flexural mode. (c) Frequency response measured with the charge amplifier (−)
highlighting the first and fifth flexural modes. The insets show a zoomed view of the first, fifth and sixth modes embedded in capacitive feedthrough.
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Table 1: Parameters of the fixed structure model.

M

shape

fi [kHz]

Qi

αi

Cp [pF]

δi

1

50.1

230

0.054

20.48

0.015

2

132.4

240

−0.004

—

—

3

327.9

86

−0.008

—

—

4

729.3

264

−0.0005

—

—

5

962.5

322

0.004

19.82

0.17

6

1203.9

335

−0.002

19.71

−0.08

Feedthrough cancellation
The first and the fifth modes are clearly visible in the frequency
response shown in Figure 6c albeit excessively buried in capacitive feedthrough. In order to use the charge sensor for dynamic
mode AFM, the eigenmodes need to be recovered from the
capacitive feedthrough. Here, an analog feedforward compensation method was employed based on the block diagram shown
in Figure 4. It can be seen in Figure 7a how this compensation
method leads to an increase in dynamic range around the first
resonance from 0.7 dB to 25 dB. Similarly, it can be seen in
Figure 7b how the dynamic range around the fifth resonance
frequency is increased from 0.9 to 26 dB. Due to slight component mismatches which leads to a phase mismatch, the
feedthrough is not compensated entirely which can be seen in
the phase response. However, the de-embedded eigenmodes
have enough dynamic range to be suitable for bimodal

AM-AFM imaging as will be discussed in section Bimodal
AFM application.

Sensor sensitivity
The optical lever method measures the bending angle of the
cantilever at the measurement position rather than the displacement [9,31]. As such, the voltage output from the OBD sensor
has to be calibrated individually for each eigenmode in order to
obtain a deflection measurement from the sensor output [32,33],
which is usually done by performing an approach and retract
curve on a stiff sample. Assuming that the z-axis actuator has
been calibrated beforehand, the vibrational inverse optical lever
sensitivity (invOLS) can be found by calculating the slope of
the linear region of the amplitude versus distance curve [32].
While this approach is common practice for the fundamental
mode, it is not feasible for higher eigenmodes, due to their in-

Figure 7: (a) Frequency response of the first flexural mode measured with the charge sensor before (−) and after feedthrough cancellation (−−). The
dynamic range has been increased from 0.7 to 25 dB. (b) Frequency response of the fifth and sixth flexural modes measured with the charge sensor
before (−) and after feedthrough cancellation (−−). The dynamic range has been increased from 0.9 to 26 dB.
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creased dynamic stiffnesses and associated small free-air amplitudes. As such, the sensor sensitivities are calibrated by comparing the sensor outputs for a given drive voltage and comparing it to the displacement measurements obtained from a laserdoppler vibrometer (LDV) (Polytec MSA-100-3D). For the cantilever used in this work and the NT-MDT NTegra AFM
system, the inverse optical lever sensitivity for the first mode
was found to be
(23)
and
(24)
for the fifth mode. Notice, that the sensitivity on the higher
eigenmode is an order of magnitude better than on the fundamental mode due to measurement of slope. Similarly, the
inverse charge amplifier sensitivity (invCAS) for the first mode
was determined to be
(25)
Notice, that this value is significantly higher than the one obtained with the OBD sensor but it can be lowered if subsequent
gain stages are employed at the expense of introducing additional sensor noise. However, on the fifth mode we obtain an
invCAS of
(26)

which is more than two orders of magnitude better than on the
fundamental mode. This highlights the increased deflection to
strain sensitivity on the higher mode which was already noticed
from Figure 6c. On the fifth mode, the strain sensor produces
the same output for a much smaller deflection, yielding a much
larger sensitivity.

Noise analysis
The noise performance of cantilever deflection sensors used in
dynamic AFM is commonly evaluated with the deflection noise
density acquired from thermally induced vibrations. However,
this method is only suitable for the fundamental mode as higher
eigenmode deflections due to Brownian motion decrease
rapidly [34]. For the cantilever used in this work, the thermally
induced vibration amplitude corresponding to the first mode is
below the sensitivity of the charge sensor associated with that
mode. As the use of the charge sensor in amplitude modulation
AFM always requires demodulation, we state the total integrated noise from the voltage noise density (ND) plot and standard deviation (RMS noise) of the amplitude obtained from a
lock-in amplifier (LIA) (HF2LI Zürich Instruments) and
compare the measurements with the OBD sensor. The cantilever is actively driven at each mode, resulting in a deflection of
253 nm on the first mode and 1.62 nm on the fifth mode. A
4th-order low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of fc = 1 kHz is
used in the LIA. The ND estimates are shown in Figure 8a
which are obtained from the time-domain demodulated amplitude signals sampled at 28.8 kHz using Welch’s segment averaging estimator with 8 sections windowed with the Hamming
window. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 8: (a) Voltage noise density estimate of demodulated amplitude obtained from LIA with low-pass filter cut-off frequency of fc = 1 kHz measured
with charge sensor (−) and total integrated noise (−−) of (a.1) first mode and (a.2) fifth mode. (b) Zoom FFT of the deflection estimate on the fundamental mode from (b.1) OBD sensor and (b.2) charge sensor with a span of 14.4 kHz around the resonance. Zoom FFT of the deflection estimate on
the fifth mode from (b.3) OBD sensor and (b.4) charge sensor with a span of 14.4 kHz around the resonance.
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Table 2: Noise performance of OBD and charge sensor.

OBD M1

CA M1

OBD M5

CA M5

0.90
585
30.3
19.6

0.22
1940
7.20
64.8

0.70
30.2
23.5
1.01

0.21
9.91
6.91
0.33

ND [μV/√Hz]
ND [fm/√Hz]
RMS [μV]
RMS [pm]

It can be noticed, that the charge sensor shows a lower voltage
noise density, but it is inferior to the OBD sensor on the fundamental mode due to the low deflection to strain sensitivity.
However, on the fifth mode the large increase in sensitivity
results in a deflection noise density of only 9.91 fm/√Hz and
RMS noise of 0.33 pm from DC to the equivalent noise bandwidth of the LIA low-pass filter. The values on the fundamental mode are higher than the ones reported for optimized
OBD sensor systems using thermal deflection noise density
[11]. This is due to the lower sensitivity of the sensor at that
mode and the fact that the cantilever is actively driven at resonance. However, the authors believe that the procedure is closer
to the actual dynamic AFM application (using lock-in demodulation of actively driven cantilevers) and therefore the values reported are a realistic representation of values obtained during
AFM imaging. To qualify the resolution of the overall AFM
system, a noise image with the actively driven cantilever in contact with the sample surface should be acquired [35] which
takes into account all contributing noise processes.
Additionally, the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is determined
from narrowband demodulation (ZoomFFT, HF2LI Zürich
Instruments) at a frequency span of 14.4 kHz around the resonance frequency of interest. The results for driving the fundamental mode at an amplitude of 253 nm are presented in
Figure 8b.1 and Figure 8b.2, yielding a SNR of the OBD sensor
of 122.4 dB and of the charge sensor of 120.0 dB. The results
for driving the fifth mode at an amplitude of 1.62 nm are
presented in Figure 8b.3 and Figure 8b.4 yielding a SNR of the
OBD sensor of 102.8 dB and of the charge sensor of 110.9 dB.
The SNR has been calculated from the difference between the
fitted noise floor and the peak at the signal of interest.
Maximum signal levels have been shifted to 0 dB and the horizontal blue line indicates the fitted noise floor.

Bimodal AFM application
Experimental setup
The experimental setup consists of an unaltered NT-MDT
NTegra Prima AFM fitted with a custom cantilever holder to
mount the piezoelectric cantilever used in this work. The signal
access module (SAM) of the AFM provides the relevant inputs
and outputs to change the feedback signal from the OBD sensor

measurement to charge measurement. Approach and retract
curves as well as all AFM imaging data were recorded using
two synchronized Zürich Instrument HF2LI lock-in amplifiers
for which custom imaging scripts were written. Therefore, it is
possible to obtain AFM images relating to either sensor while
z-axis feedback is performed on one specific sensor.
The samples under investigation are a TGZ1 silicon calibration
grating available from NT-MDT with periodic rectangular features of heights h = 21.6 ± 1.5 nm and a blend of polystyrene
(PS) and polyolefin elastomer (ethylene-octene copolymer)
(LDPE) available from Bruker (PS-LDPE-12M). The PS
regions of the sample have elastic modulus numbers around
2 GPa, while the LDPE regions have elastic modulus numbers
around 0.1 GPa making it a widely used standard to image material contrast. The scan speed was set to 20 μm/s at an area of
10 μm × 10 μm.

Approach curves
Approach and retract curves have been performed on the (stiff)
TGZ1 calibration grating where the fundamental and the fifth
modes are actively driven and the amplitude of the fundamental
mode obtained from the OBD sensor is used for z-feedback. As
can be seen from Figure 9a,b,e,f, the fundamental and higher
eigenmode amplitudes measured with either OBD sensor or
charge sensor show a similar trend for small drive voltages
(free-air amplitudes) which resembles approach and retract
curves in one of the two stable branches of the cantilever [36].
However, when the drive voltage of the fundamental mode is
increased, the approach curve is characterized by the well
known transition between the low and high amplitude branch as
can be seen in Figure 9c and Figure 9g. It is worth noting that
for this case, the fifth mode amplitudes obtained from the OBD
sensor and from the charge sensor form a hysteresis loop and
more significantly show inverse behavior for small separations
(compare Figure 9d and Figure 9h). As such, the deflection of
the fifth mode increases and the strain decreases when the cantilever oscillation state jumps from one amplitude branch into the
other.

Imaging TGZ1 calibration grating
The TGZ1 calibration grating was imaged alternating between
the OBD sensor and the charge sensor as the topography feedback signal in order to verify the suitability of imaging with
charge. It can be seen from Figure 10 that due to the excellent
SNR of the charge sensor the topography obtained from either
of the two methods yields identical quality. Moreover, it can be
noted that for stiff samples like the TGZ1, the overall conservative interactions result in no difference between the amplitude
of the actual feedback signal and the auxiliary signal (compare
Figure 10b with Figure 10c and Figure 10e with Figure 10f).
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Figure 9: Approach (red, −) and retract (blue, −) curves obtained on a TGZ1 calibration grating with OBD sensor used for feedback: (a)–(d) fundamental and fifth mode amplitude measured with the OBD sensor and (e)–(h) fundamental and fifth mode amplitude measured with the charge sensor.

Figure 10: AFM Experiment on a TGZ1 calibration grating showing the 3D images of topography and fundamental mode amplitudes for (a)–(c) using
the OBD sensor for feedback and (d)–(f) the charge sensor for feedback. Note, the respective auxiliary signal plotted in the third column shows no
difference to the feedback signal plotted in the second column.

For both experiments, the interaction was mostly attractive as
can be seen from the fundamental mode phase image (not
shown) and only shows repulsive interaction at the rising edges
of the features.

Bimodal AFM on PS/LPDE
A two component polymer as described in section Experimental setup was imaged using bimodal AFM, i.e., by actively
driving the first and fifth eigenmodes of the piezoelectric cantilever. While the z-axis feedback controller maintains a constant
amplitude at the fundamental frequency by commanding the
z-actuator, the higher mode is left uncontrolled and can respond
freely to sample features. As such, the higher eigenmode phase

contrast is often used to distinguish between material properties
[37]. The experimental results are presented in Figure 11; a
plane level algorithm has been applied to the topography
images. The first row represents a bimodal experiment with the
OBD sensor and the second row shows bimodal imaging of the
same area with the charge sensor. For clarity, the phase of
the first and fifth modes for each sensor have been shifted such
that
and as such
indicates a net attractive imaging regime and
indicates a net repulsive imaging regime. We note that the first
mode interaction using either sensor is attractive on the LPDE
islands and repulsive on the surrounding PS matrix. In contrast,
the fifth mode interaction is consistently attractive across both
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Figure 11: Bimodal experiment with the first and fifth eigenmode of the piezoelectric cantilever on a PS/LPDE sample showing amplitude in [nm] and
phase in [°] using (a)–(e) the OBD sensor and (f)–(j) the charge sensor. Note the contrast reversal of the amplitude of the fifth mode between the OBD
and charge sensor.

features with either sensor. A clear contrast between the two
polymer regions can be observed in the fifth mode phase image
for either sensor. Comparing the amplitude image on the fifth
mode, the contrast reversal discussed in section Approach
curves is clearly visible.

optimization routine should be employed which places individual piezoelectric transducers at locations where that mode
shows a uniform and maximum strain distribution. Therefore,
future work will aim at exploring optimal cantilever geometry
and piezoelectric layer layout to maximize the deflection to
strain sensitivity at each mode.

Conclusion
Experimental results using monomodal and bimodal atomic
force microscopy with the first and fifth eigenmode of a piezoelectric cantilever on a variety of samples validate that the selfsensing scheme proposed in this work achieves remarkable
signal-to-noise ratios and can therefore be used to provide both
the feedback signal for topography imaging on the fundamental
mode and phase imaging on the higher eigenmode. The charge
sensor as well as the feedthrough compensation are implemented in analog using high-bandwidth surface mount components. In this approach, due to small circuit mismatches, the
feedthrough has to be canceled for each mode separately to
achieve the best dynamic range which is necessary for tappingmode AFM. The inherent self-sensing capability of a single
piezoelectric layer enables the omission of the commonly used
optical lever method, promoting the potential downsizing of an
AFM. In future work, the authors aim to extend this work to the
point where quantitative material properties can be extracted
using a multimode charge sensor. Furthermore, we aim to
implement an automatic feedthrough compensation scheme
using disturbance observer concepts which would eliminate the
need for individual analog compensation circuits. Lastly, we
note that not all eigenmodes are equally observable with the
present cantilever geometry and location of the piezoelectric
layer. In order to observe a specific higher eigenmode, a modal
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Abstract
Micro- and nanocantilevers are employed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and in micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems
(MEMS and NEMS) as sensing elements. They enable nanomechanical measurements, are essential for the characterization of
nanomaterials, and form an integral part of many nanoscale devices. Despite the fact that numerous methods described in the literature can be applied to determine the static flexural spring constant of micro- and nanocantilever sensors, experimental techniques
that do not require contact between the sensor and a surface at some point during the calibration process are still the exception
rather than the rule. We describe a noncontact method using a microfluidic force tool that produces accurate forces and demonstrate that this, in combination with a thermal noise spectrum, can provide the static flexural spring constant for cantilever sensors
of different geometric shapes over a wide range of spring constant values (≈0.8–160 N/m).

Introduction
Micro- and nanocantilevers are routinely employed as probes
down to the nanometer scale. In atomic force microscopy
(AFM), microcantilever sensors are used, for example, to image
the topography of surfaces and to map mechanical properties
with nanometer resolution [1-3]. In addition, so-called force
curves can reveal information about the interaction between the
AFM tip and the surface, thus providing information about local
interactions [4]. Cantilever structures also form an integral part
of micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS and

NEMS) [5-7] and can be employed as freestanding sensors
[8-13].
In many applications where a cantilever-type sensor is involved,
the calibration of the sensor stiffness (spring constant, k) is a
prerequisite for obtaining quantitative data. Several methods
describing how the static flexural spring constant can be calibrated have been reported in the literature, in particular in relation to AFM [14,15]. However, many of the experimental ap-
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proaches have drawbacks or limitations and cannot easily be extended to an array of cantilevers. One of the major drawbacks of
many of the available experimental techniques is the requisite
contact between the probe and surface during the calibration
process, which can damage the AFM tip. Therefore, methods
that do not involve any contact are highly desirable.

measured [31,32]. The corresponding general expression for the
static spring constant,
, is:

For softer cantilevers (k < 5 N/m) and simple geometries, such
as rectangular-shaped beams, several calibration methods have
been demonstrated to work well [16-18]. However, for stiff cantilevers (k > 20 N/m) and “unusual” geometric shapes, the determination of the spring constant is still a challenge [14,19].
The most direct method for the determination of the static
spring constant comprises the application of a well-defined
force to the sensor and measuring the resulting deflection. One
way to do this is by pressing the cantilever against a balance
[20,21] or a precalibrated cantilever [22,23]. However, the
disadvantage is that the tip is in mechanical contact with a hard
surface and can therefore be damaged [24,25]. Furthermore,
these methods are appropriate for cantilevers with a spring constant typically greater than ≈1 N/m [20] and less than ≈10 N/m
[26]. The application of forces other than mechanical force,
such as magnetic or electrostatic force, requires modification of
the cantilever, for example, with a magnetic coating. This can
pose a problem in itself because of the small dimensions of the
cantilever structure. In addition, the coating can cause stress, resulting in a static deflection of the sensor beam. It is therefore
desirable to have a universal force tool that can exert welldefined forces on all types of cantilever sensors independent
from their physical and chemical properties. A microfluidic
flow tool has been previously employed in connection with cantilever spring constant determination [27-30], and it was shown
that forces due to the flow from a microfluidic channel can be
exploited to determine the dynamic flexural spring constants
[29] as well as the torsional and lateral spring constants [30]. In
the following, we describe a method to determine the static
flexural spring constant for cantilevers of any geometric shape.
The approach can be applied to very soft as well as very stiff
cantilevers. We demonstrate that a microfluidic flow can
provide accurate forces and allows the static spring constant of
cantilever sensors to be determined with high precision and
without any contact between the sensor and a surface. We show
the applicability of the method for spring constants in the range
of 0.8 N/m to ≈160 N/m.

where
is the total force exerted by the
force distribution,
, over the cantilever length, L, and
is
the resulting static deflection of the cantilever measured at
position L.

(1)

In AFM, a point load applied at the position of the probe tip
results in a deflection
of the cantilever that is typically
measured at or close to the free end of the beam. The static
spring constant resulting from this point load, , is therefore
given by

(2)

The spring constant for any force distribution,
, can be converted to an equivalent spring constant for a point load, ,
applied at the position of the probe tip by a generalization of the
procedure described in [31]. In general, there is no analytical
expression for the conversion factor
, but it can
be determined numerically. Experimentally measuring the
spring constant
therefore allows
to be determined if the
conversion factor β is known.
The static spring constant for a point load, , can be obtained
from the dynamic spring constant of the first flexural mode
if the dynamic-to-static spring constant conversion factor γ is
known [32,33]:
The dynamic spring constant is
related to the mean-squared displacement,
, of the fundamental flexural mode of the cantilever:
[16],
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The mean-squared displacement
is obtained from
the area under the thermal resonance curve. Combining these
equations gives

(3)

Method
Determination of the static flexural spring
constant
The static flexural spring constant depends on the force distribution, , applied to the cantilever sensor as well as the position, x, along the beam where the resulting deflection, , is

where zV is the photodiode signal in native units of the instrument (volts) and σ1 is the optical lever sensitivity for thermal
oscillations [34,35]. Knowledge of σ1 is required for calibration
of the spring constant via the thermal noise method [16]. It can
be experimentally obtained, for example, from a force curve.
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Similarly, the measured spring constant for a force distribution
is

(4)

where dV is the deflection in the native units of the instrument
(volts) and σ2 is the optical lever sensitivity for bending under
the force distribution
. Note that even without knowledge
of σ1 and σ2, the dynamic-to-static sensitivity ratio α = σ1/σ2
can still be theoretically obtained. This conversion is similar to
the dynamic-to-static optical lever sensitivity conversion required in the thermal noise method [33].
From the photodiode signal, the deflection for a total force and
the peak area under a thermal noise curve are obtained in units
of volts and volts squared, respectively. The spring constant
can then be determined without knowledge of the individual
optical lever sensitivities σ1 and σ2 by combining Equation 3
and Equation 4 and rearranging them as

(5)

Experimental
Setup and measurements
Experiments were performed with a commercial Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM system (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA).
In our setup, a custom-built, smooth parallel plate microchannel of height ≈100 μm and length 4.5 mm was used [27,29,30].
An accurate value of the channel height was obtained by
contacting the free end of a cantilever on the bottom surface of
the channel with the channel aligned parallel to the cantilever
length and measuring the distance to the top of the channel by
lifting the cantilever with the AFM microstepper motor until it
contacted the top surface of the channel. This gave a value of
106 μm.
For the measurements, the channel was fixed on the sample
stage of the AFM and positioned such that fluid flow from its
exit interacted with the cantilever as illustrated in Figure 1. The
channel was aligned such that the free end of the cantilever was
level with the edge of the channel and 100 μm above the
channel exit. This alignment was chosen because of the ease of
reproducibility.
Nitrogen gas was used as the working fluid. Pressure differences were applied to the microchannel to drive the flow,

Figure 1: Schematic side view of the microchannel with Poiseuille
profile of the fluid and a cantilever that bends due to forces exerted by
the fluid.

establishing stable Poiseuille velocity profiles [27]. The
maximum pressure applied to the channel depended on the
cantilever studied. The highest pressure used was ≈3.5 kPa, resulting in a nitrogen velocity value of about ≈62 m/s in the
channel mid-line [28], corresponding to a laminar, incompressible flow [36].
The forces applied to the cantilever by the fluid flow cause a
static flexural bending [30]. The bending of the cantilever as a
function of fluid velocity was recorded by reading out the
photodiode signal of the AFM with a self-coded LabVIEW
routine via a signal access module (SAM-V, Bruker, CA, USA)
and an external interface (USB-6251, National Instruments).
The power spectral density of the thermal noise was obtained
with the Bruker software. The peak area, resonant frequency
and Q-factor of the thermal noise spectra were determined with
a self-coded MATLAB routine by fitting Lorentzian curves to
the resonance peaks of the first flexural modes. Force curves, to
calibrate the deflection sensitivity (σ1) for the thermal noise
method, were recorded on clean sapphire substrates.

Cantilevers studied
To test our approach, a range of commercially available cantilevers were studied (see Figure 2). RA2 and RC2 are tipless cantilevers (Mikromasch, Tallinn, Estonia) while OTESPA, Tap150,
NCHV, Tap525, and Fastscan-C all have tips attached (Bruker,
Santa Barbara, USA). Some cantilevers had metal coatings to
increase the reflectivity of the laser: Tap150, Tap525 and
OTESPA were aluminum-coated and Fastscan-C was goldcoated. RA2, RC2 and NCHV had no metal coating.
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Determination of the force distribution and
the conversion factors α, β, and γ
To provide information about the interaction between the fluid
flow escaping from the microchannel and the cantilevers, we
performed finite element method simulations with COMSOL
Multiphysics [37]. The mesh independence of the results was
confirmed by mesh refinement. The forces applied to the cantilever by the fluid flow were extracted from the simulations.
Figure 3 displays the force per unit length for different fluid
speeds at the center of the microchannel applied to a cantilever
using the example of NCHV (see Table 1).

Figure 2: Optical images of the AFM cantilevers studied showing their
plan view geometries (view from the tip side). Details of the cantilever
dimensions are given in the Results section.

Results
Cantilever dimensions, resonant frequency
and Q-factor
Table 1 summarizes the geometrical dimensions, resonant frequency and Q-factor of the cantilevers studied. Here, “Nominal” refers to the information provided by the manufacturers.
The actual plan view dimensions of all microcantilevers were
determined with an Olympus optical microscope. Some of the
cantilevers had a trapezoidal cross-section (see Figure 2), in
which case both the width at the top and the bottom were determined.

Figure 3: Force per unit length as a function of the fluid speed experienced by cantilever NCHV. The fixed end of the cantilever is at x = 0.
The shaded area is a sketch of the fluid speed profile escaping the
channel and also indicates the boundaries of the microchannel exit
along the x-axis.

The total force
experienced by the cantilever sensor was
obtained by integrating the force distribution over the cantilever length. The conversion factor α was determined with a self-

Table 1: Nominal and experimentally determined geometric dimensions (width, w, thickness, t, full length, L, and length of picketed end, l, all given in
μm), fundamental frequency, f (kHz), and Q-factor of the cantilevers studied.

RA2

RC2

OTESPA

Tap150

NCHV

Tap525

Fastscan-C

wnominal
wexp,top

35
31.0

35
31.0

40
42.5

30
40.0

40
42.0

40
52.0

wexp,bottom

31.0

31.0

41.0

30.0

25.5

24.0

2
110
110.0
15.0
210
231.658
268

2
130
124.5
15.0
150
162.283
222

3.7
160
149.0
40.0
300
297.540
470

1.85
125
124.0
15.0
150
173.952
262

4
125
121.0
19.0
320
324.167
439

6.25
125
123.0
26.0
525
512.316
773

40 (footprint)
42.0 (fixed end)
6.0 (free end)
42.0 (fixed end)
6.0 (free end)
0.3
40
44.5
–
300
210.916
102

tnominal
Lnominal
Lexp
lexp
f1,nominal
f1,exp
Q-factor
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coded MATLAB routine. This conversion factor is similar in
nature to a factor that is also required for calibration with the
thermal noise method [33].
For the conversion factor β, the static deflection of the cantilever beam as a function of the force profile for different fluid
speeds and for the force profiles obtained from the simulations
was determined with a self-coded MATLAB routine following
the procedures described in [31,32]. In addition, the bent shape
was also determined for a point load applied at the free end of
the cantilever.
The conversion factors α and β depend on the force distribution.
They are therefore dependent on the fluid speed if the force distribution changes with speed. Figure 4 displays α and β for
some of the cantilevers studied and for fluid speeds above
15 m/s. The conversion factors are fairly constant for all cantilevers and for the alignment chosen in our experiment. The behavior of the conversion factors for the cantilevers not shown
(RA2, RC2, Tap150) was very similar to that shown for NCHV
and Tap525.
In Table 2, the mean values of α and β together with their standard deviations for the speed range above 15 m/s are reported.
The standard deviation of α is well below 1% over this range
for all cantilevers, while it is typically less than 1% for β with
the exception of FastScan-C (2.1%) and OTESPA (2.3%),
which are the most picketed cantilevers studied. The conversion factor γ, also given in Table 2, is identical to the one required in the thermal noise calibration method. We determined
γ for the different geometries of the cantilevers with self-coded
MATLAB routines. For many cantilever geometries, this can
also be found in the literature (see for example [33]). The
geometric data reported in Table 1 was used for the calculations of all conversion factors.

Figure 4: Fluid-flow-dependent conversion factors α and β for some of
the cantilevers studied. The conversion factors of cantilevers RA2,
RC2 and Tap150 (not shown) showed a behavior very similar to that of
NCHV and Tap525.

Deflection under fluid flow and determination
of the static flexural spring constant
Figure 5 shows a typical deflection curve for cantilever NCHV
as a function of the fluid flow speed. The pressure applied to the
channel, and hence the fluid flow speed, was first increased and
then decreased in the experiment. A slight hysteresis can be observed in the deflection curve for fluid speeds below ≈15 m/s,
corresponding to pressure values of <0.8 kPa.

Table 2: Conversion factors with their standard deviations (Δ), and nominal (manufacturer quoted) and experimentally determined spring constant
values. No individual error estimates are stated for the thermal noise measurements but are typically found to be in the range of 10–20% [14,34].

χ
α
Δα
β
Δβ
γ
knom
(kmin; kmax)

RA2

RC2

OTESPA

Tap150

NCHV

Tap525

Fastscan-C

1.1290
0.9773
0.0002
0.3541
0.0012
1.0490
7.5
(3.5;12.5)

1.1236
0.9762
0.0002
0.3811
0.0013
1.0470
4.5
(2.5; 8.5)

1.1916
0.9606
0.0021
0.3385
0.0078
1.0740
26
(8.4; 57)

1.1237
0.9630
0.0004
0.3481
0.0024
1.0470
5
(2.5; 10)

1.1378
0.9623
0.0003
0.3342
0.0011
1.0530
42
(20; 80)

1.1620
0.9674
0.0005
0.3310
0.0019
1.0630
200
(100; 400)

1.1801
0.9355
0.0074
0.3423
0.0072
1.0900
0.8
(0.4; 1.2)

7.7

5.26

26.5

10.3

36.7

123.8

0.63

8.5 ± 0.3

4.35 ± 0.09

33.1 ± 2.4

8.3 ± 0.3

42.4 ± 2.1

154.2 ± 2.4

0.88 ± 0.07
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(6)

The dynamic-to-static optical lever sensitivity ratio, χ, was obtained with a self-coded MATLAB routine and was calculated
for cantilevers with the geometrical dimensions reported in
Table 1.

Discussion
Force profiles and cantilever deflection

Figure 5: Cantilever deflection of NCHV under fluid flow from the
microchannel measured at the free end of the cantilever.

To properly normalize the curve to zero deflection, the photodiode signal value at very low speeds was subtracted. Subsequently, Equation 3 was used to determine . The result is
shown in Figure 6. The highest deflection of NCHV was
≈52 nm in our experiments and therefore well within the linear
response range of the cantilever [38].

The force profiles and the corresponding force per unit length
exerted on the cantilevers by the fluid flow depend on the geometry of the beam and its alignment, (i.e., the position of the
cantilever relative to the channel exit). In the case of a constant
force distribution, the force profile would largely mirror variations in the cantilever width. As can be seen in Figure 3, the
profiles show some deviation from this behavior. The length of
some of the cantilevers (such as NCHV) is greater than the
channel height and hence the force experienced by the cantilever decreases towards its fixed end. The picket-shaped end of
cantilever NCHV, however, is clearly reflected in the force
profiles displayed in Figure 3.
It is noteworthy that the position of the maximum force per unit
length does not coincide with the center of the channel. This is
also due to the chosen alignment in our experiment: the fluid
escaping the channel must flow around the cantilever structure
and the chip holding the cantilever. The fluid does not flow
underneath the chip due to the small (≈100 μm) distance between the bottom of the chip and top edge of the microchannel
and moves away from the vertical face of the cantilever chip.
This moves the maximum force in the direction of the free end.

Figure 6: Experimentally determined
The dashed line indicates the mean
15–55 m/s.

value for cantilever NCHV.
value for fluid speeds of

This procedure was applied to all cantilevers studied. Table 2
summarizes the resulting spring constant values
for fluid
speeds above ≈15 m/s, together with their standard deviations.
For comparison, the spring constant values obtained by the thermal noise method (as described in [33]) are also provided,
calculated according to

The presence of a tip on the cantilever was found to have negligible influence on the force profile and hence the total applied
force: simulations of the forces applied to the cantilevers
showed no significant difference in the total applied force when
simulated with and without a tip. This should not be a surprise
as the main fluidic force experienced by the cantilever is due to
plan-view-dependent drag as opposed to viscous shear, and the
former is not significantly influenced by the presence of the tip.
The reason for the observed hysteresis in the speed-dependent
deflection (Figure 5) is not entirely clear. Some cantilevers
showed no hysteresis at all while others showed more pronounced hysteresis, in particular Tap525. A change in the alignment of the cantilever relative to the channel had no effect on
the observed phenomenon. The hysteresis could be related to
changes in the humidity surrounding the cantilever as the fluid
flow of dry nitrogen from the microchannel acts to decrease
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humidity with increasing fluid speed [8]. The metal coating on
some of the cantilevers might also delaminate or let water enter,
inducing some stress and causing additional bending, which is
removed when nitrogen from the channel decreases the surrounding humidity. Checking the quality factors Q and the resonance frequencies of the resonance peaks for very low flow
speeds at the beginning of the measurements and at the end did
not reveal significant differences. If there is some stress induced, it is certainly small and not revealed by the Q-factor or
the resonance frequency value.

sion factors has been taken into account in the determination of
the spring constant values reported in Table 2. Using the average values of α and β reported in Table 2 will give similar
values to those reported for all cantilevers and fluid speeds
above 15 m/s. Very small deviations would result for OTESPA
and Fastscan-C cantilevers, where the values however should
still give accurate results for fluid speeds around 25 m/s, corresponding to the speed where the mean values coincide with the
calculated values.

Spring constant values
Conversion factors α, β and γ
The conversion factor γ, which relates the dynamic and static
spring constants for a point load, is identical to one of the
conversion factors required in relation to the thermal noise
method. α and β are specific for our experiment and setup. α is a
factor in relation to a dynamic-to-static optical lever sensitivity
conversion. It is similar to the factor χ required for the thermal
noise method [34]. The term “dynamic” in both cases refers to
thermal oscillations and the first flexural mode. The term
“static” refers to the optical lever sensitivity (in relation to the
application of a point load at the free end in case of χ) and is
related to the optical sensitivity linked to the force distribution
resulting from the microchannel flow in case of α. χ and α are a
measure of how much the cantilever bends at the free end compared to its bending in the first flexural mode for a given deflection at the free end. The conversion factor χ > 1 because an
applied point load at the free end leads to a higher bending compared to the first flexural mode. In contrast, α < 1 because for
the chosen cantilever alignment and the resulting force distribution, the bending is lower compared to the bending of the modal
shape of the first flexural mode. Note that the α values are close
to unity however (Table 2).
It has been reported in the literature that an analytical expression for β can be obtained for some force distributions and cantilever geometries [31]. For a constant force distribution and a
rectangular beam β = 3/8 = 0.375. It can be seen that the values
in Table 2 are of similar size because the cantilever shapes are
similar to rectangular ones and the resulting force distributions
due to the fluid flow show some similarity to a constant
force distribution.
α and β depend on the force distribution and change if the force
profile changes, for example, with fluid speed or cantilever
positioning. However, Figure 4 and Table 2 demonstrate that
there is no dramatic change in the values of both conversion
factors (<3%) for any of the cantilevers studied and over the
fluid speed ranges utilized to determine the spring constants.
The highest changes are observed for the OTESPA and
Fastscan-C cantilevers. The speed dependence of the conver-

Figure 6 shows a slight increase of the spring constant value
with fluid speed for cantilever NCHV. Ideally the curve should
be a flat line. Not all cantilevers showed such an increase,
which could be due to a small deviation from the modelled
setup because of a slight misalignment of the cantilever or an
angle between fluid flow and cantilever in the experiment that is
slightly different from the one in the modelling. Another parameter where a small error would lead to this type of behavior is
the normalization of the experimentally measured deflection
curve to zero deflection. This is another reason, in addition to
the observed hysteresis at lower fluid speeds for some of the
cantilevers, why only speed values above 15 m/s were considered. The absolute error associated with the zero deflection
normalization is the same for all deflections dV. As a result, the
relative error in
will be larger for small deflections, as described by Equation 5. Note, however, that maximum deflection values were in the range of ≈230 nm (Fastscan-C) to
≈17 nm (Tap525) and hence well within the linear response
range of the cantilevers and the detector [38]. The size of the
deflection itself should therefore not induce an error.
Some of the determined spring constant values show a significant deviation from the nominal values provided by the manufacturer. It is well known that such a discrepancy between the
nominal and the actual values can exist [4,39]. All spring constants determined by the fluid flow method are however within
the manufacturers quoted range, while for the thermal noise
method, only the value for Tap150 falls slightly outside the
nominal range.
The biggest deviation between the spring constants determined
via thermal noise and the fluid flow method are observed for
RC2 and Fastscan-C cantilevers. RC2 is a tipless cantilever and
contact between the cantilever and a surface during the force
curve required for the thermal noise method is in general not
well defined. Therefore, there might be a large error in the experimental optical lever sensitivity, σ1, and hence in this particular thermal noise spring constant value. The optical lever
sensitivity, when determined from force curves, has a potentially significant error even when contact between the cantile-
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ver and a surface is established with a tip [19]. In contrast, the
method based on the fluidic force does not require this type of
measurement.
Most of the spring constant values determined with the fluid
flow are higher than those from thermal noise with the exception of RC2 and Tap150. A systematic error such as a misalignment of the cantilever relative to the flow could lead to such a
deviation. A misalignment would result in a difference between
the force experienced by the cantilever during the experiment in
comparison to the force obtained from modelling, although it
appears unlikely that such a potential systematic error was then
not present for RC2 and Tap150.
An advantage of the presented approach, as compared to most
other calibration methods, is that it gives the spring constant
value for a range of applied forces and deflections with standard deviation values of typically <5%, while other methods
often produce a value based on a single deflection.
The accessible spring constant range is not limited to the range
0.8–155 N/m of the present study. Softer cantilevers require a
lower fluid flow speed and stiffer ones a higher speed. In order
to have better control over the flow and the resulting forces, the
channel height could be reduced for spring constant values
<1 N/m and increased for cantilevers with spring constants
>100 N/m.

corresponding resonant frequencies are recorded [30]. Furthermore, the setup also allows the linear range of the force constants to be systematically tested for all kinds of cantilever
sensors and other micro- and nanomechanical structures.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a microfluidic gas flow escaping
from a microchannel can be employed to provide accurate
forces on the micrometer scale. We showed that a wide range of
microcantilevers with very different static spring constants and
geometric shapes can be calibrated without the need to bring the
sensor into contact with a surface. An array of cantilevers could
also easily be calibrated with the force tool described. The setup
presents a contactless microfluidic force tool, which is generally applicable on small scales and has the potential to be equally
useful in combination with smaller sensors and structures. The
method should therefore be equally applicable to nanocantilever sensors and nanostructures.
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Abstract
Significant progress has been accomplished in the development of experimental contact-mode and dynamic-mode atomic
force microscopy (AFM) methods designed to measure surface material properties. However, current methods are based on
one-dimensional (1D) descriptions of the tip–sample interaction forces, thus neglecting the intricacies involved in the material behavior of complex samples (such as soft viscoelastic materials) as well as the differences in material response between the surface
and the bulk. In order to begin to address this gap, a computational study is presented where the sample is simulated using an enhanced version of a recently introduced model that treats the surface as a collection of standard-linear-solid viscoelastic elements.
The enhanced model introduces in-plane surface elastic forces that can be approximately related to a two-dimensional (2D)
Young’s modulus. Relevant cases are discussed for single- and multifrequency intermittent-contact AFM imaging, with focus on
the calculated surface indentation profiles and tip–sample interaction force curves, as well as their implications with regards to experimental interpretation. A variety of phenomena are examined in detail, which highlight the need for further development of more
physically accurate sample models that are specifically designed for AFM simulation. A multifrequency AFM simulation tool based
on the above sample model is provided as supporting information.
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Introduction
The accurate characterization of viscoelastic materials with
atomic force microscopy (AFM) is of high interest [1-16], but it
is also a very difficult task due to the complexity of the material behavior phenomena that govern the AFM observables. In
contrast, the description of the bulk behavior of viscoelastic materials can frequently be represented with relatively simple
models combining linear springs and dampers [14], which are
appropriate for the specimen geometries used at the continuum
scale. A common example is a viscoelastic film trapped between two parallel plates that are displaced with respect to one
another while the stress in the material is measured [17,18].
Drawing a connection from continuum mechanics to AFM measurements (where the probe geometry is relatively simple, often
assumed spherical) may appear to be straightforward at first
glance, but a detailed analysis reveals specific complexities that
can make quantitative accuracy an elusive goal. For example, in
contrast to a typical bulk experiment, the stresses and strains
imposed by the AFM probe on the sample are not uniformly
distributed throughout the material, but are often localized near
the axis of the indentation. Second, at the scale of an AFM measurement, the surface layer mechanical properties (which often
differ from the bulk properties, as discussed below) may play a
prominent role. Specifically, as the tip compresses the sample, it
is easy to imagine how the indentation leads to an increase in
the sample surface area, which has an associated energy cost
either due to elasticity or surface free energy, or both [19,20].
The overall effect is that as the tip travels into the surface, the
surface profile evolves in a way that minimizes the associated
energy cost. Third, these surface free energy and elastic energy
effects are often neither isotropic nor uniform, as there is generally a variation in the structure and morphology of most viscoelastic surfaces (e.g., polymers) in the horizontal direction (examples are provided below). Furthermore, at the scale of an
AFM indentation it may be difficult to properly define the surface energy (even conceptually) since the local material
constituents (e.g., polymer chains) can significantly differ from
their neighbors and can be, to a varying degree, flexible and
mobile. At this scale, the surface is not a smooth continuum but
may instead contain molecules oriented in various directions, as
well molecules trapped in conformations that do not correspond to a global energy minimum (especially in the
compressed volume directly under the AFM tip). Additionally,
the behavior of the molecules on the surface may be influenced
by chemical or dispersion (van der Waals) forces exerted by the
probe, thus leading to a situation in which the sample is influenced by the measurement itself. One could continue extending
the list of phenomena that preclude an ideal measurement by
considering other issues such as limitations of the measurement
method and instrumentation, almost arriving at the conclusion
that it is nearly impossible to carry out quantitatively accurate

measurements of viscoelasticity with AFM, unless one assumes
that the sample follows the simplest continuum behaviors.
For the most part, the development of new AFM imaging and
spectroscopy methods has relied on continuum assumptions that
enable the construction of well-defined surface models. This is
quite reasonable, and in the absence of elaborate surface models
that can easily be incorporated into the methods, this has been a
very fruitful course of action. For example, within contact-resonance AFM (CR-AFM) methods (including dual-amplitude
resonance tracking, DART) [2-6], the surface is treated using a
linear Kelvin–Voigt model, which consists of a linear spring in
parallel with a linear damper. Linear models are used in this
case because the oscillation amplitude of the AFM tip is very
small, so the tip–sample interaction force curve at the desired
force setpoint can be considered to be a straight line for the
range of tip positions explored. Similar approaches have been
used in force modulation techniques (FMOD-AFM), where the
sample is dynamically probed at frequencies well below the
cantilever resonance frequency [21]. Novel spectroscopy
methods have also been recently developed for intermittentcontact imaging. For example, it is now possible to extract
tip–sample force curves using dual-eigenmode frequencymodulation AFM [10] and intermodulation AFM [11,12]. In
these methods, the surface is modeled as a continuum material
with a well-defined Young’s modulus, which interacts with a
spherical AFM probe and is assumed to dissipate energy in
proportion to the probe’s instantaneous velocity and depth of
indentation. Here, an analytical description of the force as a
function of tip position and velocity,
, is postulated, and the experiment is performed with the objective of
extracting the model constants. Despite the simplicity of the
surface models available, these methods clearly represent very
important milestones in the development of AFM spectroscopy
and already have a wide range of practical applications.
Nevertheless, these rapid AFM developments also call for
additional efforts at the other end of the research problem,
namely the development and implementation of more physically accurate surface models that are able to describe nanoscale surface complexities such as those discussed in the
previous paragraph.
With the above in mind, the objective of this paper is to carry
out a qualitative exploratory study of the coupling of viscoelastic behaviors with nanoscale surface effects within a
tip–sample model that can be used for the simulation and interpretation of AFM experiments. The work departs from a previously introduced quasi-three-dimensional (Q3D) implementation of the standard linear solid (SLS) model for representing
viscoelastic surfaces [13,14,22-24] and considers the enhance-
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ment of the model through the incorporation of in-plane elastic
effects within the top surface layer. The study highlights measurement interpretation challenges and physical phenomena that
have not yet been addressed in depth within AFM. The article is
organized as follows: first a thorough presentation of the SLS
model is provided, describing its elements, constitutive equations, corresponding complex modulus, and the relationship between its parameters and those one would use in simulating
AFM imaging. Next, a detailed discussion of surface effects is
offered, followed by a description of the enhanced surface
model. A Results and Discussion section follows, which treats
specific numerical examples focusing on the tip–sample force
curve features, indentation profiles, tip geometry effects and
their interaction with one another. The next section consists of a
description of the software tool, whose source code and input
file are provided as supporting information. The paper closes
with the section Conclusion.
The author cautions the reader that although the calculations
and discussions presented here can be useful in highlighting
future research directions regarding the development of AFM
methods and models for viscoelastic materials, all the analyses
are based on linear material behaviors that may fall short in the
treatment of specific problems. Consider, for example, a
tapping-mode experiment, which may involve local stresses and
strains that are too large to be treated linearly, or local heating
and melting of the sample, which can cause the material properties to vary with time and location within the sample. This
paper, therefore, offers only a glimpse into the research gaps
that exist in the treatment of sample material properties within
AFM simulation.

Viscoelasticity and the standard linear solid
The standard linear solid (SLS) model is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of a linear spring in parallel with a Maxwell arm, which
in turn consists of a linear spring in series with a linear damper
[13,14,25]. The SLS is the simplest viscoelastic model that is
capable of reproducing the most fundamental viscoelastic
behaviors, namely creep and stress relaxation [13,14,18,25].
There exist simpler models [13], such as the Maxwell model by
itself (described above) and the Kelvin–Voigt model, which
consists of a linear spring in parallel with a linear damper (this
model is used in CR-AFM [3]). However, in the former model,
the surface is unable to restore itself to its original state (it
remains permanently deformed upon the application of a stress),
and the latter model does not exhibit stress relaxation.
The SLS model was previously used in AFM simulations and
its general properties and response have been extensively discussed [13,14]. Here the derivation of its constitutive equation
[25] and the expressions describing its complex modulus are

Figure 1: Standard linear solid model. The response of the model generally consists of a time-dependent stress resulting from the application of a prescribed strain trajectory or a time-dependent strain resulting from the application of a prescribed stress trajectory.

discussed [17,18], which offer a theoretical connection to experimental bulk measurements.

SLS constitutive equation
To derive the SLS constitutive equation [25] relating stress and
strain, focus is placed on the Maxwell arm, which contains
spring k2 and damper c (see Figure 1). It should be noted that
the stress in this Maxwell arm, σm, is the same for both of its elements because they are in series:
(1)
In contrast, the strain is additive:
(2)
The above equation can be differentiated to give
(3)

Since the spring k2 is linear, its stress–strain relationship is
given by
(4)

which can also be differentiated with respect to time to give
(5)
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SLS complex modulus

By definition of the linear damper, we also have
(6)
The substitution of Equation 5 and Equation 6 into Equation 3
gives

The SLS parameters of a particular specimen can be obtained
via the expressions for the model’s complex modulus (obtained
from its constitutive equation), by fitting those expressions to
the complex modulus behavior observed experimentally for the
material under study. To derive the complex modulus of the
SLS model, a periodic strain that varies sinusoidally in time
with frequency ω is defined as [17,18,25]:

(7)
(14)
which, using Equation 1, can be rewritten as
(8)

When the above strain is applied to the sample, it generates a
sinusoidally varying stress of the form
(15)

Since the Maxwell arm in the SLS model is in parallel with
spring k1, the strain of the Maxwell arm and of the spring k1 is
the same, but the stresses are additive:
(9)
(10)

where both
and
are complex (strictly speaking,
can be
real in an experiment, since the phase of the applied strain can
be defined as zero) and the subindex ss refers to the steady state
condition after all transient responses have disappeared. The
complex modulus is now defined as [17,18,25]

Differentiating Equation 10 gives
(16)
(11)

Solving for
in Equation 8 and substituting it into
Equation 11, along with the time derivative of the stress–strain
relation for spring k 1 (
), and making use of
Equation 9 to remove the subindices on the strains gives

To find E′ and E″ Equation 14 and Equation 15 are substituted
into the SLS constitutive equation, Equation 13. Then
can be solved for, which can be written in the form of
Equation 16 and gives

(12)
(17)
Finally, solving for σm in Equation 10 and introducing it into
Equation 12 along with the stress–strain relation for spring k1
(
), the constitutive equation for the SLS model
is found as:
(13)

The above equation governs the response of the SLS model and
will be used in the next section to derive expressions for its
complex modulus. This value is measurable in an experiment
that involves the application of a strain that varies sinusoidally
in time, as long as the stress and strain are uniform throughout
the specimen.

(18)

E′ is associated with elastic interactions, while E″ is associated
with dissipative interactions [25]. Figure 2 gives examples of
plots of the above expressions as a function of frequency for a
few sets of parameters. Of the measurable continuum quantities
available, the complex modulus is the most appropriate to fit
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Figure 2: (a) Plots of the complex modulus components, E′ and E″ (Equation 17 and Equation 18, respectively), for the sets of model parameters indicated in the graphs. (b) Plots of the absolute value of the complex modulus corresponding to the traces shown in (a). The angular frequency axis is in
radians per second, and the maximum axis value of 8 × 106 rad/s corresponds to a frequency of approximately 1.27 MHz, which is nowadays not
uncommon in AFM, especially within multifrequency methods [9].

theoretical models to, and is also the most appropriate to draw a
connection to within dynamic experimental measurement techniques such as AFM. In contrast, the Young’s modulus is not an
appropriate measure because it is not well defined in a dynamic
measurement (especially as the strain oscillation frequency is
increased), and because in the case of viscoelastic materials, the
stress and strain are not related by a simple constant as in the
elastic case. Furthermore, it must be noted that the complex
modulus is only applicable in the context of a continuous periodic measurement, such as the application of a sinusoidal strain
(
), as discussed above. Within the context of AFM,
this condition can be approximately satisfied only in methods
such as CR-AFM or FMOD-AFM [2-6,21]. Therefore, neither
the use of the complex modulus nor of quantities derived from
it (e.g., the loss tangent, which is the ratio of the loss modulus
to the storage modulus) are appropriate for analysis of intermittent-contact AFM measurements (this includes both single- and
multifrequency techniques) because, (i) the tip–sample interaction in that mode of imaging is not continuous and therefore the
stress response of the material is not able to reach a steady state
during the measurement, and (ii) the complex modulus depends
on the frequency of the periodic sinusoidal sample deformation,
which is not well defined in a tapping-mode experiment (see
[26] for a discussion of discrepancies between intermittent-contact and contact-resonance viscoelasticity measurements).
Furthermore, the spectrum of the force (stress) and displacement (strain) in intermittent-contact AFM contains a mixture of
unknown and difficult to measure frequencies [15,27], and the
experiment does not provide a spatial description of the strain
distribution throughout the volume of the sample that is instan-

taneously interacting with the tip (not all sample differential
volume elements that interact with the tip at a given instant
undergo the same strain history, neither in terms of magnitude
nor in terms of strain direction). This is why viscoelastic measurements with AFM are most commonly performed using
CR-AFM or FMOD-AFM, where the sample is probed in contact-mode using a single oscillation frequency in the smallamplitude regime. However, even in these most ideal situations,
there still exist challenges associated with the shape of the tip,
which does not necessarily impart uniform compressive strain,
but may cause both compressive and shear strains with an
unknown distribution (within CR-AFM and FMOD-AFM measurements it is customary to assume that strains and stresses
exist only in the normal direction, but this is only an approximation). Models of the type discussed here could aid in performing such characterizations with greater accuracy.
Regarding the quantification of elastic sample behaviors within
periodic dynamic measurements, it is important to point out the
two frequency limits for which the response of the 1D SLS
model is purely elastic (see Figure 2). At zero frequency (or
infinite deformation time scale) the complex modulus is equal
to the storage modulus (the loss modulus is zero, so the complex modulus is real), which according to Equation 17 is equal
to k1 and is called the rubbery modulus [25]. At infinite frequency the loss modulus also becomes zero and the complex
modulus is again real and reduces to the storage modulus, but
with a value of k1 + k2, called the glassy modulus [25]. Both of
these moduli can be appropriate elastic constants to compare
experimental AFM results to in the cases of very low or very
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high frequencies, if it can be approximately guaranteed that the
stress and strain are uniform and their distribution is 1D.

Relationship between sample properties and AFM
simulation parameters
Two very important considerations when relating AFM measurements or simulations to sample properties that are consistent with viscoelastic theory concern the uniformity of the deformation (as already stated above) and the units of the model
parameters. In the above discussion of the 1D SLS model, it is
assumed that the stresses and deformations are uniform throughout the specimen under study, and that the equations are
written in terms of strains and stresses. This is why it is appropriate to speak of moduli (note that k1 and k2 are referred to
above as moduli, and see also Equation 17 and Equation 18, as
well as the discussion pertaining to them). However, in AFM
one is generally concerned with displacements (indentation
depths) and forces [16]. Therefore, in previous publications
[14,28] k1 and k2 are defined as force constants with units of
N/m and not as moduli with units of N/m2. However, to be
consistent with the equations listed above, the relationship between the moduli and the linear force constants of the model are
provided here.
Consider the viscoelastic film schematically drawn in Figure 3
and assume that its stress–strain relationship in the vertical
(tensile–compressive) direction can be approximated using that
of the SLS model (Equation 13). The undeformed film has an
initial thickness T0 but it is then compressed uniformly across
its entire area by a distance ΔT. If the film can be treated as a
continuum, its strain can be defined as

(19)

Since the film is described by the SLS model, the stress–stress
relation of spring k1 (
) can be used to write

(20)

where
(last term on the right hand side) is defined as
a force constant normalized by surface area (with units of force/
length3), whereby
converts the displacement ΔT into the
stress
. In previous AFM simulations [14,28] a force constant that is not normalized by unit area was simply given, such
that multiplication by the displacement gives a force
instead
of a stress
. This is equivalent to assuming that
the surface area, A, of the film being compressed under the
AFM tip is known, since the total force is equal to the stress
multiplied by the total area (
or
). In the code
provided as supplementary information for this paper, the
model input parameters are defined as
,
,
2
2
and
and have units of N/m/nm , N/m/nm and
Ns/m/nm2, respectively. The assumption of homogeneous stress
and strain is violated in AFM measurements, where the deformation is minute compared to the dimensions of the sample and
the deformation time scale can be short compared to the
timescales required for full relaxation. In reality, the appropriate value of T0 to use in the calculations is not known in an
experiment since the deformation may be limited to an
unknown region near the surface (the deformed region can be
localized, for example, due to cross-linking or layering of the
material, which prevents the small deformation imparted at the
top of the film from ever reaching the lower end of the specimen in a significant way). It is therefore not possible to establish a direct, rigorous connection between bulk SLS parameters
and the SLS parameters to be used in an AFM simulation.
Nevertheless, it is illustrative to carry out the exercise of
converting model parameters to bulk properties under assumed
ideal conditions. For example, consider a 50 nm thick film with
= k1 / T0 = 0.075 N/m·nm2 as used recently in [22]. In this
case, k1 =
= 0.075 N/m·nm2 × 50 nm = 3.75 GPa, which is
in the expected range for a typical polymer film
investigated with AFM [10]. For the dissipation coefficient,

Figure 3: Illustration of the uniform deformation of a viscoelastic film of initial thickness T0. This type of uniform deformation is not attainable in AFM
measurements conducted with standard tips.
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c = 1 × 10−7 N s/m·nm2 × 50 nm = 5000 N s/m2 as was also
used in [22].

Surface effects in nanoscale probe measurements
Surface effects can emerge in AFM measurements when the
surface area increases upon indentation by the tip, as this can
generate forces in the plane of the surface which seek to reduce
the surface area back to the original value. The restoring forces
can be caused by the exposure of bulk molecules to the surface,
where these molecules will no longer be surrounded by neighbors in all directions and will thus have a reduced number of
favorable nearest-neighbor energy interactions [20]. The forces
can also be due to elastic effects, such as in the case of a crosslinked or covalently bonded material, which will experience an
internal restoring force without undergoing obvious changes in
the arrangement of the molecules [19]. Depending on the material, the contribution of each mechanism to the total driving
force counteracting increases in surface area can vary [19].
Some of the most striking examples of surface free energy
effects are observed in covalent crystals, for which the creation
of new surface area by splitting the crystal requires breaking
covalent bonds and leaving dangling bonds on the surface [29].
Loosely speaking (that is, without considering reconstruction
and/or relaxation), the surface energy correlates with the number of bonds broken per unit area, divided between the two surfaces that are created (the breaking of the bond requires that the
appropriate bond energy be supplied and half of the energy cost
is assigned to each of the two surfaces created). Often, surfaces
undergo structural reconstruction upon the generation of new
surface area in order to reduce the overall energy cost [29-31].
Even in the cases where there is no reconstruction, the surface
still undergoes some type of relaxation, such that its final structure and specific energy differ from those of the bulk. The
degree of crystallinity in viscoelastic surfaces can in general be
low compared to that observed in crystals, and adjacent molecules are often not joined by covalent bonds [19]. Frequently,
but not always, relatively large molecules are involved and their
cohesive energy is governed by dispersion (van der Waals) and
electrostatic forces, which are generally weaker than those
generated by stretched covalent bonds or electrostatic interactions in ionic crystals, and which allow the molecules to
rearrange with relative ease [19,20]. There are also many viscoelastic surfaces which are formed by macromolecules that have
cross-linking covalent bonds, such as vulcanized rubber [19], in
which case there are restrictions on the relative mobility of adjacent molecules.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the structure of the
surface itself is not expected to be the same as that of the bulk,

and that the surface structures of viscoelastic surfaces can be
very complex and difficult to predict. Additionally, the
constituent molecules in a viscoelastic material can exhibit
some variation in size (molecular weight and structure), connectivity, distribution of functional groups, etc., such that they are
not all necessarily identical [19]. Additionally, the types of surface configurations that are feasible depend on the structure of
the source material (e.g., the monomers used and their proportion in a copolymer), the manufacturing process used, and the
size (especially thickness in the normal direction) of the specimen under study [19]. For certain ranges of manufacturing
conditions, precursor properties (e.g., the time–temperature
history or molecular size), or dimensions, the material structure
may be “trapped” into different configurations that do not necessarily correspond to a global minimum of energy [19]. Such
complexity clearly offers a wider range of morphologies in
comparison to a crystal. Figure 4 shows a few examples of
AFM images of highly regular polymer surfaces that exhibit
significant variability in the horizontal direction, thus
precluding a rigorous continuum treatment at the nanoscale.
The existence of a surface energy “penalty” either due to surface free energy or due to elasticity leads to an attempt on the
part of the material to reduce its surface area. In the dynamic
loading of macroscopic specimens this does not play a role
because the surfaces generally remain unchanged (flat) [17,18],
but this can be very important in an AFM experiment, where
indentation by the tip leads to a curved surface (a curved
depression embedded into an otherwise flat surface), whereby
the total final area of the cavity created is a function of the
curvature of the surface. This is illustrated schematically in
Figure 5, which shows two examples of surface profiles caused
by interaction of the surface with the tip. The blue profile
shown corresponds to a smaller surface area than the red
profile. Since the surface free energy and elasticity depend on
the material and its configuration, different samples of different
materials will exhibit different surface curvature profiles upon
indentation by the same AFM tip. As a result, there will be different surface contributions to the total force acting on the AFM
tip in each case. This phenomenon can be further complicated
by the fact that the proximity of the AFM tip generally leads to
favorable nonbonded interactions with the surface, which also
affects the surface curvature. Furthermore, additional effects are
expected for surfaces that are more cross-linked than the bulk
material or surfaces that react with the environment, and also
surfaces that absorb or adsorb moisture, which also depends on
the environmental temperature and humidity. It is therefore expected that the surface will play an important role in determining the magnitude of the tip–sample forces in viscoelastic
materials, which are generally “soft” and for which the indentation is relatively large. For all these reasons, it is not possible to
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Figure 4: Examples of nanoscale polymer surfaces imaged with AFM. (a,b): Kraton (the height variation in (a) is 30 nm over a scan size of 5 × 5 μm);
(c) Nafion (spin-coated thin film); (d) PEDOT:PSS. All images are phase images acquired in tapping-mode AFM. These images are only provided to
illustrate typical polymer morphologies and are not related to the model implementation examples provided below.

fully describe the behavior of the surface using elastic–dissipative models in which the internal forces are always normal to
the surface, even if they exhibit the correct bulk viscoelastic behavior as in the case of the previously introduced Q3D model
(based on the SLS).

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of two surface profiles caused by
indentation with an AFM tip. The blue profile corresponds to a smaller
increase in surface area than the red profile.

Results and Discussion
Quasi-three-dimensional SLS model with
surface effects
A previous publication [22] introduced a quasi-three-dimensional (Q3D) simulation software implementation of the SLS
model. In this work, the surface is partitioned into very small
area elements, each of which can undergo displacements in the
direction normal to the surface upon interaction with the AFM
tip. Figure 6 shows a conceptual representation of the model,
with area elements partitioned either in the radial direction to
simulate AFM imaging with axisymmetric tips (Figure 6b) or
partitioned in the x- and y-directions for general tip shapes
(Figure 6c). Within this model, as the tip penetrates deeper into
the surface, it interacts with a larger number of viscoelastic elements. This leads to a repulsive tip–sample force curve that exhibits an upward curvature instead of the downward curvature
corresponding to the previously used 1D SLS model [14,28]
(see Figure 7). Additionally, since within the Q3D model the tip
creates a cavity on the surface of the material, the total van der
Waals force experienced by the tip depends on the geometry of
that cavity, or more specifically, on the number of surface ele-
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic representation of the Q3D sample model interacting with the AFM tip. (b) Polar coordinates partition of the surface illustrating an individual element (here the SLS parameters of each element differ because their areas differ). (c) Cartesian coordinates partition of the
surface illustrating an individual element. (d) Q3D model enhanced with inter-element springs to represent surface effects. In the polar representation
of (d) used in this paper, the force constants between adjacent surface elements depend on the contact perimeter between each two elements.

ments that are in close proximity to the tip surface [22]. This is
why the maximum attractive force differs for the approach and
retract of the Q3D force curve of Figure 7 (note that the model
does not currently include other types of forces, besides the
force due to the viscoelastic elements and the van der Waals
forces).

Since the Q3D model is based on individual 1D SLS elements,
it also exhibits the qualitatively correct behavior with respect to
creep and stress relaxation. However, in its previous form [22],
it lacks interaction between adjacent area elements, and thus, it
does not produce a physically correct shape for the surface
profiles that emerge upon indentation by the AFM tip. This is
because the only area elements that undergo displacement are
those directly under the tip, which the tip directly depresses.
Thus the Q3D model (in its polar coordinates implementation)
has been enhanced by introducing additional linear springs between the adjacent concentric area elements (Figure 6d), which
can be loosely related to surface free energy or elasticity. Due to
the fact that the area elements in the given model only relax in
the vertical direction and not in the horizontal direction, the
connection to surface effects is most easily understood in terms
of elasticity. In this case, the restoring force can be modeled
through an inter-element force constant for the surface, ks, such
that the force between adjacent area elements, i and i + 1, displaced by a distance dz with respect to one another, is equal to
(21)

Figure 7: Comparison of typical force curves obtained for the Q3D
model and the 1D SLS model in AFM simulations. The force curves for
the latter do not exhibit the correct curvature behavior in the repulsive
force region.

This equation includes the subindex i in Fi and in ks,i to indicate that the force constant between two area elements varies
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with the distance between those elements and the vertical axis
of the tip (radial coordinate origin). Additionally, ks,i can be
approximately related to the 2D elastic properties of the surface
via a 2D stress–strain relation:
(22)

where E2D is the 2D Young’s modulus of the surface, Δr is the
unstrained width of each area element (element size in the partition of the surface area), and 2πri is the perimeter of element i,
located at a distance ri from the vertical axis of the tip. Additionally, ΔL is the increase in the width of the area element,
which is proportional to dz via a trigonometric factor of order
unity. Therefore, the force constant is approximately equal to

(23)

For simplicity, in the code provided, the user enters a cohesiveness parameter equal to
(24)

which can be easily related to ks,i via Equation 23 once Δr is
defined (note that Δr can take different values in the code,
depending on the desired fineness of the surface partition).
The incorporation of surface free energy effects is mathematically more complex because a simple order of magnitude
approximation (as the one used above) is not possible. To see
this, consider concentric area element i, which is displaced
vertically with respect to element i + 1 by a distance dz. In this
case, the increase in surface area dA is of the order dA ≈ 2πridz
(again, within a trigonometric factor of order unity). This leads
to an increase in surface free energy dE ≈ 2πriEsdz, where Es is
the specific surface area (energy per unit area). This change in
free energy, in turn, generates a force between the two area elements given for element i by

(within the approximation considered) leads to discontinuous
displacements of the surface area elements and thus gives
unphysical results. A more refined approximation is possible by
explicit consideration of the surface tilt angles of the various
area elements, but that approach results in a much more complex and less efficient calculation. Since this more complex
calculation would still not account for the physics of the problem quantitatively due to the limitations inherent to the model
(fixed area element width and restriction to motion in the
vertical direction), it was not incorporated into the current code.
The enhanced Q3D model is limited in various ways, each of
which offers a research opportunity. For example, the presented
viscoelastic treatment of the subsurface only considers tensile
(compressive) strains, thus neglecting shear. This is common
practice in AFM simulation, where 1D models are the norm
(e.g., [2,3,10,12-14,16,28]), but neglects the fact that indentation of the tip into a soft material introduces surface curvature
and subsurface 3D strain, which can become important as the
tip wedges itself further into the material. A second important
limitation is that the model offers only a continuum approximation of the sample, which ignores lateral variations in local morphology and topography (see Figure 4), as well as molecular
and specimen dimensions. A third shortcoming of the approach
presented is that it is based on linear viscoelasticity, which may
not be applicable when large forces are rapidly applied to the
surface, as in intermittent-contact multifrequency AFM
methods [9,28]. In fact, the treatment of the in-plane surface
forces is so far only linear elastic. A fourth, related, limitation is
that the model assumes uniform material relaxation in the
subsurface, which cannot be guaranteed even in one dimension.
Adhesion forces other than attractive van der Waals forces are
also not considered, although these can be important and may
even lead to noticeable upward deformation of the surface.
Despite this already comprehensive list of limitations of the
Q3D model, it may still offer a qualitative means to begin to
develop a richer description of the physics of the surface and
subsurface of viscoelastic materials in the specific context of
AFM imaging simulation, especially as experimental results
become available.

General features of the tip–sample
interaction force curve
(25)

In the case of the polar coordinate system considered here, this
increases linearly with the distance from the origin, but does not
depend on the separation between the area elements, dz (the
force acting on element i + 1 is of course equal to −Fi). Such
independence of the force with respect to the displacement

It is shown in [22] that the previously introduced Q3D model
qualitatively reproduces the correct repulsive region curvature
and other features of the tip–sample force curve, such as the
offset between the position of minimum (most attractive) force
during the approach and its position during the retract (see
Figure 7). The upward curvature of the force curve results from
the fact that the number of surface elements interacting with the
tip increases as the latter penetrates deeper into the surface. For
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a spherical tip, for example, each SLS element interacting with
the tip follows a time-dependent relaxation similar to that of a
simple SLS element [14,22], with a time delay for the onset of
deformation and with decreasing indentation for each successive element in the radial direction. The offset of the force
minima is a consequence of viscoelastic surface relaxation
during the tip–sample contact period, as extensively discussed
in previous publications [14,22]. The overall features of the
force curve do not change when surface effects are introduced
via the spring elements illustrated in Figure 6d, but significant
differences can be observed in the quantitative behavior of the
force curve and surface profiles, as discussed in the next
section. Note that in this paper the viscoelastic behaviors of the
models are primarily discussed in terms of the corresponding
tip–sample force curves (force vs distance). However, it can
also be instructive to examine the curves of the tip–sample force
plotted against time. An extensive discussion of the qualitative
features of such curves for single- and multiple-impact interactions within the SLS model is provided in [14]. The qualitative
features of the curves corresponding to the models discussed
here are similar.

Surface effects in the tip–sample interaction
force curve
The simulations show that the inclusion of surface elasticity via
force constants joining adjacent SLS surface elements
(Figure 6d) does not necessarily change the overall shape of the
force curve features. This, in turn, suggests that the fact that a
particular experimental set of spectroscopy data may fit a given
analytic function (e.g., a Hertzian curve where the force varies
with respect to the indentation with an exponent of 1.5) does not
guarantee that the interpretation of the physics is correct.
Consider, for example, the results of Figure 8a, where force
curves of similar overall appearance are obtained for different
values of the 2D Young’s modulus of the top surface layer, with
the same viscoelasticity parameters in the subsurface. Certainly
the curves differ for different moduli, but their overall qualitative appearance is similar and they could be fit with similar analytic functions that do not consider the physics of the surface
deformation. In fact, one may be inclined to attribute the variation in the steepness of the curves to variations in bulk elasticity. This would seem to be consistent with the reduced indentation observed (assuming it could be measured) and some
small variation in the phase and amplitude of the cantilever
oscillation. For the various values of the 2D Young’s modulus
considered, Figure 8 also illustrates the time-dependent relaxation behavior of the surface element directly under the tip
(Figure 8b), the oscillation amplitude and phase (Figure 8c and
Figure 8d, respectively), the peak force within one fundamental
oscillation (Figure 8e), and the maximum indentation within
one fundamental oscillation (Figure 8f).

The cantilever parameters used in Figure 8 were as follows:
resonance frequency 150 kHz, force constant 10 N/m,
quality factor 150, free oscillation amplitude 100 nm, and
tip radius of curvature 20 nm. The cantilever position
above the sample was 76 nm for (a) and (b). The subsurface
parameters were as follows:
= 0.075 N/m·nm 2 ,
2
= 0.075 N/m·nm , and = 1 × 10−7 N·s/m·nm2.
The 2D (in-plane) surface Young’s modulus E2D is indicated in
the legend on the graph in Figure 8a and the color coding of the
traces is the same for all graphs. For reference, E2D = 3.1 N/m
corresponds to kint = 2.4 × 1010 N/m2 and is approximately
equivalent to 1/120 times the 2D Young’s modulus of graphene
[32].
It is illustrative to examine in more detail the significant effect
that a small variation of the 2D surface modulus can have on the
results. For example, for the steepest curve in Figure 8b, the 2D
modulus of the surface is only 3.1 N/m. If one considers an
“effective” surface thickness of ≈1 nm, then one obtains a 3D
Young’s modulus of approximately (3.1 N/m)/1 nm = 3.1 GPa.
This value is comparable to the calculated rubbery and glassy
moduli for this simulation, which were on the order of 3.75 GPa
and 7.5 GPa, respectively (see previous section for an estimation of the rubbery modulus). The value of 3.1 N/m is particularly small if one considers that the in-plane surface displacements are expected to be small. However, the effect of including surface elasticity in the model is significant because it can
drastically change the shape of the indentation profile
(Figure 9), softening its curvature and extending the deformation well beyond the area of direct tip–sample contact. This, in
turn, leads to the involvement of a larger number of subsurface
SLS elements in comparison to the case when the surface elastic
modulus is zero. Figure 9 compares the shape of the indentation profiles and their relaxation in time for the case of zero surface elastic modulus (Figure 9a) and a 2D surface elastic
modulus of 3.1 N/m (Figure 9b). The latter corresponds to
approximately 1/120 of the 2D Young’s modulus of graphene
[32]. The profiles in Figure 9a and Figure 9b are “snapshots” of
the indentation profile (position vs surface element number) observed for different times given as a function of the cantilever
oscillation period, while the data in Figure 9c and Figure 9d
provide the corresponding positions of the various surface
elements along the radial direction, plotted individually as a
function of time. In these simulations, the outermost surface element was kept fixed (element number 299, located at a radial
distance from the polar coordinates origin equal to 1.9 × (tip
radius) = 38 nm).
It is also worth emphasizing the counterintuitive observation
that in Figure 8a the force curves corresponding to a larger 2D
surface elastic modulus (which Figure 8f indicates lead to shal-
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Figure 8: Effect of the 2D surface Young’s modulus on tapping-mode AFM: (a) tip–sample force curves; (b) indentation depth vs time (given in cantilever oscillation periods) for the surface element located directly below the center of the AFM tip; and (c–f) tip oscillation amplitude, fundamental
phase shift, maximum tip–sample force observed during each cantilever oscillation, and maximum indentation of the surface element located directly
below the tip center observed during each cantilever oscillation, respectively, for cantilever positions between 60% and 85% of the free oscillation
amplitude (the simulation parameters are given in the text).

lower indentations) exhibit the largest amount of dissipation
(they have hysteresis loops of larger area [14]). This is a consequence of the fact that the deformation area is larger when
in-plane surface effects are included. This leads to the recruitment of a larger number of SLS elements in the subsurface, thus
leading to a larger total dissipated energy. While the explanation is simple, this observation has very significant implications
for the interpretation of experiments, for which it is customary
to assume that larger amounts of dissipation are expected for
samples that are “more viscous” and/or “less elastic”. However,
the above simulations suggest that the correlation between dissipation and bulk properties can be significantly influenced by
in-plane surface forces.
A final subtle observation can be made based on Figure 8c,
which indicates that in-plane surface effects lead to changes in

the tip oscillation amplitude. This is not unexpected, but is a
reminder that topographical measurements in AFM are subject
to errors due to changes in material properties. In the case under
consideration, the relaxed surface is located at the same position with respect to the cantilever for all simulations labeled
with the same cantilever height. However, changes in the surface properties can lead to changes in the amplitude on the
order of 1–2 nm for the parameters considered, which will give
a comparable error in the topographical measurement.

Interaction between 2D surface elastic modulus and
tip geometry
One of the most relevant consequences of having different
properties at the surface in comparison to the bulk material is
that the interaction of the surface with specific tip geometries
becomes more complex. This is illustrated in Figure 10 for an
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Figure 9: Surface indentation profiles corresponding to the simulations of Figure 8. (a) Indentation of the surface vs distance from the polar coordinate origin in the absence of in-plane surface interactions, for different times given in terms of the tip oscillation period (note how the indented region
is limited to the area of direct tip–sample contact). (b) Indentation profiles analogous to those in (a) for a 2D surface Young’s modulus of 3.1 N/m.
(c) Relaxation of the various surface elements plotted as indentation vs time for the same case as (a). (d) Relaxation of the various surface elements
plotted as indentation vs time for the same case as (b). Notice that the relaxation of the various surface elements shown in (c) and (d) exhibits a
tip–sample contact region (the deeper part of the plot, on the left) separated by a sharp change in slope from the region of viscoelastic creep, corresponding to relaxation after tip–sample contact has been interrupted. The legend of (b) is the same as that of (a), and the legend of (d) is the same as
that of (c).

irregular tip with a protrusion interacting in tapping mode with
four surfaces having different values of the 2D surface modulus
of elasticity. The force curves (Figure 10b) vary greatly for all
four cases not only in simple ways such as steepness differences, but also in overall shape (the corresponding indentation
profiles are given in Figure 10c). This happens because there is
a gradual evolution between a regime in which the surface is
able to interact with both the tip protrusion and the rest of the
tip (this happens when in-plane surface elasticity is weak or
nonexistent [22]) to a regime in which only the protrusion interacts with the surface (this happens for large in-plane surface
stiffness). Notice that there can be a transition between the two
regimes as the cantilever position changes, as can be observed
by inspection of the green trace in Figure 10d (peak force) and
Figure 10e (maximum indentation). It is interesting to observe
also that the order of the traces in Figure 10d is not the same as

that of Figure 10e (the order of the red and green traces is
inverted, in agreement with the force versus distance curves of
Figure 10b). Additionally, Figure 10b shows that as the in-plane
surface stiffness increases, the force curves resemble
those obtained for the 1D SLS model (see Figure 7),
since the effect of increasing contact surface area between the
tip and the sample with increasing indentation is greatly diminished.
Notice that the peak forces of the green trace in Figure 10d are
lower than those of the red trace, despite the fact that the indentation is greater for the green trace, as shown in Figure 10e.
This occurs due to the attractive van der Waals interactions between the surface and bulk of the AFM tip, which partially
offset the repulsive forces. The simulation parameters are the
same as for Figure 8, except for the tip geometry, the 2D
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Figure 10: Simulation of the interaction of an AFM tip having an irregular protrusion with surfaces of varying 2D Young’s modulus: (a) AFM tip geometry; (b) force curves; (c) surface indentation profiles; (d) peak force observed during one full oscillation of the cantilever versus cantilever position;
(e) maximum indentation observed during one full oscillation of the cantilever versus cantilever position. E2D is indicated in the legend of (b) and also
applies to graphs (c–e).

Young’s modulus values indicated in the legend of Figure 10b,
and the cantilever positions indicated on the horizontal axis of
Figure 10d,e.
The results of Figure 10 are instructive, but it could be argued
that the tip irregularity considered is not common, and although
not all tips are perfect, their profiles are often close enough to
spherical. However, the simulations show that even in the case
of relatively small differences in the tip profile, one can expect
significant differences in the tip–sample interaction dynamics.
To illustrate this, Figure 11 considers three different tip profiles
(Figure 11a), namely spherical, parabolic and quartic. One

would expect the variations in the interactions to be relatively
small, especially when comparing the spherical and quartic
profiles (the parabolic profile is a bit sharper than the other
two), but Figure 11b shows that the force curves vary significantly both in steepness and in shape as the in-plane surface
elasticity changes. It is interesting to note that not only the
steepness and the area of the dissipation hysteresis loop
changes, but also the maximum attractive force (“well depth” of
the curves) can vary. This is because different tip profiles lead
to different proximity between the surface elements and the surface of the tip, thus altering the overall attractive van der Waals
interactions. These results suggest that even relatively mild de-
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Figure 11: Interaction of tip curvature effects with in-plane surface elasticity effects: (a) three different tip surface profiles (spherical, parabolic and
quartic); (b) tip–sample interaction force curves obtained for the profiles in (a) for two different values of the surface 2D Young’s modulus. Notice that
the magnitude of the maximum attractive force upon approaching the surface differs among the profiles considered because each results in a different proximity between the surface area elements and the tip surface. The simulation parameters, other than the tip profiles shown in (a), the 2D
Young’s modulus values indicated in the legend of (b) and the cantilever position (located 66 nm above the sample), are the same as for Figure 8.

viations from ideality in the tip shape are important if one
wishes to carry out quantitative material property measurements.
The interaction of surface mechanical behaviors with tip geometry effects suggests that the exact tip geometry should not be
ignored in a quantitative measurement. Thus interpretations of
AFM observables based on 1D models for which the effect of
tip geometry can be eliminated from the equations may in some
cases lead to an incomplete and, depending on the sample properties, even an incorrect interpretation of the physics.
One final case to consider is the interaction between different
tip geometries and the 2D surface Young’s modulus within
multifrequency AFM imaging [9]. As has been previously discussed [14,28,33], the interaction of the tip with the sample
becomes much more complex in this case because multiple
tip–sample impacts may occur within a single cycle of the
dominant cantilever oscillation (generally the fundamental
eigenmode oscillation). A striking example of the complexities
and limitations involved is offered by Figure 12. Shown here
are multifrequency AFM tip–sample force curves for the same
free oscillation amplitude of the first (100 nm) and third eigenmodes (10 nm) for two different positions of the cantilever
(80 nm for Figure 12a and 64 nm for Figure 12b), for the
spherical and quartic tip profiles of Figure 11. The curves exhibit the expected shape and features, with double-impact loops
being clearly discernible in Figure 12b, as well as the expected
differences between the various cases considered. The clear
differences observed in the nature of the tip–sample interactions are a consequence of intentional variations chosen for the
2D surface Young’s modulus and for the tip profiles. However,
it may be unexpected that the phase curves for the first eigenmode (Figure 12c) and for the third eigenmode (Figure 12d) are

so similar to one another. In fact, the curves are hard to
distinguish and may be indistinguishable in a real experiment
where noise and other limitations may obscure the differences.
This example thus highlights one of the most serious limitations in AFM spectroscopy characterization of nontrivial
surfaces: the number of observables, even in multifrequency
AFM, can be much smaller than the multiple degrees of freedom that describe the sample’s material behavior. The latter
may include degrees of freedom related to surface elastic or
viscoelastic effects as well as subsurface viscoelastic effects,
which may be linear or nonlinear. Each of these effects may
require more than one parameter for a proper description, even
for each individual Cartesian coordinate (in fact, the 1D SLS
model, which is only a linear model, already requires three parameters!). Additionally, the various degrees of freedom of the
sample may exhibit different interactions with the tip geometry
and imaging parameters. Recall that the number of imaging parameters that the user can vary generally increases with the
sophistication of the method; for example, bimodal AFM
requires more imaging parameters than single-mode amplitudemodulation AFM [34].
With regards to the complexity in the tip–sample interactions
(described in the previous paragraph for multifrequency AFM),
it is worth noting that although tip–sample impacts are in principle much simpler for single-frequency AFM, during a scanning experiment, there is an interplay between scanning speed,
cantilever oscillation frequency and the recovery time of the
surface, such that tip–sample impacts may occur at a location
that has not fully relaxed from a previous impact, thus leading
to very complex interactions. In general, an experimental viscoelastic study involving intermittent-contact dynamic modes of
AFM should consider the physical horizontal distance on the
surface between the locations of two successive impacts in
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Figure 12: Interaction of tip curvature effects with in-plane surface elasticity effects for bimodal AFM using the first and third eigenmodes for the tip
profiles shown in Figure 11a and the 2D surface Young’s modulus values indicated in the legend of (a) (same for all graphs): (a) tip–sample interaction force curves for a cantilever position of 80 nm above the surface; (b) tip–sample interaction force curves for a cantilever position of 64 nm above
the surface; (c) phase of the first eigenmode vs cantilever position; (d) phase of the third eigenmode vs cantilever position. The sample and first cantilever eigenmode parameters are the same as for Figure 8, except for the cantilever positions given above and in the axes of (c) and (d). The third
eigenfrequency was set to 2.64 MHz with a force constant of 3.1 kN/m and the third eigenmode’s free amplitude was set to 10 nm.

order to assess whether each impact can be assumed to occur on
a fully relaxed region of the sample.

Software tool description
The software tool used for the simulations reported here was
written in standard C programming language and is provided as
supplementary information. The program performs a spectroscopy curve similar to the program provided with [22], except
for the introduction of the 2D surface Young’s modulus for the
description of in-plane surface forces, as described in the first
section of the Results and Discussion above. The code is based
on trimodal excitation of the cantilever, whose simulation has
been described in previous publications [14,22,23], and is thus
not repeated here. The code uses constant-frequency, constantamplitude excitation of the active eigenmodes, although other
schemes or imaging modalities, such as scanning, can be implemented.

Conclusion
A simulation study has been carried out to gain insight into the
mechanical behaviors exhibited by viscoelastic materials in the
context of AFM imaging. The study is based on an enhanced

version of a previously developed quasi-three-dimensional
model that treats the surface as a collection of standard-linearsolid viscoelastic elements. It additionally considers the existence of in-plane surface forces via an approximate inclusion of
a 2D Young’s modulus for the top surface layer. A discussion
of linear viscoelasticity concepts is also provided. Simulations
are presented for single- and multifrequency intermittent-contact AFM imaging, whereby the corresponding surface indentation profiles and tip–sample interaction force curves, as well as
their implications in the context of experimental interpretation
are discussed. Where appropriate, discussions relevant to contact-mode-based methods such as contact-resonance and forcemodulation AFM are included. A variety of intuitive, but not
previously addressed phenomena are examined, which highlight the need for further research in the development of more
physically accurate sample models for simulation and interpretation of AFM experiments. Finally, a software tool written in C
programming language is provided as supporting information.
The software can easily be used by individual researchers or
could also be incorporated into existing simulation
platforms that offer public access, such as VEDA [35] and
dForce [36].
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Abstract
Spherical domains that readily form at the polystyrene (PS)–water interface were studied and characterized using atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The study showed that these domains have similar characteristics to micro- and nanobubbles, such as a spherical shape, smaller contact angle, low line tension, and they exhibit phase contrast and the coalescence phenomenon. However, their
insensitivity to lateral force, absence of long-range hydrophobic attraction, and the presence of possible contaminants and scratches
on these domains suggested that these objects are most likely blisters formed by the stretched PS film. Furthermore, the analysis of
the PS film before and after contact with water suggested that the film stretches and deforms after being exposed to water. The
permeation of water at the PS–silicon interface, caused by osmosis or defects present on the film, can be a reasonable explanation
for the nucleation of these spherical domains.

Introduction
Thin films of several nanometer thickness have long been a
topic of interest for researchers. The application of such thin
films has been demonstrated in nonvolatile memory devices [1],
sensors [2,3], for the modification of emissive properties of
glass [4,5], and for the modification of surface properties [6-8]
(e.g., hydrophobicity, oleophobicity). The study of the thermal
[4], optical [5], mechanical [9,10], and interfacial [6-8] proper-

ties of thin films is a broader area of interest. Various physical
and chemical processes have been used to produce such films.
Polystyrene (PS) is one of the most widely used materials for
the preparation of thin films. Thin PS films have been prepared
by spin coating [11-15]. So far, these films have been used in
different studies related to surface and interface science, for example, to study boundary slip and micro-/nanobubble forma-
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tion [15-19]. Nanobubbles are gaseous domains that may be
found at a solid–liquid interface. Over the past few decades,
dedicated research has been carried out on nanobubbles at the
solid–liquid interface. AFM has been proven to be a promising
technique for the imaging and analysis of micro-/nanobubbles.
Studies have reported surface micro-/nanobubbles on thin PS
films immersed in water [15-22]. Bubbles ranging from tens of
nanometers to several micrometers have been reported on thin
PS films [15-19,21], and the different characteristics of bubbles
have been studied by various research groups [15,16,19,23,24].
Studies have shown that the contact angle of the nanoscale
gaseous bubbles is smaller than the macroscopic gaseous
bubbles (measured from the air side) [15]. It has also been reported that the contact angle of the gaseous bubble increases
with the lateral size in each independent size scale [15]. Similarly, increased surface roughness and the influx of gas from the
interfacial gas enrichment favors formation of larger gaseous
bubbles [15,19]. In addition, other studies have reported different phenomena on the PS-coated surface such as dewetting
from the silicon surface and formation of nanoindents and blisters [11,25-28]. It has been shown that the PS film can be
dewetted from the silicon surface upon the contact with water
[11]. Wang et al. [25] found that the nanobubbles can form
nanoindents on the PS-coated surface due to high gas pressure
inside the bubble. Additionally, Maebayashi [12] and Berkelaar
et al. [26] reported on the nucleation process of blisters on PS
films. These studies reveal the possibility that nanobubbles may
coexist with blisters on thin PS films. This study employs AFM
and optical microscopy to characterize the spherical-shaped
domains that readily nucleate on the PS film after immersion in
DI water. The radius, height, contact angle (CA) and line
tension are analyzed in detail. The coalescence, stiffness and
phase contrast analysis were also studied. Moreover, changes in
surface topography, before and after the contact with water,
have also been discussed.

Experimental
Materials and equipment
The following materials and equipment were used in this study:
deionized water purified with a Milli-Q A10 system, silicon
dioxide (Lijing, LLC, China), polystyrene beads (average MW
≈350,000; Aldrich, USA), AFM cantilevers (RTESPA, DNP,
SNL; Bruker, USA), AFM (Innova; Bruker, USA), digital
microscope (KH1300; Hirox, Japan), spin coater (KW-4A;
SETCAS Electronics Co. Ltd., Beijing, China), and drop meter
(MAIST, Vision, China).

Sample preparation
Polystyrene thin films were spin-coated onto silicon dioxide
wafers. Prior to spin coated, the silicon dioxide wafers were
cleaned using piranha solution of 3:1 (v/v) sulfuric acid/hydro-

gen peroxide for 30 min [8]. The wafers were further cleaned
with acetone, ethanol and DI water in an ultrasonic sonicator,
followed by drying with clean, compressed air. The PS solution
(10:1 v/w of toluene/PS) was prepared by dissolving PS beads
in toluene. The PS film was spin-coated each of the silicon
dioxide wafers at a speed of 3000 rpm. Afterward, the
PS-coated surfaces were cured in an electric oven for 4 h at
50 °C. The surfaces were rinsed with DI water and dried with
clean, compressed air. In certain cases, the surfaces were not
rinsed before scanning with AFM. The CA of the water on the
PS-coated surfaces was 85 ± 4°. The surfaces were scanned in
air using tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TM-AFM). A
typical image of the PS-coated surface is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Topographic image of a typical PS-coated surface. The
roughness average (Ra) was 0.27 nm, the root mean square (RMS)
was 0.35 nm, and the maximum peak-to-valley height of the image
(Rmax) was 2.86 nm.

Atomic force microscopy analysis
The TM-AFM technique was used to analyze the PS-coated surfaces and the spherical domains. A set point ratio of 85 ± 5% of
the free air amplitude was used for scanning in the liquid. We
used silicon nitride cantilevers with a nominal tip radius of
20 nm and nominal stiffness of 0.05 N/m. The resonance frequency of the cantilever immersed in DI water was 35.0 kHz.
Furthermore, an average scan rate of 1 Hz was used to image
the surface topography and the micro/nano spherical domains.
Moreover, the thickness of the PS film, measured with AFM
using the scratch profile method, was 42.0 ± 7 nm.
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Results and Discussion

(1)

Analysis of radius, lateral size and height of
spherical objects on PS thin films

(2)

Various-sized spherical or nearly spherical objects were found
at the PS–water interface. The size ranged from several
hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers, as shown in
Figure 2a. The dimensions of the spherical objects were obtained by making the tip correction [15,29]. The apparent radius
of curvature (Rac), corrected radius of curvature (Rc), radius of
the bubble (Rb), and contact angle (θ) were calculated using the
following equations [15,18]:

(3)

(4)

where, R1 is the lateral size/radius of the domain without tip
correction, h is the height of the spherical domain, and rt is the
nominal radius of the tip. A number of spherical domains were
found on different PS-coated surfaces immersed in DI water. A
typical image showing a number of spherical or nearly spherical domains is shown in Figure 2a. These domains were
analyzed through the Nanoscope analysis software (Bruker,
USA). The details of the radius/lateral size and the height were
collected. A brief summary is given in Figure 2b. Figure 2b
illustrates that the height of the spherical domains changes
almost linearly with respect to the radius/lateral size. The lateral
size varied between 0.5 and 14.0 µm while the height varied
from 7.0 to 300.0 nm.

Analysis of the contact angle
The contact angle of these domains was also analyzed. The
analysis showed a very small contact angle when measuring
from the inner side of the spherical domain. Generally, the contact angles were approximately in the range of 2.0 to 6.0°. A
summary of the contact angles of the spherical domains found
on various PS-coated surfaces immersed in DI water is given in
Figure 3a. Figure 3a shows that the contact angle changes
linearly with respect to radius/lateral size up to 2.0 µm. Beyond
this size, the contact angle changes in such a way that an exact
correlation becomes difficult.

Analysis of line tension

Figure 2: (a) AFM image of micro/nano spherical domains on a
PS-coated surface, immersed in DI water. A number of spherical or
nearly spherical objects can be seen in the image. (b) Summary of the
height and radius/lateral size of the spherical domains. Additional
images of the so-called spherical domains are shown in Supporting
Information File 1, Figure S1.

The line tension is defined as the excess energy per unit length
of the three phase contact line [30]. The magnitude of the line
tension affects the shape of the bubble [29,31,32]. Negative as
well as positive values of line tension have been reported in
previous studies [32-34]. Therefore, the sign of the line tension
is still a controversial debate [35]. Studies have shown that the
magnitude of line tension for nanobubbles ranges from nN to
pN [32-35]. The line tension of the spherical domains analyzed
in this study was calculated using the following equation
[19,33,35]:
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Figure 3: (a) Summary of the contact angle versus the radius/lateral size of the spherical objects. (b) Summary of the line tension of the spherical
objects on PS-coated surfaces.

(5)

where θ is the contact angle of the spherical domains, θM is the
macroscopic contact angle, τ is the line tension, and γlg is the
surface tension. The results were plotted against the radius of
the spherical objects, as shown in Figure 3b. It was found that
the line tension varies linearly with the radius/lateral size. This
analysis also showed that the magnitude of the line tension of
these objects is several orders of magnitude larger (30 nN to
800 nN) than some of the previously reported values of the

line tension for nanobubbles [19,33,35]. However, the magnitude is still within the range proposed in other studies (10 pN to
10 µN) [35].

Coalescence of spherical objects
Based on the information collected through AFM, no coalesce
was observed. However, coalescence of the objects was observed in optical microscopy (Digital Microscope, KH1300;
Hirox, Japan; resolution ≈0.07 µm) experiments. Some examples of the micro-/nano spherical domains are shown in
Figure 4a–d.

Figure 4: Optical images of the coalescence of spherical domains formed on PS-coated surfaces. (a–d) Time lapse images where the encircled area
shows the coalescence of an irregular domain with an approximately spherical domain in the vicinity. Additional examples of coalescence are given in
Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2 and Figure S3.
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The study suggested that the coalescence might result in spherical and irregular-shaped domains (further information is given
in Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2 and Figure S3). The
presence of additional domains in the vicinity of the domains
merging together can help in growth of these domains. Moreover, the shape of these domains can be affected by the presence of additional domains as well as binding of the PS film to
the silicon substrate. The presence of other domains in the surrounding and less tightly bound film might favor coalescence
and hence produce larger domains (see Figure 4 above, and
Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2 and Figure S3). As
pointed out earlier, it is also possible that the coalescence of
these domains result in irregular-shaped domains, as shown in
Figure 2a. Moreover, the AFM study showed that domains with
lateral size ≤1.0 µm (approximately), have an almost spherical
shape (see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S1).

Stiffness of the spherical objects
Nanobubbles are softer and the tip–bubble interaction can affect
the shape and movement of the bubbles [19,29,36-38]. In order
to differentiate the spherical domains from micro-/nanobubbles,
the surface was scanned in contact mode AFM (CM-AFM) as
well as TM-AFM. The typical images are shown in Figure 5.
The section analysis of the spherical domains shown in the
Figure 5 is given in Figure 6a–c. In Figure 6a–c there is no
evident difference in the shape of the spherical domains
scanned with TM-AFM or CM-AFM. It shows that these
domains are stiff enough to resist the deformation due to lateral
force applied by the tip in CM-AFM. Moreover, in addition to
the softer nature, previous studies have also reported that the
presence of gaseous bubbles give rise to a long range hydrophobic attraction force [39-41]. Therefore, to analyze this
aspect, the approach and retraction force curves were obtained
on a bubble as well as the PS-coated surface. The results are
shown in Figure 7a,b where it is obvious that there is no clear
difference in the approach force curves obtained on the spherical domain or the PS-coated surface. The so-called hydrophobic attraction force was expected in the case of the gaseous
bubbles. However, these force curves are identical and suggest
that the nature of these objects is not similar to that of bubbles.
Moreover, additional force curves obtained on different sized
spherical domains are given in Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S6.

Figure 5: Height images of spherical objects on PS-coated surfaces
obtained using (a) contact mode (b) tapping mode at 90% set point
ratio.

Analysis of phase contrast and presence of
contaminants on the spherical domains

Figure 8b shows a change in the surface property. Furthermore,
the height analysis as well as the phase images of these spherical objects showed the presence of contaminants on the top of
these domains (Figure 9a,b). Similarly, in some cases, we also
observed scratch-like patterns on these spherical domains
(Figure 9b).

The phase shift is sensitive to the variation in the local surface
property [23]. Any change in the surface property can be easily
traced through TM-AFM phase contrast analysis. The height
images of the spherical domains along with the corresponding
phase images are given in Figure 8a,b. The phase contrast in

The scratches and possible contaminants on these domains
bring doubt to the possibility that these might be gaseous
bubbles, but rather indicate the likelihood of deformed or
stretched PS film [26].
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Figure 6: Section analysis of spherical domains imaged in contact mode and tapping mode (shown in Figure 5). (a) Section of spherical domain (1).
(b) Section of spherical domain (2). (c) Section of spherical domain (3). The circles show the section of the spherical domain imaged in contact mode
while the squares show the section of the spherical domains imaged in tapping mode.

Figure 7: (a) Approach and retraction curves for a spherical object. (b) Approach and retraction curves for a PS-coated surface.

Analysis of the PS film after exposure to
water
It is proposed that if these objects are not gaseous bubbles, then
they are most likely blisters or deformed PS film due to permeation of water through the film [26]. The permeation of water
may stretch the PS film and the footprints might be left behind
after the removal of water [26]. Therefore, the topography of
the PS film before and after the exposure to DI water was also
analyzed. The height images, acquired before and after the
exposure to water, are shown in Figure 10a–d.
These Figures show that the topography of the PS-coated surface has changed after coming into contact with water. The
height section analysis in Figure 10c,d shows that the asperities
on the surface exposed to water are comparatively larger than
the dry surface.

Discussion
A series of experiments were conducted in order to characterize
the spherical or nearly spherical domains that readily nucleate
on the PS-coated surface after immersion in water. The focus of
this study was to find out whether the micro-/nanobubbles
coexist with the spherical or nearly spherical blisters or if these
phenomena occur independently. Micrometer-sized spherical
objects were found on the PS-coated surfaces. The phase
images clearly showed phase contrast at the locations of these
objects (Figure 8b). This suggested a change in the local surface property. However, these objects remained insensitive to
contact as well as lateral force. Unlike the micro-/nanobubbles,
the force measurements did not show long range hydrophobic
attraction (Figure 7a). These objects did not show significant
movement or deformation during the CM-AFM measurements
(Figure 5a,b). Furthermore, contaminants and scratch-like
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Figure 8: (a) Height image of spherical domains. (b) Phase image of
spherical domains. A clear phase contrast can be observed in the
image.

patterns were observed on these spherical objects (Figure 9a,b).
To the best of our knowledge, this type of phenomena has not
yet been reported for micro-/nanobubbles. In our opinion, contaminants, if present on the surface of the nanobubbles, would
not be stable enough to be imaged with CM-AFM or TM-AFM.
The presence of the contaminants and scratches highly doubted
the idea that these domains could be gaseous bubbles but rather
supported the idea that these are the blisters from stretched PS
film which appear as spherical micro-/nanobubbles. Additionally, the topographic images obtained before and after contact of
water with the PS film showed stretched regions or indents
(Figure 10a–d and Supporting Information File 1, Figure S5). A
reasonable explanation for the formation of these stretched

Figure 9: AFM topographic and phase images of PS-coated surfaces
obtained in air and water. (a,b) Topographic and phase images, respectively, of the PS-coated surface obtained in DI water. The
unknown objects as well as the scratches are clearly visible on the
domains. Additional images are given in Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S4.

regions or indents is most likely the penetration of water into
the film [26]. As a result, these objects nucleate and leave a
footprint as the film dries. Contrary to the optical microscopy
study of Berkelaar et al. [26], the proposed blisters were also
found upon exposure to ethanol (Figure 11b). Therefore, the
hydrophilic silicon surface can further explain the formation of
the blisters at the PS–silicon interface. It can be proposed that
due to the strong affinity of water towards silicon dioxide, water
easily penetrates into the weakly bonded sites of the PS film
and the silicon dioxide substrate.
The study of Berkelaar et al. [26] further explained that the
smaller water pockets are formed at the defects occurring at the
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Figure 10: (a,b) AFM images of the PS-coated surface before and after the exposure to water, respectively. (c,d) Height profile analysis of the image
of the PS-coated surface before and after the exposure to water. The height profile analysis clearly shows the enhanced features formed on the
PS-coated surface. Additional information collected from other surfaces prepared with similar procedures is shown in Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S5.

Figure 11: Optical images of blisters formed on a PS-coated surface immersed in (a) DI water and (b) ethanol.

interface of silicon and the PS film. As soon as the osmotic
pressure equals the fracture pressure, the PS film detaches from
the silicon surface and the blisters begin to form. Their explanation that the water penetrates into the PS–silicon dioxide
through defective sites on the PS film is further supported by

our study. As was noted, contaminants were present on the blisters as well as on the surface (Figure 9a,b). These defective sites
provide a passage for water penetration through the film. This
phenomenon leads to the detachment of the PS film from the
silicon substrate at the sites that are relatively weakly bonded.
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Silicon is hydrophilic in nature, and therefore, in the presence of
water, the PS film might easily detach. Furthermore, an additional analysis of these domains was also conducted by taking
into account the modulus of elasticity of the PS film
and the pressure inside the spherical domains. The results
are given in Supporting Information File 1, Figure S7.
The analysis showed that the surface excess energy approximately ranges from 3.0 to 72.0 nJ/m2 for a blister size of 0.5 to
12 µm.
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Abstract
Intermolecular interactions and nanoscale phase separation govern the properties of many molecular soft-matter systems. Here, we
combine infrared vibrational scattering scanning near-field optical microscopy (IR s-SNOM) with force–distance spectroscopy for
simultaneous characterization of both nanoscale optical and nanomechanical molecular properties through hybrid imaging. The resulting multichannel images and correlative analysis of chemical composition, spectral IR line shape, modulus, adhesion, deformation, and dissipation acquired for a thin film of a nanophase separated block copolymer (PS-b-PMMA) reveal complex structural
variations, in particular at domain interfaces, not resolved in any individual signal channel alone. These variations suggest that
regions of multicomponent chemical composition, such as the interfacial mixing regions between microdomains, are correlated with
high spatial heterogeneity in nanoscale material properties.

Introduction
Functional soft-matter and polymer systems often exhibit novel
phenomena due to nanoscale chemical heterogeneity and the resulting intermolecular interactions. Infrared vibrational scattering scanning near-field optical microscopy (IR s-SNOM)
provides a direct, noninvasive, label-free measure of nanoscale
chemical composition by localizing the light–matter interaction
via a scanning probe tip [1]. Performed most simply with a
single-frequency source tuned to a molecular marker resonance
[2], IR s-SNOM also enables IR spectroscopy on the nanoscale

using broadband [3,4] or tunable light sources [5]. Combined
with computational imaging to analyze spectral peak position
and lineshape, as well as polarization selection, s-SNOM can
probe intermolecular coupling [6], polymorphism [7], molecular orientation, domain structure [8], and degrees of crystallinity.
However, information beyond nanoscale IR response is sometimes desired for a more complete understanding of molecular
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interactions and their relationship to material function. Nanomechanical properties, measured through force spectroscopy, can
provide important complimentary information on heterogeneous material systems [9]. By measuring the force on a scanning probe tip as it interacts with the sample, material properties including friction, adhesion, deformation, modulus, and
dissipation can be quantified and mapped over nanoscale distances [10-14].
Here, we combine IR s-SNOM and force–distance spectroscopy for a multimodal study of heterogeneous molecular thin
films. Although s-SNOM is commonly already based on intermittent-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM), the enabled
compatibility with numerous advanced scanning probe modalities, including force–distance spectroscopy, has not yet been
explored in combination with s-SNOM. We perform both
spatio-spectral s-SNOM and force–distance nanoimaging and
nanospectroscopy on mesoscopic regions of a block copolymer,
providing a multidimensional picture of the variation in material and optical properties between and within polymer microdomains.

quantitative nanomechanical mapping, PF-QNM) to map spatial
variations in modulus, as well as the adhesion, deformation, and
dissipation of the tip–sample interaction, simultaneously
[12,13]. Corresponding quantitative values can be extracted
from calibrated force–distance curves at every pixel to build up
a multidimensional force–distance image.
In this work we acquire force–distance curves, as shown in
Figure 1a, using a modified commercial AFM (MultiMode 8,
Bruker). We calibrate quantiative force values using measurements with the same tip on a Si sample and a rough TiO2 surface for measuring the deflection sensitivity and tip radius, respectively, as well as tuning curves for measuring the Q-factor
using the Sader method [21]. We use commercial Tap150 and
Tap525 tips (Bruker) for initial PF-QNM measurements (not
shown), and then use those values to calibrate PF-QNM data
taken with metallized tips as necessary for s-SNOM. Note that
the curve in Figure 1a was taken with a different tip and slightly
different scan settings than the calibrated data shown below; the
curve here is shown only to illustrate the different PF-QNM
channels.

Methods
We study a high molecular weight block copolymer of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA), with a
relative chain length of 270.0-b-289.0 M n × 10 3 (P4443SMMA, Polymer Source), spin-coated from a 1% w/v solution
in toluene onto native-oxide silicon substrates (2 kRPM). The
film thickness is ~60 nm, as measured with AFM. The PMMA
in this sample is mostly syndiotactic. Long chain lengths result
in nonequilibrium, irregularly shaped, microdomain structures
with incomplete microphase separation and large interfacial
mixing regions [6,15,16]. The size of these microdomains
(~60 nm, determined by the radial peak of a 2D Fourier transform of AFM topography) is comparable to the film thickness.
Towards equilibrium, differences in the surface energy of PS
and PMMA lead to the formation of a top surface layer of PS at
the air interface, as PMMA is more polar than PS and tends
toward the polar SiO2 native oxide layer of the Si substrate [17].
Models suggest that this PS surface layer is roughly half the
microdomain size when in equilibrium [18], though we can
expect nonuniformity and local variations of the surface layer in
this case due to the long chain lengths.
We measure the nanomechanical properties of the copolymer
film using several modes of scanning force microscopy. We use
intermittent contact mode under ambient conditions to map the
ordering of block copolymer domains [19]. This modality, especially its phase images, is sensitive to the viscoelastic properties of the sample [20]. To further quantify nanoscale material
properties, we also use force–distance spectroscopy (peak force

Figure 1: (a) Example force–distance curve from a single force volume
at a given force setpoint, showing the properties that are analyzed to
create maps of modulus, adhesion, deformation, and dissipation.
(b) Schematic of s-SNOM setup, showing the quantum cascade laser
(QCL), beam splitter (BS), off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror,
mercury–cadmium–telluride (MCT) detector, moving reference arm
mirror, and tip–sample interaction confined to the tip radius r. Sample
feature size exaggerated for visual clarity.
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In IR s-SNOM, conventional AFM is combined with an optical
setup to focus and detect light from a tip-mediated near-field
optical interaction confined to a nanoscale volume of the sample surface, as shown schematically in Figure 1b. The localized
tip–sample interaction depends on the optical properties of the
sample directly below the apex. By scanning the sample,
keeping the tip stationary with respect to the laser focus, we can
create maps of optical properties of the sample simultaneously
with AFM data channels [1].
For our s-SNOM experiments, we use a metallized scanning
probe tip (11.72 N/m, PtSi–NCH, NanoWorld AG). Mid-infrared light tunable between 1660–1900 cm−1 from a quantum
cascade laser (QCL, Daylight Solutions) is focused onto the tip,
linearly polarized along the surface normal relative to the sample, using an off-axis parabolic mirror (NA = 0.45) with a
power density of ≤50 MW cm−2. Tip-scattered light is detected
in a confocal epi-illumination/detection geometry with a LN2cooled HgCdTe detector (MCT, KLD-0.25/DC/11.5, Kolmar
Technologies). The far-field background is suppressed by a
lock-in detector (HF2, Zurich Instruments) demodulating at the
third harmonic of the tip tapping frequency. Tip-scattered light
is recombined at the detector with light of known phase from
the reference arm in an asymmetric Michelson interferometer
geometry, allowing for the determination of spectral amplitude
and phase
of the near-field signal [22].
The vertical sensitivity of s-SNOM falls off rapidly into the film
over the near-field decay length, which is given by the tip radius
to first order [23]. Thus, the probed region penetrates at least in
part through a possible nonresonant PS surface layer. Therefore,
resonant near-field phase contrast reveals the presence of
PMMA microdomains.
A spatio-spectral s-SNOM map is acquired over a 500 ×
500 nm size region of PS-b-PMMA, shown in Figure 2a, as previously described [5,6]. Images are taken over a range of wavelengths spanning the carbonyl stretch mode. The images are 128
× 128 pixels acquired at a rate of 0.3 Hz per line, resulting in a
pixel size of 4 × 4 nm and total acquisition time of ~7 min per
image. The set of images is analyzed to create nanoscale IR
spectra from individual microdomains, as illustrated in
Figure 2b. We use the s-SNOM spectral phase
in our analysis, which for weak molecular oscillators provides a good
approximation of the spectral shape of the optical absorption or
extinction coefficient
[1]. Gaussian resonance curves are
computationally fit to the spectra in order to extract peak position
and linewidth Γ based on
(1)

Figure 2: (a) Spatio-spectral s-SNOM phase image of PS-b-PMMA,
with carbonyl mode resonant contrast between PMMA (blue) and PS
(red) microdomains. (b) Spectrum extracted from a single PMMA
microdomain, as illustrated by the vertical line in (a). Error bars shown
on select points as reference, calculated as the standard deviation of
the nonresonant baseline datapoints. Peak position and linewidth
values Γ are extracted computationally from Gaussian fits to spectra at
each pixel. Corresponding amplitude spectrum (inset) also shown for
completeness, with fit to a dispersive lineshape as a guide to the eye.

where A and C are frequency-independent scaling and offset
constants and Γ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM).
For example, the corresponding fit shown in Figure 2b yields a
peak position of 1735 ± 1 cm−1 and Γ of 18 ± 2 cm−1, with the
margin of error representing the 95% confidence interval of the
fit parameter. While Lorentzian lineshape fits (not shown) yield
similar results, Gaussian lineshapes fit the data slightly better,
which indicates that the probed oscillator ensemble is dominated by inhomogeneous broadening. The corresponding
amplitude spectrum is shown in the inset with calculated line-
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shape (solid line) based on the above fit parameters and is
Kramers–Kronig consistent.
As is often encountered in hybrid imaging, maps from
force–distance spectroscopy and from s-SNOM acquired subsequently with the same tip need to be aligned to compensate for
sample drift. The scans are registered by visually comparing
~10 like features in the height images common to both techniques. The different image datasets are then aligned, with few
nanometer accuracy, using standard image registration techniques and an affine transform (MATLAB Image Processing
Toolbox).

Results and Discussion
Combined s-SNOM and force–distance images of a 500 ×
500 nm size region of PS-b-PMMA are shown in Figure 3 with
individual PS and PMMA microdomains and/or surface
variations clearly resolved in all imaging channels. The microdomains are ~60 nm in size, and finer features are observed in
some channels with an overall spatial resolution of 20 nm.
The s-SNOM phase in Figure 3a measured on-resonance of the
carbonyl stretch mode at 1730 cm−1 reflects the nanoscale surface chemical composition. The corresponding trace to the right
shows the indicated line profile averaged over a 5-pixel width.
The profile starts and ends in a PMMA-rich region and passes
through a microdomain surrounded by PS, as indicated by the
color bar and profile background. The s-SNOM image in
Figure 3a is one of many scans in the spatio-spectral dataset
used to create the linewidth map shown in Figure 3b. The black
regions in Figure 3b represent PS-rich regions where there is
insufficient resonant PMMA signal to perform a computational
fit and extract a linewidth value. Standard intermittent contact
mode topography (Figure 3d) and tapping phase (Figure 3e)
channels were collected concurrently during s-SNOM scans.
The images of modulus (Figure 3c), adhesion (Figure 3f), deformation (Figure 3g), and dissipation (Figure 3h) are defined from
the analysis of force–distance curves taken with the same tip
over the same region, calibrated as described above.
We present here a preliminary discussion of the polymer properties and interactions probed by our hybrid imaging technique
as an illustration of the information made available, while also
recognizing that understanding the full complexity of the material system requires more detailed measurements and analysis.
In the resonant s-SNOM image (Figure 3a), carbonyl groups in
PMMA provide a marker resonance at ~1730 cm−1, resulting in
a measured s-SNOM phase contrast on the order of 10° compared to the nonresonant PS regions. Within apparent PMMA
microdomains, linewidths (Figure 3b) varied between 15 to
20 cm−1. The carbonyl resonance is sensitive to the local chemi-

cal environment through intermolcular interactions, resulting in
vibrational solvatochromism and line broadening [6]. The
varying concentrations of neighboring carbonyl groups in adjacent MMA monomers result in differing levels of intermolecular coupling, changing the measured nanoscale spectral
linewidth. In addition, anisotropy within a single PMMA region
itself could affect the degree of intermolecular coupling, manifesting in linewidth changes within a single microdomain.
The modulus image (Figure 3c) shows contrast from the
differing mechanical properties of PMMA and PS. We observe
values around 1–2 GPa in PMMA regions, and 3–4 GPa in PS
regions. These values of the DMT modulus [24] are closely
related to the Young’s modulus, an intrinsic bulk material property of the sample. Measurements of Young’s modulus in polymers often exhibit considerable variation and nonlinearity [25].
However, our values generally match the range measured on
PS-b-PMMA from similar techniques [14,26,27].
The height (Figure 3d), tapping phase (Figure 3e), adhesion
(Figure 3f), dissipation (Figure 3g), and deformation
(Figure 3h) images represent aspects of the physical tip–sample
interaction. For example, we observe a topographic height
difference in Figure 3d of ~5 nm between PMMA and PS
regions, with PMMA appearing higher, while the tapping phase
in Figure 3e is ~15° larger for PMMA than PS. In this case,
slight differences in the presence of residual toluene solvent between PMMA and PS, with PMMA retaining slightly more,
likely results in PS microdomains shrinking slightly more than
PMMA microdomains during spin casting and subsequent
drying [28].
The tapping phase is related to the power dissipated by the sample during contact with the tip, and reflects to some extent the
viscoelastic properties of the sample [20]. However, the tapping
phase is also affected by the intermittent formation of a capillary water neck between tip and sample as the cantilever oscillates, which can lead to either net attractive or net repulsive
regimes depending on tapping amplitude, relative humidity, and
local curvature of the tip and sample [29,30]. Modeling the formation, evolution, and breaking of the tip–sample water menisci
in order to understand the effect on the tapping phase is still a
focus of active research [31].
We measure an overall adhesion (Figure 3f) of 0.4 nN on
PMMA, and 0.7 nN on PS. We also observe finer structure
within regions in the corresponding profile, with an increase of
around 0.1 nN in the center of the PMMA microdomain compared to the edges. The adhesion channel measures the
minimum force during the force–distance curve, which is
sensitive to attractive forces between tip and sample (e.g.,
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Figure 3: Multidimensional dataset showing maps of PS and PMMA microdomains, with corresponding profiles along the line indicated in (a) averaged over a 5-pixel width. Color bar and profile background suggest regions of high PS or PMMA concentration. (a,b,d,e) measured using spatiospectral s-SNOM and (c,f–h) measured using force–distance spectroscopy. Differences between channels, as highlighted by the dashed lines in (f–h),
indicate a complex interplay between crystallinity, composition, and intermolecular interaction between and within single domains.
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electrostatic or capillary forces). It can reflect variations
in the Hamaker constant of the van der Waals interaction,
surface charges, or hydrophilicity [32]. It has been observed
in PS-b-PMMA that PS preferentially adsorbs onto a gold surface compared to PMMA [33]. Thus, the higher attractive
forces over PS domains suggest that our metallized tip interacts
with PS similarly to such chemically inert gold substrates. In
addition, the polar nature of PMMA makes it more hydrophilic
than pure PS [34]. Thus in our block copolymer, the lower
attractive forces over PMMA domains possibly indicate that we
are operating in the repulsive capillary force regime. Tip–surface capillary forces are most studied in the context of resonant
cantilever motion instead of the slower, nonresonant distance
modulation employed in PF-QNM. Nonetheless, our modulation amplitude (15 nm), measured tip radius (16–25 nm), and
the relative humidity during the measurement (13%) indicate
that we are operating near the threshold between attractive and
repulsive regimes [30]. The delicate balance between repulsive
capillary forces and overall van der Waals interaction could
result in the finer variations across the PMMA microdomain.
We measure a dissipation (Figure 3g) of 25 eV over PMMA,
and 45 eV over PS. The dissipation channel measures the integrated hysteresis between approach and retract and thus directly
measures the energy lost to the sample. For purely elastic behavior, the energy loss is dominated by adhesive forces associated with the tip–surface interaction, while for inelastic deformation, energy is transferred into the sample itself [32] or to the
surface water layer through the formation and rupture of the

capillary neck at different distances [30]. In the case of PS-bPMMA, the positive correlation between dissipation and adhesion suggests that energy loss is dominated by surface-sensitive
adhesive forces.
Our deformation map (Figure 3h) does not correlate directly
with chemical composition (e.g., dissipation), as indicated by
the dotted lines in the corresponding profile. Instead, it shows
larger values, 0.9 nm, at the interfaces between the PS and
PMMA domains, compared to 0.6 nm at the domain centers.
The deformation measures the maximum penetration of the tip
into the polymer during the force–distance cycle, which can be
due to both elastic and inelastic behavior, and thus is a measure
of both the elasticity and the hardness of the sample [32]. Polymers, including syndiotactic PMMA, tend to pack in a semiordered way to minimize the total free energy, though this is
highly dependent on tacticity and molecular weight distribution
[35]. Crystallinity also creates varying mechanical properties, as
greater order and coupling generally suggest stiffer regions at
the center of domains [25]. Our deformation profile suggests
that the mixing of PMMA and PS significantly disrupts the
polymer order and softens the interfacial region.
To further illustrate the relationships between the different
image channels, Figure 4 shows several bivariate histograms
displaying correlations between two respective channels across
the entire image region. They confirm the trends discussed
above, as Figure 4a–c show a clear positive correlation of resonant s-SNOM phase with Γ, height, and AFM phase, illus-

Figure 4: Bivariate histograms, showing the correlations between different signal channels across the entire image region. The arrow in (a) indicates
that the correlation is seen to continue towards the lower left until Γ becomes undefined in nonresonant, PS-rich regions. Colored bars along the horizontal axes illustrate the correspondence of the spectral phase with PMMA concentration, or deformation with interfacial mixing (center vs interface).
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trating that these channels are predominantly sensitive to differences in relative chemical concentration of PS and PMMA.
Note in Figure 4a that Γ is not defined in nonresonant PS
regions. However, the correlation with (1730 cm−1) is seen to
continue, with decreasing Γ as the PMMA is diluted in the PS
phase, and is consistent with earlier results [6]. This relationship is indicated by the arrow in Figure 4a. Modulus and deformation, however, show little correlation with (Figure 4d,e),
instead showing a negative correlation with each other
(Figure 4f). Those channels are predominantly sensitive to
differences in interfacial mixing between microdomains,
suggesting a complex interplay between crystallinity, composition, and intermolecular interactions, especially at microdomain
interfaces.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows strong negative correlations
of resonant s-SNOM phase with adhesion (Figure 5a,b) and
dissipation (Figure 5c,d) channels, which are predominantly
sensitive to chemical composition. The bivariate histograms
(Figure 5a,c) show a distinct bimodal distribution, more
apparent than in the histogram of each channel alone (shown in
projection onto respective axes), which is further exemplified
by summing diagonally across the direction of correlation to

create the coincidence histograms shown in Figure 5b and
Figure 5d. The two populations in this distribution represent
distinct regions with separate chemical and nanomechanical
properties.

Conclusion
In summary, we have combined spatio-spectral s-SNOM with
force–distance spectroscopy to create a multimodal dataset of
material and optical properties of nanoscale heterogeneous soft
matter. Using a single AFM/s-SNOM setup and a metallized
scanning probe tip, we produced images of a particular 500 ×
500 nm size region of a PS-b-PMMA film via IR s-SNOM and
force–distance spectroscopy analyzed with computational
imaging techniques. These maps are sensitive not only to chemical composition, but also to inhomogeneity within domains
arising from, for example, varying degrees of crystallinity. The
hybrid combination of different imaging modalities established
here promises to be a powerful tool for measuring and understanding intermolecular interactions and could address fundamental questions for the study and design of functional nanomaterials.
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Abstract
We use a soft templating approach in combination with evaporation induced self-assembly to prepare mesoporous films containing
cylindrical pores with elliptical cross-section on an ordered pore lattice. The film is deposited on silicon-based commercial atomic
force microscope (AFM) cantilevers using dip coating. This bilayer cantilever is mounted in a humidity controlled AFM, and its
deflection is measured as a function of relative humidity. We also investigate a similar film on bulk silicon substrate using grazingincidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS), in order to determine nanostructural parameters of the film as well as the watersorption-induced deformation of the ordered mesopore lattice. The strain of the mesoporous layer is related to the cantilever deflection using simple bilayer bending theory. We also develop a simple quantitative model for cantilever deflection which only requires
cantilever geometry and nanostructural parameters of the porous layer as input parameters.

Introduction
Because the bending of a microcantilever can be measured with
extremely high accuracy, sensors utilizing this principle are in
focus of recent research. Such sensors are able, for instance, to
detect molecules adsorbing on the cantilever surface by simply
reading out the deflection of a chemically modified cantilever
[1]. In order to differentiate a spectrum of molecules, cantilever
arrays were used to create an artificial “chemical nose”, leading

to sensor systems which are able to detect diabetes in the human
breath [2] or cancer [3,4]. The measured deflection is usually
very small owing to only very few molecules reaching the surface of the cantilever. In order to use similar principles for actuation purposes, a larger deflection of the cantilever must be
reached. One strategy is to increase the number of adsorbed
molecules by increasing the total interaction area of molecules
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with the surface. This leads to the concept of using bilayer
structures, with one of the layers having a large accessible
(internal) surface area. In the natural world of plants for
instance, humidity-induced bending of bilayer structures is
frequently used for actuation purposes. Prominent examples are
the opening of tree cones [5], or the complex movement of the
dispersal units of wild wheat [6] and ice plants [7]. In all these
systems the movement is caused by the bending of bilayer
structures that swell anisotropically and differently between the
two layers upon the change of relative humidity (RH) [8]. This
bilayer principle has been used to build simple artificial actuators based on the swelling of paper–plastic bilayers [9], and also
more general routes have been proposed to create directional
movement by using swelling of polymers in combination with
controllable anisotropy [10]. However, to our knowledge such
concepts have not been used so far to create ceramic or metallic
bilayer structures, which would have the advantage of their applicability at higher temperatures and in harsh environments.
The potential of mesoporous “hard” materials such as nanoporous gold [11] or mesoporous silica [12] for such purposes has
recently been highlighted, where the basic idea is to utilize the
adsorption-induced deformation of highly porous materials. The
simplest way of fabricating an actuator based on such materials
would be a bilayer consisting of a thin bulk substrate covered
by a film of the mesoporous material. The change of interfacial
energies (i.e., solid–liquid and liquid–gas interfaces) during
adsorption of a gas into the pore space will lead to a deformation of the porous part of the bilayer [13]. Since the substrate
layer is expected to deform considerably less due to its much
lower accessible surface area, this will result in a bending
movement similar to a bimetal strip in response to a temperature change [9].
Here, we demonstrate for the first time the fabrication and
humidity-controlled actuation of a microcantilever based on a
mesoporous silica/nonporous silicon bilayer using a commercial AFM cantilever as a substrate. The simplicity and versatility of the approach is promising for applications in several
fields where similar systems based on swellable polymers are
not applicable.

Experimental
Sample preparation
AFM cantilevers and silicon wafers were coated with a mesoporous silica film using evaporation-induced self-assembly [1416]. We employed tipless NSG30 cantilevers from NT-MDT
(about 130 µm long, 45 µm wide, and about 4.5 µm thick) with
a gold reflective coating on one side. The cantilevers were
immersed in 2 M NaOH aqueous solution for 40 min, rinsed
with ethanol and dried in a flow of inert gas (N2 or CO2). In the
next step, the gold coating of the cantilever was hydrophobized

using self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of dodecanethiol
(≥98%, 471364-100ML, Aldrich) in a 1 mM solution in ethanol
for 8 h. This hydrophobization was necessary to deposit silica
only on the non-hydrophobic side of the cantilever and so that
its reflective coating could still be used. The precursor solution
for the mesoporous silica coating was prepared in a three-step
process. First, 1.75 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and
1.25 g of ethanol was mixed with 1.25 g of aqueous 10 M HCl
solution and was stirred for 1 h. Second, 580 mg of the block
copolymer P123 (435465-250ML, Aldrich) were dissolved in
26.85 g ethanol and stirred for 1 h, followed by adding the first
solution. In the third step, 1.9 g of aqueous 1 M HCl solution
was added to the mixture prepared in the second step. This final
precursor solution was then stirred for 2 h. The precursor solution was deposited on the cantilever by dip coating with a withdrawal speed of 2 mm/s. After letting the film rest at room temperature for one day, the sample was calcined at a temperature
of 450 °C. The temperature was increased by 1 °C/min, held at
450 °C for 2 h, and cooled down to room temperature at the
same rate. The silicon wafers were prepared with the identical
protocol as the cantilever samples, only the hydrophobization
step with the SAMs was skipped.

AFM
The atomic force microscope in use was an Asylum Research
MFP-3D, of which only the cantilever deflection was read-out
and recorded as a function of the time. The deflection read-out
was performed by the light-beam method, where a laser beam is
reflected from the gold coating of the cantilever onto a split
photodiode (Figure 1a). The control of relative humidity was
achieved with a custom-built setup where a nitrogen stream is
saturated with water in a bubbler and mixed with a dry nitrogen
stream [17]. By manually adjusting the flow rates of the two
streams, the relative humidity can be continuously controlled.
The AFM cantilever was mounted inside a closed commercial
fluid cell with a volume of about 10 mL. In addition, a
Sensirion SHT21 sensor, which records the relative humidity as
well as the temperature, is mounted in the fluid cell. Relative
humidity and temperature were recorded as a function of time.
This allows for correlating the cantilever deflection with the
relative humidity. To properly quantify the cantilever response
to the change in relative humidity as a deflection, the cantilever
needs to be calibrated. The thermal sweep method [18] was
used to calibrate the cantilevers and was performed directly
before every measurement. In order to start every experiment
under the same conditions, the first step was to reduce RH to
the lowest possible value (around 5%). The cantilever was left
in these conditions for several hours to equilibrate RH and the
cantilever deflection to a stationary value. From this point, the
adsorption curve followed by the desorption curve were recorded stepwise with 30–45 min equilibration time before
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surements with a nominal rate of 0.5% per minute. The
GISAXS measurement time was one minute per frame. After
reaching the highest humidity (typically 92–93%), the sample
was kept at this RH for 30 min and a desorption cycle with the
same rate of RH and the same measurement time was started.
Silver behenate was mounted as a standard on the sample cell.
Instabilities of the primary beam position were corrected by
computing the center of the silver behenate rings for each
frame. Changes of the incidence angle were monitored by the
position of the specular reflection. Peak positions were computed as centers of gravity in cuts parallel and normal to the
wafer surface after subtraction of a linear background. The obtained positions were corrected for refraction effects [21].

Results and Discussion
Cantilever deflection

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of an AFM cantilever coated with a porous silica
film in the fluid cell with deflection readout. (b) Backscattered electron
SEM image of the cross section of a silica-coated cantilever.

reading out the cantilever deflection for each step. A cross
section of the AFM cantilever after the actuation experiment
was prepared with focused ion beam (FIB) cutting using an
AURIGA Crossbeam Workstation (Zeiss). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of the sample cross-section were
taken with the same instrument with the electron microscope
operated at a voltage of 2 keV.

GISAXS: measurements and data evaluation
GISAXS measurements of the films prepared on Si wafers were
performed at the Austrian SAXS beamline at the synchrotron
radiation source ELETTRA in Trieste, Italy [19]. The wavelength was λ = 0.154 nm and 2D GISAXS data were collected
with a Pilatus 1M detector (Dectris, Baden Switzerland) at a
distance of 1502 mm. For the in situ water sorption measurements, a custom-built humidity cell with Kapton X-ray
windows was used. The working principle is very similar to the
humidity chamber for AFM described above with a humidity
range between about 10 and 90% RH (for more information on
the humidity cell, see [20]). In contrast to the AFM measurements, RH was changed continuously during the GISAXS mea-

In Figure 1a, the scheme of the coated cantilever is shown and
in Figure 1b, the successful coating is demonstrated by an SEM
image of the cantilever cross-section after the actuation experiment within the AFM. The different materials can easily be
distinguished by the backscattered electron contrast, revealing
bright contrast for the Au coating at the top, and the additional
Pt coating required for clean FIB cutting at the bottom of the
image. A compact silica film with only few defects formed on
the bottom (hydrophilic) side of the silicon substrate. This film
is thickest (approx. 500 nm) in the center of the cantilever cross
section and becomes thinner towards the edges, with an average thickness of roughly 300 nm. The top (hydrophobized) side
shows that a very thin silica film was formed also on the Au
coating, which means that the hydrophobization with SAMs did
not work as perfectly as planned. However, the mesoporous
silica film is much thicker (by a factor of 8–10) at the bottom
side without the SAMs. Therefore, the top silica film was not
taken further into account.
When the cantilever was placed in the AFM, a clear response to
a change in relative humidity was evident. This response is
shown as the cantilever deflection in Figure 2 during an adsorption cycle followed by a desorption cycle. The difference between minimum and maximum deflection was found to be
about 140 nm, with a slight offset (about 20 nm) between the
deflections before adsorption and after desorption. Such an
offset points to an only partially reversible process and perhaps
also to slight drift problems. A clear hysteresis is evident between the adsorption and desorption curves above RH = 50%.
This hysteresis in cantilever deflection agrees with the
hysteresis seen in water sorption isotherms measured for similar materials, indicating the different pressures for capillary
condensation during adsorption and capillary evaporation
during desorption, respectively, in pores with quite monodis-
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GISAXS. The nanostructure of this material consists of quite
monodisperse cylindrical pores ordered on 2D pore lattice [24].
The GISAXS pattern of the corresponding sample shown in
Figure 3 reveals sharp Bragg reflections from this pore lattice.

Figure 2: Cantilever deflection as a function of the relative humidity.

perse size distributions [22]. It is well known that adsorption
and desorption of fluids leads to a non-monotonous deformation of mesoporous materials [12,13]. In particular the so-called
strain-isotherm, i.e., the deformation of the porous material as a
function of relative fluid pressure, exhibits a similar hysteresis
as the sorption isotherm. The observed cantilever bending is
most likely induced by the sorption-induced deformation of the
mesoporous film. Therefore, we attribute the strong change in
the slope of the curves seen in Figure 2 (about 70% RH for
adsorption and about 55% RH for desorption) to the transition
from film formation on the pore walls to the spontaneous
filling/emptying (capillary condensation/evaporation) of the
pores with water.
Because the change of the relative humidity of air will also
change its index of refraction (IOR), n, and the deflection readout was done via a laser beam reflected from the cantilever, we
have checked whether this can influence our results. The IOR
change between dry air and air fully saturated with water is
given by Δn ≈ 1·10−4 [23]. Taking this into account, a detected
deflection of 200 nm would be artificially increased due to the
IOR change by only 0.2%, which can be neglected. This fact
was also verified experimentally by placing an uncoated, pristine cantilever in the fluid cell and increasing the relative
humidity from 5 to 90% while recording the cantilever deflection. In this experiment, only a drift of the deflection of approximately 5 nm was found but no significant change in deflection.
Therefore, the data shown in Figure 2 reflect the cantilever
deflection due to the change in humidity with an accuracy better
than 5%.

Characterization of mesoporous films
A mesoporous film on silicon substrate was prepared in the
same way as the film on AFM cantilever to obtain a macroscopically extended film for the nanostructure characterization using

Figure 3: (a) GISAXS pattern of mesoporous silica film on a silicon
substrate. The rings (marked AB) are from a silver behenate internal
standard, and the black lines are dead areas of the detector. The
numbers denote the Miller indices of the reflections of a centered
rectangular 2D lattice, Y is the Yoneda peak, and SB the specular reflected beam. The grazing angle was 0.384°. (b) Unit cell of the 2D
pore lattice reconstructed from the positions of the GISAXS reflections
with lattice parameter A = 15.08 nm and B = 14.01 nm, and pore size
parameters estimated from the intensities of the reflections assuming
an elliptical cross-section of the cylindrical pores; 2a = 10.2 nm and
2b = 4.90 nm. Please note that the cylindrical pores lie preferentially
within the film plane.
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The fact that these reflections are not azimuthally smeared
means that the long axis of the cylindrical pores expected from
this type of materials shows a high degree of alignment to the
substrate. The pattern reveals fiber symmetry around the film
normal, which means that the orientation of the cylinder axes
within the plane of the film is random. From the positions of the
diffraction peaks, the lattice symmetry can easily be deduced.
As reported already in earlier work [24], this symmetry deviates considerably from the 2D hexagonal lattice found for
powder SBA-15 materials [25]. This is understood by the fact
that the silicon substrate induces a strong mechanical constraint
to the silica film. For an infinitely extended thin film tightly attached to a rigid substrate, film shrinkage would only be
possible perpendicular to the substrate, but not parallel to it.
This was demonstrated recently on similar samples for the
water-sorption-induced deformation of the silica films [20].
Even much stronger deformation is expected during drying and
calcination of the as synthesized films, causing the pore lattice
to strongly shrink in the direction perpendicular to the substrate,
while it is kept almost constant in the direction parallel to the
substrate. As a consequence, the originally hexagonal pore
lattice is strongly deformed. Figure 3b illustrates this by
showing the centered rectangular unit cell of the 2D pore lattice
extracted from the GISAXS data. While for a hexagonal
symmetry the lattice parameters A and B would be related by
, Figure 3b rather suggests B ≈ A. This is of course
only possible, if also the cross-section of the cylindrical pores
changes from originally circular to elliptical. A detailed analysis of the intensities of the individual reflections in the GISAXS
pattern can be used to obtain an estimate for the two half
axes a and b of the elliptical pore cross-section, which are given
in Figure 3b. Together with the lattice parameters A
and B of the centered rectangular unit cell, the pore volume
fraction (porosity) of the film can easily be calculated by
. Moreover, the mean curvature of the
pore cross-section can be determined by κ = 0.5(1/a + 1/b),
which leads to a mean radius of curvature r = 1/κ = 3.31 nm
[26].
GISAXS patterns were collected in situ while changing the RH.
From the shift of the Bragg peaks as a function of the RH, the
pore lattice strain can be obtained [12,27,28]. Similar to our
previous work [20], this strain was found to be much smaller
in-plane (i.e., parallel to the surface) as compared to the out-ofplane direction perpendicular to the surface. Figure 4 shows the
pore lattice strain obtained from the shift of the 02 reflection as
a function of the RH during adsorption. Unfortunately, the corresponding desorption run could not be evaluated due to problems with humidity equilibration within the restricted time
available for the synchrotron radiation experiment. Nonetheless,
for the adsorption branch the pore lattice strain ε measured at

the level of the individual pores can now be compared with the
macroscopic cantilever deflection δ shown in Figure 2. Both
quantities increase more gently at low RH, and become considerably steeper above 70%, where the onset of capillary condensation is expected. Indeed, the shape of the cantilever deflection vs RH curve in Figure 2 is very similar to the strain vs RH
curve of Figure 4, suggesting a linear relationship between these
two quantities.

Figure 4: Strain isotherm from in situ GISAXS derived from the shift of
the out-of-plane 02 reflection in Figure 3a. Only the adsorption branch
could be measured reliably with the humidity setup used.

Quantitative description of cantilever
deflection
In the following we attempt to describe the measured deflection
of the cantilever on a quantitative basis. For this, we consider
only the maximum measured deflection between the “dry” sample (i.e., below 10% humidity) and the “wet” sample. Since the
deflection of the cantilever was only measured up to 85% RH,
we take the same RH interval for the measured pore lattice
strain. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in the
following.
The linear deflection δ of a bilayer cantilever (i.e., a film F on a
substrate S) with length l and total thickness d = d F + d S
clamped at one end is given for small deflections (δ << bending
radius) by [9]
(1)

where ε is the strain difference (i.e., the difference in the
relative expansion) between the two layers. The function
f = 6(1 + m)2/[3(1 + m)2 + (1 + mn)(m2 + 1/mn)] depends on the
thickness ratio n = dF/dS of the two layers, and on the ratio of
their Young’s moduli m = EF/ES [31]. In our case both ratios
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Table 1: Maximum cantilever deflection δ and maximum pore lattice strain ε, both at RH = 85%; pore mean radius of curvature r, pore volume fraction , effective cantilever length l, silicon substrate thickness dS, average film thickness dF, Young’s modulus of silica ES, and change of surface
energy Δγ of silica upon full wetting with water.

value
reference

δ (nm)

ε (%)

r (nm)

140
AFM

0. 55
GISAXS

3.31
GISAXS

(%)
37
GISAXS

are much smaller than one and f reduces to f = 6mn, which after
approximating dS by d leads to a very simple expression for
Equation 1.

(2)

Since the silicon substrate can be regarded as rigid, ε is given by
the strain in the silica film, which was measured experimentally by GISAXS (Table 1). Equation 2 confirms the linear relationship between the sorption-induced strain and the cantilever
deflection. If we have a reliable estimate for the Young’s
modulus EF of the film, the expected deflection can be predicted from the experimentally measured strain (see Figure 4).
However, EF is not known experimentally for our film. On the
other hand, if we know both, the cantilever deflection and the
sorption-induced strain from experiment, Equation 2 can be
used to estimate the Young’s modulus of the porous film.
Inserting the experimental values of δ and ε together with the
other known parameters (Table 1) we obtain EF ≈ 5.0 GPa. Literature reports values of the order of 30–40 GPa for the bulk
Young’s modulus
in nanostructured amorphous silica
systems [32,33]. If we assume quadratic scaling of the Young’s
modulus with density
[34], EF would be
expected to be of the order of 12–16 GPa, which is higher by a
factor of 2–3 than the value obtained from Equation 2. This
discrepancy can be resolved when considering that the pore
volume fraction obtained from GISAXS (Table 1) does not
include any micropores (i.e., pores smaller than 2 nm) within
the walls of the mesopores. It is well known that wall microporosity plays an important role in mesoporous silica prepared
from P123 [35,36]. The value of EF ≈ 5.0 GPa obtained from
Equation 2 agrees indeed fairly well with the one found in
SBA-15 (EF ≈ 6 GPa) with a similar volume fraction of mesopores [27].
Now we try to estimate the maximum sorption-induced deformation ε and thus, the cantilever deflection, on a more fundamental basis. Gor and Neimark [13] introduced an analytical
model based on the Derjaguin–Broekhoff–de Boer theory,
which is able to derive the pressure P within a mesopore from a

l (μm)

dS (μm)

dF (μm)

ES (GPa)

Δγ (J/m2)

130
SEM

4.5
SEM

0.3
SEM

130
[29]

0.12
[30]

rigorous thermodynamic treatment of the liquid–solid and the
liquid–gas interfaces involved. Knowing the pressure within the
pores the resulting surface and bulk stresses in the solid pore
walls can be calculated and, by using elasticity theory, the
strains of the porous material can be obtained. This step is generally not a simple task as it depends critically on the geometry
of the pore network. For cylindrical pores on a hexagonal pore
lattice it was found recently that the pore lattice strain can be
approximated by the radial strain within the wall of a cylindrical pore subjected to an internal pressure P [27,37]. Following [37], the strain within a thick cylinder with pore volume
fraction , pore wall Young’s modulus
, and corresponding Poisson’s ratio ν is given by

(3)

where P(RH) is the humidity-dependent pressure within the
pore. To derive the right side of Equation 3, we have used
the fact that ν is smaller than 0.2 for silica, and therefore
(1 – ν2) ≈ 1. The first pressure term on the right hand side
depends on the mean radius of curvature of the pores, r, and the
absolute value of the solid–liquid interfacial energy, γSL(RH),
which is determined by the amount of water adsorbed during
successive pore filling [13,30,38]. In addition to the solid–liquid
interfacial energy, both, the curved liquid–vapor interface
during adsorption, and the formation of a hemispherical
meniscus at the pore ends after capillary condensation lead to a
Laplace pressure PL(RH). While the change of γSL gives rise to
an increase of ε with increasing RH, PL is opposite in sign. This
leads to the often observed non-monotonous shape of the strain
isotherms [13,27,37], with a sudden drop of the strain at capillary condensation. The reason, why there is no such strain drop
seen in Figure 4 (and Figure 2) at the pressure of capillary condensation (RH ≈ 70%) is not fully clear. Theoretical calculations [13,39] and experiments with water in SBA-15 [40] show
that this drop may be rather small for the adsorption branch.
There should be, however, a clear increase in slope above
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capillary condensation, which is seen in both, the strain isotherm (Figure 4) and the cantilever deflection (Figure 2) at
RH ≈ 70–80%.
To come to an estimate for the measured cantilever deflection,
we assume for simplicity all mesopores being fully empty for
the lowest RH (RH < 10%) and fully saturated with water without any menisci (meaning PL = 0 in Equation 3) for the highest
RH (RH ≈ 85%). Then, γSL = Δγ is the difference between the
surface energy of silica and the interfacial energy of bulk silica
fully wetted with water, which is known from literature
(Table 1). If we make the additional assumption that the
Young’s modulus of the porous silica has a quadratic dependence on its density, i.e.,
[34] and insert the
simplified Equation 3 into Equation 2 we obtain

(4)

Most interestingly, within this model the cantilever deflection
does not depend anymore on the elastic properties of the porous
film, but only on the Young’s modulus of the silicon substrate,
which is well known (Table 1). Hence, Equation 4 can be used
to estimate the deflection δ from parameters derived from the
nanostructure of the film and from the cantilever geometry only.
Inserting the values summarized in Table 1 into Equation 4
yields a calculated deflection of δ = 86 nm, which is in fair
agreement with the measured value of about 140 nm, given all
the assumptions made to derive this result. The largest uncertainty comes certainly from the film thickness, which is not homogeneous within the cross section (see Figure 1b). As a final
remark we note that the expression
in Equation 4 is
closely related to the total volume specific surface area of the
mesoporous material comprising the film. Hence, in the limit of
thin compliant films as compared to the substrate, the deflection increases linearly with the specific surface area and with
film thickness, and quadratically with the length/thickness ratio
of the cantilever. In particular, it is noted that when a 1 μm thick
substrate would be used instead of the 4.5 μm thick substrate of
the present work, a deflection of roughly a factor 20 larger as
compared to the current work can be expected.

nanostructural parameters of the pores such as their volume
fraction and their mean curvature radius. Measurement of the
RH-dependent pore lattice strain with GISAXS and comparison
with the cantilever deflection using classical bilayer bending
theory allows for estimating the Young’s modulus of the porous
film. This is remarkable insofar, as the determination of elastic
properties of highly porous thin films is quite important and not
at all trivial [41-43]. We also develop a simple model to
describe the cantilever deflection quantitatively. The model
includes the determination of the sorption-induced strain from
nanostructural parameters of the porous film, following the
rigorous thermodynamic treatment of sorption-induced deformation introduced by Gor and Neimark [13]. It is shown that
the maximum cantilever deflection at high RH depends on
geometrical parameters (cantilever length and thickness of film
and substrate) and on nanostructural parameters of the film
(mean curvature and volume fraction). The only material-dependent properties entering are the Young’s modulus of the
substrate and the change of the surface energy of the pore wall
material with wetting, which for the silica–water interface is
well known. Within certain limits, all the mentioned parameters may be varied to quantitatively control the deflection of the
presented simple bilayer actuator in order to tailor its response
to a humidity change. In combination with cantilever arrays,
this concept could be used for complex, humidity-controlled
switching operations.
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Abstract
A molecular dynamics model is presented, which adds harmonic potentials to the atomic interactions to mimic the elastic properties of an AFM cantilever. It gives new insight into the correlation between the experimentally monitored frequency shift and cantilever damping due to the interaction between tip atoms and scanned surface. Applying the model to ionic crystals with rock salt
structure two damping mechanisms are investigated, which occur separately or simultaneously depending on the tip position. These
mechanisms are adhesion hysteresis on the one hand and lateral excitations of the cantilever on the other. We find that the short
range Lennard-Jones part of the atomic interaction alone is sufficient for changing the predominant mechanism. When the long
range ionic interaction is switched off, the two damping mechanisms occur with a completely different pattern, which is explained
by the energy landscape for the apex atom of the tip. In this case the adhesion hysteresis is always associated with a distinct lateral
displacement of the tip. It is shown how this may lead to a systematic shift between the periodic patterns obtained from the frequency and from the damping signal, respectively.

Introduction
The physical background of the dissipation signal in frequencymodulated atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) was unclear for
a long time, and different effects had been discussed, before it
was shown that the main contribution comes from adhesion
hysteresis [1-3]. However, agreement between theoretical
predictions and experimental dissipation rates has remained a
challenge [4] in many cases. The detailed reaction path for a
given system can be quite complicated, involving different

types of hysteresis [5] and additional effects such as lateral tip
displacements [6,7].
Computer simulations have been indispensable to disentangle
concurrent complex processes that determine the imaging data,
i.e., cantilever damping and frequency shift. Roughly, two types
of simulations can be distinguished. First, there are simulations
of the dynamics of the whole measurement setup [8,9]. They are
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crucial for understanding experimental parameters and procedures. These virtual AFMs provide a link between a known surface–tip interaction and the resulting images [10-13]. A simplified version of this modeling approach are phenomenological
point-mass models of the tip. Their purpose is to clarify basic
effects, such as the alternating presence or absence of adhesion
hysteresis, if the dissipated energy is not replenished fast
enough [14], or the effects of lateral tip displacements on the
frequency shift [15] and on the cantilever damping [7]. In all
these models, adhesion hysteresis can only be incorporated a
priori, e.g., by using different forces on approach and retraction
of the tip [16,17].

MD simulations, which couple the system to a thermostat. A
microcanonical MD simulation has advantages in our case:
First, one can avoid the numerical integration of a force
hysteresis, so that one gets numerically more accurate values for
the dissipated energy. Second, in order to distinguish the two
damping mechanisms in a system coupled to a thermostat, one
would have to check, if the force hysteresis integrals of the
three cartesian components add up to zero (corresponding to
energy transfer into lateral degrees of freedom) or not (corresponding to adhesion hysteresis). This is more elaborate and
likely more error-prone than monitoring the energies directly.

Simulation method
The second type of simulation models focuses on the atomic
dissipation mechanisms of the interaction between tip and sample. Small regions of tip and sample, where the interaction takes
place, are simulated with atomic resolution. Some of these
models use ab initio molecular dynamics or DFT methods
[2,18,19], which represent the material properties most reliably.
Their computational demand is very high, though, so that the
force between tip and sample surface is usually calculated for a
quasistatic tip. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [1] with
material specific interatomic potentials are computationally less
demanding. They can take the finite frequency of the approach
and retraction of the tip into account [20,21] and have also been
applied to torsional cantilever oscillations, where the tip moves
parallel to the sample surface [6]. In these simulations the tip
motion is represented in a parametric way, e.g., by prescribing a
sinusoidal trajectory normal or parallel to the surface.
Recently situations attracted interest, where “the back-action of
the tip–sample force on the cantilever can no longer be ignored”
[22]. This is for instance the case, when adhesion hysteresis,
lateral and normal cantilever oscillations are coupled with each
other, which is the focus of the present paper. Then models such
as the one in [22] are needed that are placed in between the
above two extremes. To this end, we include the dynamics of
the tip in an atomistic simulation. Instead of being guided along
a predefined curve, the tip atoms move in a harmonic potential
representing the elastic restoring force of the bent cantilever.
This has several advantages. The frequency shift and the cantilever damping are simulated directly, and their coupling can be
studied. Moreover, the dynamic response of the tip due to its
interaction with the substrate allows for the excitation of lateral
degrees of freedom, which were suppressed, if the tip trajectory
was fixed. They can give rise to a significant contribution to the
dissipation signal.
These results can already be obtained for the first cycle of the
cantilever oscillation. Focussing on the first cycle allows for a
microcanonical approach that is complementary to the common

It is not feasible to include the full extent of an AFM cantilever
nor that of a substrate within an atomistic simulation. As in
previous studies [1,6,20-22] the simulation must be restricted to
a small volume around the crucial region of interaction between the tip and the substrate. This is sketched in Figure 1. The
substrate is reduced to a simple cuboid, and the tip to a cube.
Compared to the crystallographic orientation of the substrate,
the tip cube is rotated such that one of its diagonal axes is
parallel to the z-axis. The crystals considered in this paper have
face-centered cubic (fcc) or NaCl structure. The z-axis corresponds to the [100]-direction in the substrate and the [111]direction in the tip. There is exactly one apex atom closest to
the substrate.
Atoms are treated as point masses with potentials defined between pairs of atoms. They move according to Newton’s equations of motion, which are solved numerically by the velocity
Verlet algorithm [23]. The atoms are initially placed according
to the stable crystal structure (see below for details). Their
movement reflects the collective motion of the tip as a whole, as
well as the fluctuations induced by the tip–substrate interaction.
This is achieved by several harmonic potentials corresponding
to the different modes of the cantilever, and by effective masses
of part of the simulated atoms, as described in the next
paragraphs.
The bending mode of the cantilever (in the absence of the substrate) can be regarded as a harmonic oscillation. Higher
harmonics can usually be neglected as long as they are not
excited on purpose [24-26]. Therefore it suffices to let the
z-component of the center of mass, zs, of the simulated tip move
in a harmonic potential,
. The equilibrium
position of the center of mass is denoted by z0, and kz is the
stiffness of the bending mode of the cantilever. This potential is
applied to each atom of the tip.
As the simulated tip mass M is only a small portion of the real
cantilever, the experimental values for kz would lead to an enor709
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional plot (left) and schematic representation (right) of simulation setup. The tip is represented by a cube, the substrate by a
rectangular solid.

mously enhanced frequency of the tip oscillation
.
To obtain a correct frequency of the cantilever, we augment the
total mass of the tip M by making some atoms “heavier”. However, any impact on the interaction between tip and substrate
should be avoided, so that the mass of atoms that are close to
the substrate must not be augmented. Therefore the atoms of the
tip are divided in two groups, the heavy “head atoms” (dark
shade in Figure 1) and the others with normal mass. The mass
of the head atoms is augmented by a factor that follows from kz,
ωz, the normal atomic masses, and the number of head atoms.
The lateral modes can be modeled in a similar fashion. Let xs
and ys denote the x- and y-component of the center of mass of
the tip and x0 and y0 the associated equilibrium positions. The
potential

is applied to all atoms of the simulated tip, where kx denotes the
stiffness for the oscillation parallel to the x–y-plane. Correspondingly, the frequency of the lateral oscillations is given by
. (M is the total mass of the tip including the
augmentation factor determined by the calibration of ω z .)
Lateral motion of the tip can be due to torsion of the cantilever
axis. The corresponding rotation of the tip around the cantilever axis would imply a slight increase of zs, correlated to the
lateral displacement. However, as the lateral amplitudes are
very small compared to the length of the tip, it is justified to
neglect this effect.
Due to the rotational invariance of the lateral potential Vl, a
restoring torque is missing, when the tip is twisted around the
z-axis. Therefore, a third harmonic potential is needed that

drags all atoms back into their original position relative to the
center of mass. In contrast to the other two potentials, this one is
only applied to the head atoms. Otherwise it might affect the
actual interaction between tip and substrate. For head atom i the
potential reads

Here, and
are, respectively, the current center of mass
position and the one at the start of the simulation. Likewise,
and
are the current position of atom i and the one at the start
of the simulation, respectively. Obviously, the potential favors
atomic displacements parallel to the one of the center of mass.
The stiffness ks should generally be much larger than kz and kx.
Prior to the simulation, the initial configuration is obtained in
the following way: First, we set up a system that consists only
of the substrate atoms. For the Lennard-Jones crystal, these
were placed on regular fcc lattice sites with (100)-surfaces.
Then all atoms were allowed to relax according to the finite size
of the substrate. Only the z-coordinates of the atoms in the
bottom layer were fixed. For the (slightly smaller) ionic crystals a relaxation with free boundaries would lead to stronger
surface curvature than for the Lennard-Jones crystal. Therefore,
a different procedure turned out to be more favorable. For the
ionic crystals the substrate ions were placed on a regular NaCl
lattice with a lattice constant characteristic for the finite crystal
size. Then the positions of all surface atoms apart from those
facing the tip were fixed. Note that there is no thermostated
layer between the fixed boundary atoms and the ones obeying
Newton’s law. In this respect, our simulation differs from the
common approach [20].
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Next, we set up a system that consists only of the tip atoms. The
procedure is the same as used for the substrate with two differences: The tip is rotated as described at the beginning of the
section and there are no fixed boundaries. Finally, we assemble
the two separate systems by placing the uppermost tip atoms at
certain positions relative to the bottom layer of the substrate,
while relaxing all emerging stresses. These positions are determined such that the lower apex atom of the tip has the desired
lateral position and distance A + d from the substrate surface
z surf (Figure 1). We set the equilibrium positions of the
harmonic potentials Vz and Vl to the position of the center of
mass, and choose the initial velocity of all tip atoms such that
the tip would oscillate with amplitude A, if the interaction between tip and substrate was switched off. The closest approach
to the surface without any interaction between tip and substrate
is the nominal distance d. If the interaction is switched on, the
closest approach will be different.
In this paper we present results for two kinds of atomic
interactions. First the Lennard-Jones potential serves as a
reference case. Then, a Coulomb interaction is added in order to
simulate KBr, which has been studied extensively in
experiments [24,27,28].

Lennard-Jones crystals
If one uses the Lennard-Jones potential,

If Lennard-Jones potentials are used exclusively, one way
to stabilize the tip is to assume a larger ε parameter for
the tip atoms than for the substrate atoms, ε t > ε s . For the
interaction between tip and substrate atoms we use the
Lorentz–Bertheloth mixing rule:
. Stability requires that
= 5.89εts < 4.35εt =
, or εt > 1.84εs. To be
on the safe side we use ε t = 2ε s . All basic parameters for
the simulation with Lennard-Jones potentials are shown in
reduced units in Table 1. A schematic top view of the substrate
surface for this simulation is given in Figure 2.

Table 1: Parameter set used for Lennard-Jones case, given in
reduced units.

parameter

value

σ
m
εt
εs
kx
kz
ks
ωx
ωz
A
substrate size
tip size

1
1
2
1
2.9·10−5
4.6·10−7
104
3.4·10−4
4.3·10−5
5
6 × 6 × 4 unit cells (576 atoms)
4 × 4 × 4 unit cells (256 atoms)

(1)

for simulating dynamic force microscopy, the tip in Figure 1 in
general does not remain intact, but may loose its apex atom, if it
comes too close to the substrate. This can be shown simply by
comparing the adsorption energy (the energy, the system gains
when an atom is attached to the surface) and the dissociation
energy of the apex atom (the energy necessary to detach it from
the tip). If the dissociation energy is overcompensated by the
adsorption energy, it is more favorable for the apex atom to
remain on the substrate. To calculate these energies, we place a
single atom onto the surface of the substrate and perform an
equilibration run by applying the conjugate gradient algorithm.
The difference between the total energy of the relaxed system
with and without the atom is the adsorption energy. For a substrate with a size of 6 × 6 × 4 unit cells, we get an adsorption
energy of E a = −5.89ε. Similarly, the dissociation energy
Ed = 4.35ε is obtained as difference between the total energy of
an isolated tip with and without the apex atom. This shows that
the system lowers its energy, if the apex atom detaches from the
tip and stays on the surface of the substrate. This is not the case
for the potential of KBr described below.

Figure 2: Top view of the substrate surface for the Lennard-Jones
case. Distance dependence is probed at position A, whereas constant
height scans are performed along the sketched line.

Ionic crystals: Lennard-Jones plus Coulomb
As a simple model for ionic crystals, we add the Coulomb interaction to the Lennard-Jones potential as in [15]:

(2)
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Here, it is not necessary to use different Lennard-Jones parameters for the tip and the substrate, because the dissociation energy
for the apex atom is not overcompensated by the adsorption
energy. The parameters are chosen such that the lattice constant
of a KBr crystal is reproduced, and that the error of the cohesive energy is less than 5%. They are given in Table 2, this time
in SI units in order to facilitate comparison with previous works
and experimental findings. Figure 3 provides the corresponding
schematic top view of the substrate surface.

Table 2: Parameter set used for the ionic case.

parameter

value

σ
ε
mK
mBr
kx
kz
ks
fx
fz
A
substrate size
tip size

0.361 nm
0.011 eV
39 u
79 u
64 N/m
4 N/m
4.8·104 N/m
400 MHz
1600 MHz
1.8 nm
5 × 5 × 3 unit cells (600 atoms)
3 × 3 × 3 unit cells (216 atoms)

among several important factors that influence FM-AFM simulations. For example the shape of the tip can change the dissipation rate by as much as 100% [21]. For our present purpose, to
investigate qualitatively, what the effect of concurring adhesion
hysteresis and lateral excitations is, the simple potential is
justified.

Determination of dissipation rate ΔE and
frequency shift Δf
Experimentally the dissipation rate is determined as the amount
of energy necessary to maintain a fixed amplitude of the cantilever oscillation. Correspondingly we monitor the energy of the
normal oscillation of the center of mass of the tip, zs, during the
half cycle, when it approaches and retracts from the substrate
surface. At t = 0 the tip starts at the equilibrium position zs = z0
and returns to the same z-coordinate at t = tend. The damping of
the normal cantilever oscillation per cycle is then given by

(3)

As the calculations are microcanonical, the energy of the whole
system is conserved. ΔE must be balanced by an increase of
energy in another part. As far as dissipation is concerned, this
part would be the inner degrees of freedom of the crystal (that
is, substrate and tip are heating up). It is also possible that the
energy of another macroscopic degree of freedom is increased,
e.g., by a lateral excitation of the tip. For this reason, ΔE is
called “damping” rather than “dissipation”.
The frequency shift is evaluated as
(4)

with the unperturbed oscillation period T = 1/fz.
Figure 3: Top view of the substrate surface for the ionic crystal. Distance dependence is probed at position A with oppositely charged
apex and projection atom and at position B with same charges. Constant height scans are performed along the sketched line.

Equation 2 is a very simple potential for ionic crystals. Often,
more sophisticated Buckingham-type pair potentials [21] are
used, which have an exponential short range repulsive part
instead of the one with the 12th power in Equation 2. Also, the
parameters are different for K–K, Br–Br and K–Br interactions.
A further refinement takes the electronic polarization into
account via a shell model replacing the rigid ions [29]. It must
be kept in mind, though, that the atomic interaction is only one

Results and Discussion
Lennard-Jones crystal
Figure 4 shows the dissipation and the frequency shift as a function of the nominal distance d between tip and surface for a
Lennard-Jones crystal. The apex atom is directly above an atom
of the substrate (position A in Figure 2). Energy dissipation sets
in abruptly as soon as the nominal distance drops below d < 1.2
and is basically constant for smaller distances. This is a typical
sign for adhesion hysteresis: The sudden configurational change
happens only if the tip comes close enough to the surface. Once
it happened, the system will go through the hysteresis loop upon
retraction of the tip (as shown in Figure 5). The hysteresis is in-
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Figure 4: Energy dissipation and frequency shift as a function of the nominal distance. Each point is calculated by a single simulation run with shifted
z0. Lateral tip position is set to A of Figure 2.

Figure 5: Trajectory of the apex atom at tip position A (Figure 2). Δx and Δy are its x- and y-coordinates relative to their values at time t = 0. The z-coordinate Δz is given relative to zsurf.

dependent of the smooth, elastic deformation of the configuration, when the tip approaches the surface further before being
retracted. Therefore the dissipation is independent of the closest
approach. The onset of dissipation can be seen so clearly here,
because substrate and tip start with zero temperature at t = 0. At
finite temperatures the onset of dissipation becomes smeared
out due to thermal fluctuations.
One strength of the present model is that it allows for a direct
determination of the frequency shift. As expected, a decrease of
the nominal distance reduces the frequency (the shift is negative), because of the attraction between tip and surface. It has
been predicted [16,18] that the beginning of the dissipation also
leads to a change in frequency shift. This is confirmed by the

lower plot of Figure 4: The frequency shift shows a discontinuity at the nominal distance where dissipation sets in. The
sharp jump will be smeared out for higher temperatures.
Comparing the size of the discontinuity to the continuous part
of the frequency shift, it can be estimated that adhesion
hysteresis is responsible for approximately 20% of the frequency shift. This is rather large, and although the precise ratio
clearly depends on the potential used, it is important to realize
that the frequency shift is generally not independent of the dissipation signal.
This coupling between the dissipation and the topology signal
has further consequences, which are observable experimentally.
In order to explain them, a closer inspection of the energy land-
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scape of the apex atom is needed. Figure 5 shows the coordinates of the apex atom for a tip oscillating with a nominal distance of d = 1.05 above point A in Figure 2. The actual minimal
distance is smaller than d due to the attractive forces between
tip and substrate. The trajectory shows a hysteresis loop with
significant displacements in all three dimensions.
As the tip starts with zero temperature, the apex coordinates
first do not fluctuate, when the tip approaches the substrate.
However, as soon as the apex atom jumps into its new stable
position, the released energy is dissipated, heating the substrate
and the tip. From then on the apex coordinates fluctuate. On
retraction, the apex atom jumps back, when its original position
becomes more favorable again and the energy barrier between
the two minima becomes small enough. The energy difference
between the two minima is dissipated again, enhancing the apex
fluctuations further.

In order to analyze the configurational change associated with
the adhesion hysteresis, we probe the potential landscape by
relocating the apex atom parallel to the x–y-plane (Figure 1),
while the rest of the configuration remains fixed (in particular
the distance between tip and substrate). In the first panel of
Figure 6, tip and substrate are far apart. The diagram shows a
contour plot of the energy landscape in the x–y-plane with
origin at position A (Figure 2). High energy values are cut in
such a way that the strongly repulsive regions appear as large
white areas (these belong to the next neighbors of the apex
atom). Beneath the contour plot, the energy variation along the
y-axis for x = 0 is shown. As expected, the total minimum can
be found at y = 0. Analogous plots are shown in the second
panel of Figure 6, but calculated in an x–y-plane very close to
the surface of the substrate. As we have placed the apex atom
directly above an atom of the substrate, one finds a strong repulsion at x = 0, y = 0.

Figure 6: Potential energy surface a) in the (111)-plane of the apex atom, when the tip is far away from the substrate; b) for an adatom in a plane
above the substrate; c) in the (111)-plane of the apex atom when the tip is near the substrate (d = 1.05). The graphs under the contour plots show the
corresponding cross-section of the potential energy surface for x = 0.
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Not so close, but still at a small distance to the substrate, one
obtains the last panel of Figure 6. The energy landscape
changes distinctly as both substrate and tip contributions are important. One can roughly view this energy landscape as the sum
of the two previous ones. With this picture, the instability
leading to the hysteresis gets more clear: While the original
apex position at the center becomes unstable due to the repulsion by the substrate atom, the other minima are less affected,
as they are rather near a regular lattice site for an adatom on the
surface. This explains why the minimum of the energy landscape for the apex atom at x = 0, y ≈ −0.6 is now lower than the
one at x = 0, y = 0 (see the graph under panel c of Figure 6).
However, this is not the minimum the apex atom jumps to. It is
off the y-axis roughly in (61−1)-direction as concluded from
Figure 5.
The coupling between the dissipation and the topography
signals combined with the lateral displacement in the adhesion
hysteresis explains an effect that has been a puzzle for some
time [30]: A systematic discrepancy between the positions of
frequency and dissipation maxima, even for a system as simple
as the Lennard-Jones crystal considered here. We performed
simulations of a scan, where the tip probes many y-positions
within an interval of three lattice constants (as shown in
Figure 2). The nominal distance d was kept fixed during such a
scan (similar to the “constant height”-mode of an AFM).

In Figure 7 the frequency shift and the dissipation (with atomic
resolution) are compared for three such scans with different
nominal distances d. For the largest distance, d = 1.30, the
hysteresis is not present. Hence the damping is only minute
(note the different ΔE-scale compared to the panels for the other
two d-values). It is due to an energy transfer into the lateral
degree of freedom. A signature of this effect is that it is nearly
equally strong on both sides of the points of strongest attraction
between tip and substrate, so that the scan has two dissipation
maxima per lattice constant, but only one frequency minimum.
In the next section, an example will be discussed, where this
effect is stronger.
Figure 7b shows the scan lines for d = 1.22. The closer approach of the tip implies a stronger attraction, hence a lower frequency. Moreover, adhesion hysteresis is present in a fraction
of the unit cell. It leads to more than 100 times stronger dissipation maxima than in the first panel. Whereas outside the y-intervals with significant dissipation the qualitative y-dependence of
the frequency is unchanged, it is strongly reduced, where adhesion hysteresis occurs. This means that the system jumps into a
configuration with enhanced attraction. The asymmetric shape
of the dissipation curve can be understood with the help of the
potential energy surfaces shown in Figure 6a,b. Consider the tip
at position y = 0, which is directly above a substrate atom A.
The attraction between tip and substrate is minimal, because the

Figure 7: Simulated constant-height scans along the line shown in Figure 2 for a Lennard-Jones system (position A at y = 0). The nominal distances
are a) d = 1.30, b) d = 1.22, c) d = 1.12. Frequency shift and damping of the cantilever are shown. For b) and c) adhesion hysteresis occurs near position A. The dissipation signal is correlated with a frequency drop. For c) there is an interval to the right of position A, where the atomic configuration of
the tip changes irreversibly (grey), i.e., ΔE is the energy dissipated in the first cycle only.
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apex atom is far from an fcc binding site to the substrate. As the
tip moves in y-direction, the fcc binding site to the right of atom
A moves towards the center of the triangle of the potential
energy surface in Figure 6a, stabilizing the apex atom. When
the tip has passed the fcc binding site, the secondary potential
minimum left of the apex position benefits from it. This is when
the bistability of the apex atom emerges, first with a very small
hysteresis. However, the hysteresis increases, as the tip moves
towards the substrate atom to the right of A, and the lateral
jump of the apex atom into the substrate-induced minimum
becomes larger and larger. This explains why the maximal
dissipation is reached almost at the point of weakest attraction
between tip and substrate. The asymmetry of the dissipation
curve is a direct consequence of the mismatch between the
triangular potential landscape of the tip and the square one of
the substrate.
In Figure 7c the tip is even closer to the substrate, with a nominal distance of d = 1.12. In the y-interval, where dissipation
occurred already in the previous panel, the curves for dissipation and frequency remain qualitatively the same. However,
dissipation extends now also further to the right. The adhesion
hysteresis here takes place on the other side of the point of
weakest attraction between tip and substrate, and has the opposite asymmetry than before. The explanation is, that now the
secondary minima in Figure 6a, which are off the y-axis, are the
jump destinations. This adhesion hysteresis again causes a
frequency reduction. Due to the inverted symmetry, the position of maximal adhesion hysteresis is no longer close to the
frequency maximum. It can be assumed that this effect is rather
general, whenever adhesion hysteresis involves lateral displacements in different directions. A systematic shift between
dissipation and frequency shift has indeed been observed in
experiments [30,31].

Ionic crystal
In order to link the conceptual findings of the previous section
to a real system, an ionic crystal KBr, we include a long-range
Coulomb part in the potential (Equation 2) and give all parameters and results in SI units. The system setup is similar to the
one of the previous section.
Figure 3 shows the surface of the ionic crystal. First we let the
tip descend over position A, where the apex atom and the
projection atom directly underneath are oppositely charged. The
results, Figure 8, are clear indication of adhesion hysteresis:
energy dissipation sets in abruptly as soon as the tip approaches
the substrate closer than (nominally) 5.4 Å. At that point, also
the reduced frequency shift γ = (Δf/fz)kzA3/2 changes abruptly.
(The reduced frequency shift is commonly used instead of Δf in
order to minimize the dependence on system parameters such as
fz or kz. This is helpful in the simulation context, because molecular dynamics simulations are only feasible with exaggerated frequencies fz [32]). As in Figure 4, the dissipated energy
ΔE fluctuates around a roughly constant value, if the tip approaches the substrate close enough that the adhesion hysteresis
occurs. The reason is the same: The simulation starts with zero
temperature. After the sudden configurational change during the
tip approach the temperature increases, so that the position, at
which the original configuration is resumed upon retraction of
the tip, has thermal fluctuations.
The results for frequency shift and dissipation are similar to
those discussed for the simple Lennard-Jones system in
Figure 4, although the configurational changes are completely
different: Here it is the projection atom that undergoes a significant displacement. The hysteresis loop for the apex atom is
much smaller. Another difference is the lack of lateral displacement. This can be understood by the local potential, which the

Figure 8: Damping and reduced frequency shift as a function of the nominal distance d for position A (apex atom and projection atom are oppositely
charged).
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apex atom sees in the rock salt structure. The (111) atomic
plane (parallel to the (100) substrate surface) next to the apex
atom consists of only three atoms of opposite charge, in contrast
to the fcc structure (Figure 6a), where it consists of six atoms.
Besides the potential minimum, in which the apex atom of a
KBr tip sits, there are no secondary minima, which could
become favorable due to the substrate influence. Hence the
asymmetry of the tip with respect to the substrate has little
dynamical effect. This explains, why no lateral displacement
can be observed at positions A and B, where the apex atom
descends directly above an attractive (A) or repulsive (B) substrate atom.
Along the line connecting the positions A and B of Figure 3
both the hysteresis as well as the lateral excitation occur, separately or simultaneously to varying degrees. This is the conclusion drawn from Figure 9. The first panel shows the positional
dependence of the reduced frequency shift obtained with the parameters of Table 2 and d = 0.4. The second panel shows the
damping of the cantilever for the same simulations. In order to

discriminate between the two damping mechanisms, the third
panel displays the energy ending up in the lateral degrees of
freedom xs and ys of the center of mass of the tip. It nearly
vanishes, if the apex atom is above a substrate atom, but has
pronounced maxima in between. Subtracting the third from the
second panel, one obtains the energy dissipated due to adhesion
hysteresis, panel four. It is the dominant mechanism around tip
position A, but vanishes near tip position B. The regions, where
both mechanisms are present, overlap. There, both mechanisms
contribute to the damping on the same order of magnitude.
This raises the question, whether or not the two damping mechanisms enhance or inhibit each other. In order to answer this
question we repeated the simulation with the only difference
that the lateral stiffness kx was enhanced by a factor of 104,
thereby essentially suppressing the excitation of lateral oscillations. Then the cantilever damping is solely determined by the
adhesion hysteresis. It is also shown in the fourth panel of
Figure 9. Within the numerical errors it agrees with the difference curve obtained from the second and third panel. This

Figure 9: Simulated constant-height scan (d = 0.4 nm) for KBr along the line shown in Figure 3. The first panel shows the frequency shift, the second
shows the total damping rate ΔEtotal, which is composed of the damping rate due to lateral oscillations (ΔElat shown in the third panel) and due to
adhesion hysteresis (ΔEAH shown in the fourth panel). The fourth panel also shows the dissipation rate, if the excitation of lateral oscillations is
suppressed (open circles).
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proves that adhesion hysteresis is not affected significantly by
the excitation of lateral oscillations, at least in the present case
of KBr.
Now the tip is placed at position y = 0.243, where according to
Figure 9 exclusively lateral excitations are responsible for the
cantilever damping. Figure 10 shows a completely different
d-dependence of the dissipation behavior. It is not step-like as
in Figure 8. The excitation of the lateral oscillation of the tip
continuously becomes stronger when the nominal distance between tip and substrate decreases. Previously, we pointed out
the conceptual difference between the damping of the tip
motion and an actual dissipation (see [7] for a detailed discussion). If we evaluate the dissipation directly (the energy of the
internal degrees of freedom without the motion of the tip as a
whole), we find that it actually vanishes. This shows that the
energy is transferred into the macroscopic lateral modes rather
than being distributed randomly among the internal degrees of
freedom.

creasing ε the damping becomes weaker first, nearly vanishes
near ε ≈ 0.05 eV, but then increases again. This remarkable
re-occurring damping can be traced back to the two different
damping mechanisms (adhesion hysteresis or lateral excitation).
Up to ε ≈ 0.05 the damping is entirely due to adhesion
hysteresis. As already discussed for KBr, lateral modes are not
excited in significant amounts. However, the adhesion
hysteresis becomes weaker and ultimately ceases to exist: The
increased short-range attraction makes it more and more difficult to let the projection atom jump from the substrate towards
the approaching tip. The high coordination number wins over
the point-like long distance attraction between apex and projection atom.

The cantilever damping is determined by the energy landscape
of the system and therefore depends on the parameter ε in
Equation 2, which quantifies the relative strength of the shortrange Lennard-Jones interaction compared to the long-range
Coulomb interaction. It will vary for different ionic crystals
with rock salt structure.
The ε-dependence of the cantilever damping at point A of
Figure 3 for a nominal distance d = 0.4 nm is shown in
Figure 11. The figure shows also the dissipation, which
accounts only for a part of the damping. The difference is the
energy transferred into the lateral degrees of freedom. For in-

Figure 11: Damping rate (upper curve) and dissipation rate (lower
curve) as a function of the strength ε of the short range part of the
potential. Below 0.05 eV the cantilever damping is due to adhesion
hysteresis. Above, it is mainly due to the transfer of energy from the
normal into the lateral oscillation modes.

Figure 10: Damping and reduced frequency shift as a function of the nominal distance d for position y = 0.243 nm, where the damping is exclusively
due to lateral excitations.
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For larger ε, the damping of the normal cantilever oscillation is
dominated by its coupling to the lateral modes. Dissipation of
energy to the internal degrees of freedom hardly occurs. How
can this finding be reconciled with the argument presented
above, that no lateral excitation should be possible at point A?
The essence of that argument was that the apex atom of the tip
sits in a deep potential well without secondary local minima
around, so that its position in the x–y-plane remains essentially
unchanged, when the interaction between tip and substrate is
switched on. However, the point contact force between tip and
substrate also increases with ε, hence also its lateral components, if there are any. In fact the total potential energy of substrate and tip has a lower symmetry than for the substrate or the
tip separately. This leads to a lateral excitation of the tip without adhesion hysteresis.

Conclusion
Simulating the motion of the cantilever together with the atomistic dynamics led to several new insights relevant for frequency-modulated atomic force microscopy. Specifically, we
considered ionic crystals with rock salt structure. The interaction between pairs of ions was modeled by the Coulomb potential plus a short range contribution of the Lennard-Jones type.
The AFM tip and the substrate were of the same material. The
(100)-surface was probed by a cubic portion of the tip (with
(100) faces). The tip was turned such that its diagonal direction
was normal to the sample surface.
This class of models shows adhesion hysteresis, when the apex
ion of the tip is directly above an oppositely charged ion of the
substrate surface. However, the dissipation becomes weaker, if
the short range attraction between the atoms is increased, and
vanishes above a critical Lennard-Jones parameter ε ≈ 0.05 eV.
Then a different mechanism of the cantilever damping takes
over: Energy is transferred from the normal cantilever oscillation into the lateral modes without any adhesion hysteresis. This
transition from one damping mechanism to another one can
only be simulated with a molecular dynamics model that
includes the dynamics of the cantilever.
The two damping mechanisms can be distinguished by their dependence on the nominal distance d between the tip and the
substrate. For the adhesion hysteresis the dissipation sets in
abruptly as soon as d becomes small enough and remains
roughly constant below. At the same time, the frequency of the
cantilever oscillation changes discontinuously. If the normal
cantilever oscillation is damped, for lateral oscillations get
excited, the energy transfer increases smoothly with decreasing
d, due to the increasing lateral forces, and the normal frequency
has no discontinuity. This correlated behavior of the frequency
shift and the damping rate can be observed in experiments.

For a KBr (100) surface we could show that there exist different tip positions, where either one of the two damping mechanisms dominates, and those, where both occur simultaneously.
Adhesion hysteresis was found at and around the tip position,
where the apex atom of the tip faces a substrate ion of opposite
charge. These correspond to binding sites of the ionic crystal.
Lateral cantilever excitation was found in an annulus around the
position where these charges are equal. In between, both mechanisms contribute significantly to the cantilever damping.
Even the simple Lennard-Jones crystal shows adhesion
hysteresis. In contrast to KBr, the adhesion hysteresis does not
occur close to the binding sites of the substrate, but at the least
attractive positions. It is always connected with lateral displacement of the apex atom. A careful analysis of the potential landscape for the apex atom explains this behavior and reveals the
reason, why the dissipation signal is sometimes systematically
shifted by a fraction of a lattice constant into one direction compared to the frequency signal. Turning the argument around,
this observation gives indirect information about the combined
energy landscape of tip and substrate, and hence about the tip
geometry.
These results show that the combined simulation of atomic and
cantilever dynamics is very instructive and leads to a better
understanding of frequency modulated atomic force microscopy. In this paper we studied KBr type systems, because such
ionic crystals were among the earliest samples where the mechanism of adhesion hysteresis was investigated experimentally
[33] and theoretically [1]. However, by now, many more examples are known with distinct adhesion hysteresis, notably also
organic molecules with covalent bonds [34]. These systems are
chemically more complex, but the principal mechanism of
adhesion hysteresis is the same as for a simple KBr surface.
Also, lateral displacements of the tip should not only occur in
ionic crystals. Therefore a combination of both causes for cantilever damping should be expected for other systems, as well.
When interpreting the experimental data one has to be aware of
this.
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Abstract
Self-assembled donor–acceptor dyads are used as model nanostructured heterojunctions for local investigations by noncontact
atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM). With the aim to probe the photo-induced charge
carrier generation, thin films deposited on transparent indium tin oxide substrates are investigated in dark conditions and upon illumination. The topographic and contact potential difference (CPD) images taken under dark conditions are analysed in view of the
results of complementary transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments. After in situ annealing, it is shown that the dyads
with longer donor blocks essentially lead to standing acceptor–donor lamellae, where the acceptor and donor groups are π-stacked
in an edge-on configuration. The existence of strong CPD and surface photo-voltage (SPV) contrasts shows that structural variations occur within the bulk of the edge-on stacks. SPV images with a very high lateral resolution are achieved, which allows for the
resolution of local photo-charging contrasts at the scale of single edge-on lamella. This work paves the way for local investigations
of the optoelectronic properties of donor–acceptor supramolecular architectures down to the elementary building block level.
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Introduction
Nowadays, with power conversion efficiency records of over
10% [1,2], solution-processed organic solar cells are regarded
as a promising alternative to conventional silicon-based photovoltaic devices. Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells
rely on blends of electron-donor (D) and electron-acceptor (A)
materials, arranged in interpenetrated networks at the 10 nm
scale to efficiently separate the excitons into free charges at the
D–A interface. In the past decade, several studies demonstrated
that Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) can be powerfully
combined with atomic force microscopy (AFM) to simultaneously probe the nanostructure and the optoelectronic properties of organic and hybrid, photoactive thin films and devices
[3-9]. Particularly, the local surface photo-voltage (SPV) of
organic blends [3,4,6,7] can be mapped in KPFM by analysing
the surface potential (or contact potential difference, CPD) shift
upon illumination. Nevertheless, analysing the SPV contrasts in
relation with the nanostructure remains a challenge due to the
complex morphology of nano-phase segregated D–A blends.
Achieving a clear identification of the D–A interfaces in optimized, nano-phase segregated blends (i.e., at the 10nm scale)
using KPFM continues to be a challenge. Moreover, recent

studies have shown that pure donor and acceptor domains may
often coexist with intermixed or co-crystallized phases [10,11].
In such structures, the donor and acceptor can be intimately
mixed at the sub-10 nm scale. To establish the resolution limits
of SPV imaging by KPFM, there is now a crucial need to investigate model D–A interfaces with better defined structural and
electronic properties.
In that context, several groups have used the “microphase separation ability” of D–A block copolymers [12] or oligomers to
elaborate well-defined, nanostructured D–A interfaces. Most of
these supramolecular architectures rely on the use of fullerenes
[13-15] or perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid diimide (PDI)
[16-20] as the acceptor components. However, to date, very few
KPFM studies have focused on such self-assembled D–A
networks [20].
In this study, we investigate a new class of PDI-based
acceptor–donor block co-oligomers [19,21]. More precisely, the
acceptor block (A) is PDI, whereas the donor block (D) is made
of a combination of thiophene, ﬂuorene, and 2,1,3-benzothia-

Figure 1: Molecular structures of the investigated A–Dn co-oligomers (in this study n = 1 or n = 3).

Figure 2: Schematic view of the self-assembled acceptor–donor (A–D) lamellar structures and the observed orientations on the substrate. In the
present study, A–D films are composed of mostly standing lamellae with co-oligomers oriented in an edge-on configuration. In these domains, the
molecules are π-stacked with a strong overlap of both the PDI and donor segments, and the π-stacking direction is parallel to the plane of the substrate (for more details see [19]). A minority of face-on co-oligomer molecules are also observed in standing A–D lamellae. Flat-on A–D lamellae are
formed by co-oligomers oriented normal to the film surface.
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diazole derivatives (Figure 1). The donor length can be
varied by repeating the number, n, of bithiophene-dioctylfluorene segments.
Recent transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) studies [19,21] have shown that these
co-oligomers can form lamellar mesophases on various substrates (e.g., glass, SiO2, indium tin oxide, oriented poly(tetrafluoroethylene)). The D–A co-oligomers self-assemble in a
zipper-like structure such that the donor groups and the PDI
units form distinct D and A lamellae. In thin films, both
standing and flat-on lamellae were evidenced as illustrated in
the schematic of Figure 2.
For standing lamellae, the long axis of the molecules lies in the
plane of the substrate whereas for the flat-on lamellae, the molecules are oriented approximately normal to the film plane. The
ratio between standing and flat-on lamellae is a function of the
donor block length as well as the processing conditions. Flat-on
lamellae were obtained on oriented substrates of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) [21], while the films deposited on glass,
SiO 2 or indium tin oxide are mainly composed of standing
lamellae. In these standing lamellae, two molecular orientations
of the D–A oligomers with respect to the substrate are evidenced. They correspond to (i) edge-on co-oligomer orientation
(π-stacking direction in the substrate plane) and (ii) face-on
co-oligomer orientation with the π-stacking direction normal to
the substrate. Both these molecular orientations coexist in the
standing lamellae but with a majority of edge-on co-oligomers.
In this work, two samples with n = 1 (AD1) and n = 3 (AD3)
were investigated by nc-AFM and KPFM in the form of thin
films (a few tens of nm thick) deposited on functionalized
indium tin oxide substrates. Most of the surface photo-voltage
investigations were carried out on the AD3 sample, while the
AD1 was mainly used in a first step to check the influence of
the donor segment length on the film morphology. TEM measurements were carried out on other AD3 samples processed
with similar conditions.
The manuscript will focus successively on i) the morphology
characterization using AFM and TEM, ii) the analysis of the
surface electrostatic contrast in dark conditions, and finally,
iii) the surface photo-voltage characterization of the films under
illumination.

Methods
The nc-AFM experiments were performed in frequency modulation (FM) mode with an Omicron VT-AFM setup under UHV
at room temperature. For each image, the frequency shift, Δf,
and vibration amplitude, AVib, are indicated in the correspond-

ing figure caption. Silicon cantilevers (SuperSharpSilicon,
Nanosensors, n+-doped, stiffness 40 N/m, resonance frequency
in the 280–300 kHz range) were Ar-sputtered in vacuum to
remove the oxide layer and possible contaminants. KPFM measurements were performed in FM mode with the modulation
bias V AC (typically 1 V peak-to-peak at 900 Hz) and the
compensation voltage VDC applied to the cantilever (tip bias
Vtip = VDC). In that configuration, the contact potential difference (CPD) is equal to −VDC. In this work, the potentiometric
data are presented as compensation bias (Vtip = −CPD) images
(also called CPD images, KPFM potential or surface potential
images). Surface photo-voltage (SPV) images were calculated
as the difference between the compensation bias images recorded under selective illumination and in dark conditions, SPV
= V tip illum − V tip dark . The SPV images were smoothed by
applying a Gaussian filter (raw data display the same features
but with a slightly higher noise level, see Figures S6, S7, and S8
in Supporting Information File 1).
The lateral lag (due to thermal drift and piezoelectric actuator
creep) between the set of images used for the SPV calculation
was corrected by using the lattice tool of the WsXM software
[22] (see Figure S9 in Supporting Information File 1). After
correcting the images, the residual lateral error in the alignment
was estimated by comparing topographic cross-section profiles
extracted with the multiple profile tool of WsXM (see Supporting Information File 1 for more details). The estimated lateral
resolution is indicated for each SPV image in the corresponding figure caption.
Dyads thin films (50 ± 5 nm thick, determined from intermittent-contact AFM measurements, not shown) were deposited
from toluene solutions (10 mg/mL) via spin-coating on
indium–tin–oxide (ITO) functionalized with PEDOT:PSS
(thickness 40 ± 5 nm). In this study, PEDOT:PSS was primarily
used to reduce the roughness of the substrate. In situ sample
annealing (60 min at 200 °C for AD1 and at 215 °C for AD3)
has been performed at pressures of 10−10 mbar and under temperature control with an optical pyrometer. Similar results (not
shown in this report) were obtained on thin films annealed at a
slightly lower temperature (180 °C).
A triple laser source emitting at λ = 405 nm, 515 nm and
685 nm (spot beam diameter ≈0.8 mm) with variable light intensity (OmicronLaser, Germany) was used for sample illumination (through an optical viewport of the UHV chamber). The
sample was illuminated with a backside geometry (Figure 3)
using specifically designed sample holders with on-board mirrors. The surface photo-voltage of the dyads was investigated as
a function of the illumination wavelength, confirming the
absence of any photo-voltage related to the silicon cantilever
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itself (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information File 1). In the
following, all KPFM measurements under illumination were
performed at a wavelength of 515 nm with an optical power of
15 mW.

quent recovery on TEM copper grids. TEM was performed in
bright field, high-resolution and diffraction modes using a
CM12 Philips microscope equipped with a MVIII (Soft Imaging
System) CCD camera. In order to avoid beam damage to the
thin films, after focusing and correction of astigmatism, the
electron beam was blanked with a shutter and a nearby area was
selected to record the HRTEM image. Image treatment was performed by using the AnalySIS software (Soft Imaging System).

Results and Discussion
Surface morphology

Figure 3: Geometry of the experimental setup for KPFM. The sample
is illuminated in backside geometry. The modulation and compensation bias are applied to the tip, while the ITO substrate is grounded.

For TEM investigations, the thin films were coated with a thin
amorphous carbon film and removed from the glass substrate by
floating on a diluted aqueous HF solution (10 wt %) and subse-

Figure 4a,b shows the surface morphology of AD1 and AD3
films after in situ annealing. The topographic images reveal a
lamellar self-organization with modulation periodicities (mean
values deduced from FFT images, not shown) of ≈9.5 and
15 nm for AD1 and AD3, respectively. These values are fully
consistent with the structural model proposed by Schwarz et al.
[19] for standing A–D lamellae consisting of edge-on
co-oligomers (Figure 2 and Figure 5d). We note that the higher
level of damping recorded over the standing domains may be
reasonably attributed to the influence of the lateral alkyl side
groups, which point out of the surface in the case of the edge-on
oligomers (see Figure 2).

Figure 4: (a) nc-AFM topographic image (500 × 500 nm) of the AD1 film on ITO/PEDOT:PSS (Δf = −55 Hz, AVib = 14 nm). (b,c) nc-AFM topographic
(b) and damping (c) images (1000 × 1000 nm) of the AD3 film on ITO/PEDOT:PSS (Δf = −20 Hz, AVib = 20 nm). (d) Bright field TEM image of an AD3
film. The area corresponding to some flat-on lamellae are highlighted by black contours in (a–d).
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Figure 5: (a) 300 × 300 nm nc-AFM topographic image of the AD3 film (Δf = −10 Hz, AVib = 20 nm). (b) Topographic profile corresponding to the path
highlighted by the black line in (a).The two arrows pinpoint the location of a structural defect. (c) Bright field TEM image of an AD3 film showing identical defects. (d) Schematic side view of the edge-on lamellae, showing how the zipper-like organization results in the appearance of asymmetric AFM
topographic profiles (black line).

It is also clear that the standing lamellae coexist with other
domains (highlighted in Figure 4a–c) giving rise to a strong
contrast in the dissipation images, as shown by Figure 4c. In
these parts of the surface, the supramolecular packing cannot be
directly resolved from the nc-AFM data. In turn, the similarity
between the damping and TEM images is remarkable when
comparing Figure 4c and Figure 4d. Actually, XRD and TEM
investigations [19,21] have shown that these other domains
consist of flat-on lamellae (see Figure 2) and that their proportion in the film is inversely proportional to the length of the
donor blocks. This last result is consistent with the surface morphology probed by nc-AFM (compare Figure S1a and Figure
S1b in Supporting Information File 1). In the case of the longer
AD3 dyad, a statistical analysis performed on large-scale
damping images (by using the “flooding” tool of the WSxM
software [22], not shown) shows that less than 16% of the surface is apparently covered by flat-on domains. Thus, the AD3
films are mostly composed of standing lamellae, which can be
used as model A–D networks for local surface photo-voltage investigations by KPFM. They provide a benchmark to check the
ability to resolve the contributions to the SPV contrasts of donor
and acceptor units.
Interestingly, the topographic profiles acquired over the
standing lamellae (Figure 5a,b) reveal not only a periodic

modulation, but also a characteristic asymmetry in the section
profile as shown in Figure 5b. This phenomenon is observed
both for the forward and backward scans, and is independent of
the scanning direction relative to the lamellar in-plane orientation. Moreover, this has been observed by using different cantilevers (not shown). As depicted in Figure 5d, this asymmetry is
consistent with the structural model [21] for the standing
lamellae with edge-on co-oligomers. Indeed the zipper-like
stacking results in a factory roof profile as observed by AFM.
Besides, structural defects within the edge-on stacks are
revealed in nc-AFM (Figure 5a) and TEM (Figure 5c) images,
and appear as local doubling of the lamellar periodicity. They
may exist either as small face-on domains or inclined lamellae.

Electrostatic contrasts under dark conditions
Further insight into the structural organization can be achieved
by analysing the contact potential images in dark conditions
(Figure 6a). In principle, for these undoped oligomers, one
expects no permanent charges under dark conditions, with the
exception of molecular dipoles and interface dipoles at the
dyad–substrate interface.
Firstly, we note the absence of any significant CPD contrast
within the flat-on lamellae (blue contours in Figure 6), which is
consistent because the tip probes the top surface consisting ex-
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Figure 6: (a) KPFM potential image of the AD3 film recorded in dark (670 × 670 nm, Δf = −20 Hz, AVib = 20 nm). (b) Bright field TEM image of another
AD3 film at the same scale. In both images, flat-on lamellae are highlighted by blue contours. The edge-on lamellae with a high KPFM potential level
and the cross-hatch patterns are highlighted by black and white contours in (a) and (b), respectively. Black arrows in (a) pinpoint individual lamellae
with higher surface potentials.

clusively of donor groups. Besides, the mean potential level is
nearly the same over all flat-on domains. This last point reveals
the absence of structural variations within the bulk of the film.
In such a case, the CPD originates only from the interface
dipole at the recessed dyad–PEDOT:PSS interface.
In turn, the KPFM potential displays modulations over the
edge-on domains, in correspondence with the topography and
damping channels (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information
File 1). Moreover, the KPFM potential image shows additional
features not apparent in the other channels. These features correspond essentially to individual or a few A–D lamellae with
strong potentiometric contrasts, mostly in the form of brighter
stripes in the CPD images. The absence of equivalent features
in topography and dissipation images (Figure S2 in Supporting
Information File 1) proves the absence of artefacts at the origin
of these CPD contrasts, which therefore originate from uneven
charge distributions within the edge-on domains.
The most likely explanation is that structural variations occur
below the surface of the standing lamellae. These defects
impact the molecular dipoles at the surface of the film, due to
the mutual polarization effects and wave function overlap with
the recessed layers.
Especially, the top layers may cover recessed edge-on stacks
displaying a different π-stacking direction, or eventually subsurface flat-on domains. The first hypothesis is particularly supported by the existence of cross-hatch patterns in the TEM
images (Figure 6b), clearly revealing that lamellae with different π-stacking directions overlap in some parts of the film. The
TEM bright field images correspond to 2D projections of a 3D
film morphology. Hence, cross-hatched patterns indicate that
two layers of standing lamellae with two different azimuthal

orientations are superposed (Figure S3 in Supporting Information File 1).
Here, we stress that in many cases, the size of the “bright CPD
patches” is compatible with that found for the cross-hatched
areas (compare Figure 6a and Figure 6b). With regards to the
contrasts displayed at the scale of individual lamellae (highlighted by black arrows in Figure 6a), one could consider the
existence of standing lamellae with face-on co-oligomer orientation. However, this hypothesis is excluded by the analysis of
topographic profiles extracted from high-resolution images (see
Figure S2 in Supporting Information File 1). Hence, these features most probably reflect underlying structural defects in the
bulk of the standing lamellae.
All in all, these results support a picture in which flat-on
domains percolate through the whole film thickness without significant structural changes, while edge-on domains present
structural variations in the bulk of the sample.

Photo-voltage imaging
In the following, we focus on the analysis of the surface photovoltage (SPV) images acquired on the AD3 sample. At the
mesoscopic scale (Figure 7), it can be clearly seen that the surface potential shifts downwards upon illumination, resulting in
a negative surface photo-voltage. The potential shift is completely reversible (Figure S4 in Supporting Information File 1),
revealing the absence of permanent charge trapping effects in
these samples.
The SPV displays a logarithmic dependence as a function of the
illumination intensity [4], which is related to the electron–hole
recombination kinetics [23]. More precisely, the slope of
the SPV as a function of the natural logarithm of the intensity
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Figure 7: (a–c) nc-AFM/KPFM images (712 × 712 nm) of the AD3 film (Δf = −10 Hz, AVib = 20 nm) recorded in dark conditions (a,b) and under illumination (c). (d) Histograms of the surface potential values calculated from (b) and (c). (e) SPV image calculated as the difference between (c) and (b).
Lateral resolution: ≈5 nm (see Figure S6 in Supporting Information File 1). The corresponding SPV histogram is given in the inset. (f) SPV image
filtered with a Gaussian smoothing function. The blue arrows in (b,c,f) indicate some areas where the potential collected under dark conditions is
higher and the SPV is more negative. The black dotted squares indicate the location corresponding to the high-resolution images (shown later in
Figure 9a,b).

(see Figure S4 in Supporting Information File 1) is equal to
kBT/e = 25 mV, which shows that the recombination is bimolecular [23]. Besides, the photo-voltage response as a function of
the illumination wavelength is consistent with the absorption
spectrum of the dyads (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information File 1).
In organic donor–acceptor solar cells, the SPV measures the
splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels of the holes and electrons
under illumination across the donor–acceptor interface [8]. In
operating devices, the quasi-Fermi levels of the holes and electrons are nearly aligned with the Fermi levels of the anode and
cathode, respectively. The SPV matches the open circuit voltage
and is negative when the anode is grounded. Here, the situation
is more complicated. The ITO substrate is also grounded, but in
the absence of a top metallic cathode, both donor and acceptor
units can contribute to the local SPV measured at the surface of
the film. However, it can be simply shown that the average SPV
remains negative. In order to prove this, we consider the case of
the idealized D–A network depicted in Figure 8. In the dark
condition state, the Fermi level of the donor units is pinned by
the substrate, while the acceptor blocks display a flat band

alignment. Under illumination, the holes quasi-Fermi level
remains aligned with the Fermi level of the grounded substrate,
while the quasi-Fermi level of the electrons is located near the
lowest unoccupied orbital level (LUMO) of the acceptor units.
As a consequence, the local vacuum level remains constant over
the donor units, and is shifted upward over the acceptor segments, resulting in a global downward shift of the surface
potential (i.e., a negative SPV).
Now, the question that presents itself is whether this argument
still holds in the case of more complex sample morphologies. In
our case, it has been previously shown that the AD3 film
consists mainly of standing lamellae constituted by edge-on
molecules. Then, bi-continuous A–D networks will percolate
through a large fraction of the whole film thickness, resulting in
a negative SPV (on average).
Moreover, the SPV image displays well-marked contrast over
the edge-on stacks (see Figure 7f), most of time in the form of
dark patches. Actually, these local SPV minima occur over the
lamellae appearing as bright stripes in the CPD images
collected under dark conditions (see Figure 7 and Figure S7 in
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of an idealized D–A network and its band alignment with respect to the substrate. Here, we assume a Fermi level
pinning of the donor blocks after charge transfer to the substrate (resulting in the existence of an interface dipole, Δ), and a flat band alignment (in
dark) of the acceptor segments. Under illumination, the local vacuum level (EVac) remains constant over the donor segments while it is shifted upward
over the acceptor segments, resulting in a negative shift of the surface potential in average. EF: Fermi level. EF,h (EF,e): quasi-Fermi level of holes
(electrons).

Supporting Information File 1). Again, we stress that the size of
these dark SPV patches is compatible with that found for the
cross-hatched areas in TEM images. Therefore, these last observations reinforce the hypothesis of structural variations within
the bulk of the standing lamellae.
Here, it is mandatory to check that the local photo-potential
contrasts have a physical origin and do not result from a
misalignment of the set of source images used for the SPV
calculation. In the case of the image displayed in Figure 7f, the
analysis of topographic profiles recorded simultaneously with
the KPFM data in dark and under illumination (Figure S6, Supporting Information File 1) shows that the lateral misalignment
is at a maximum of 5 nm. This value falls well below the lateral
extension of the area displaying a lower photo-voltage (highlighted by blue arrows in Figure 7), which is on the order of
100 nm. Therefore, the lateral resolution is sufficient to establish that the SPV contrasts are related to heterogeneities in the
photo-carrier distribution under illumination.
Besides the bright and dark mesoscopic patches, high-resolution SPV images (Figure 9) also display dark stripes corresponding to individual A–D lamellae. The image analysis
reveals that these local SPV contrasts are actually correlated
with the supramolecular lattice. One lamella, displaying an SPV
lower than its neighbour, is highlighted in Figure 9b,c and
Figure 9e,f. For the latter data sets (Figure 9e,f), the lateral resolution falls (on average) below 1 nm (see Figure S8 in Supporting Information File 1), unambiguously demonstrating that the
lower SPV is intrinsically related to the charging state of a
single lamella.
Now we briefly discuss the origin of the observed SPV
contrasts. As mentioned above, it is likely that the local SPV
minima (in other words, the “dark” SPV patches) reflect the
existence of recessed defects within the bulk of the film. Espe-

cially, stacking several layers of edge-on oligomers with different orientations should dramatically impact the electron delocalization through the bulk of the film by breaking the continuity
of the subnetwork formed by the acceptor units. In turn, the
hole transport will be less affected, due to the longer length of
the donor segments. Then, disorder-induced electron localization could be the origin of the local negative SPV contrasts.
At this stage, we cannot definitely conclude this – particularly
since the structural organization of the recessed layers remains
partially unknown. Further experiments, such as mapping the
morphology and SPV for films of different thicknesses (down
to a few monolayers), will be needed to conclusively address
this issue. Local measurements of the recombination rates [24]
may also help to establish a more comprehensive picture of the
local photo-transport mechanisms in these self-assembled D–A
architectures.
A final topic we want to address is the ability to resolve the
contributions to the SPV contrasts of donor and acceptor units
within a single A–D lamella. Numeric zoom within high-resolution SPV images shows that the minima of the topography
match approximatively with the maxima of the surface potential (Figure S10 in Supporting Information File 1), and vice
versa. This contrast inversion seems, in a first approximation,
consistent with the structural model envisioned for the edge-on
lamellae. Indeed, if one takes into account the dynamic motion
of the lateral alkyl side groups, the topographic maxima should
be close to the location of the negatively charged PDI units.
However, a direct visualisation of the donor and acceptor segments remains beyond the limits of resolution of our experiment. At room temperature, the thermal fluctuations of the alkyl
segments prevent more precise resolution at the supramolecular
scale. We anticipate that cryogenic nc-AFM/KPFM experiments [25] will help to reveal the exact nature of SPV contrasts
at the submolecular scale in these self-assembled dyads.
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Figure 9: (a) 286 × 286 nm nc-AFM topographic image of the AD3 film. (b) SPV image calculated as the difference between the KPFM images recorded under illumination and in dark (see Figure S7 in Supporting Information File 1). Lateral resolution: ≈2 nm. (c) 4D textured image (topography +
SPV) obtained by applying the color code used for the photo-potential values of the SPV image onto a 3D representation of the topography. (d) Highresolution 145 × 145 nm nc-AFM topographic image. (e) Calculated SPV image. Lateral resolution: ≈1 nm (see Figure S8 in Supporting Information
File 1). (f) 4D textured image. The blue arrows pinpoint a supramolecular stack displaying a lower (i.e., more negative) SPV than its neighbors.

Conclusion
Self-assembled thin films of donor–acceptor dyads have been
investigated by noncontact atomic force microscopy and Kelvin
probe force microscopy. Consistent with the results of transmission electron microscopy, the nc-AFM images reveal that the
dyads self-assemble primarily as edge-on lamellae, and to a
lesser extent, as flat-on domains. The comparison with the TEM
results suggests that structural variations within the bulk of the
edge-on domains could be at the origin of the electrostatic
contrasts probed by KPFM.
Specific features observed in KPFM and SPV images may to
some extend be related to structural defects evidenced by TEM
in the bulk of the films such as cross-hatched layers. SPV
imaging reveals that structural defects in A–D co-oligomers
affect the carrier photo-transport, and hence, the global photovoltaic properties of corresponding devices. Lastly, SPV
contrasts were resolved at the scale of single edge-on lamellae,
which is an important step towards local investigations of
photovoltaic self-assembled donor–acceptor heterojunctions at
the submolecular scale.

Supporting Information
Comparison of nc-AFM topographic images of the AD1
and AD3 films. nc-AFM/KPFM images (topography,
damping, CPD) of the AD3 film recorded in dark
conditions. 3D representation of two lamellae with different
in-plane π-stacking directions. Surface photo-voltage as a
function of the illumination intensity. KPFM potential
images recorded in dark and under illumination at 685 nm,
515 nm and 405 nm. Estimation of the SPV lateral
resolution (3 series of topographic and KPFM potential
images recorded in dark and under illumination).
Correction procedure used for the SPV image calculation.
High-resolution topographic and SPV cross sections over
an edge-on lamellae.

Supporting Information File 1
Additional experimental results.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/
supplementary/2190-4286-7-71-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Interferometric displacement detection in a cantilever-based non-contact atomic force microscope (NC-AFM) operated in ultra-high
vacuum is demonstrated for the Michelson and Fabry–Pérot modes of operation. Each mode is addressed by appropriately adjusting
the distance between the fiber end delivering and collecting light and a highly reflective micro-cantilever, both together forming the
interferometric cavity. For a precise measurement of the cantilever displacement, the relative positioning of fiber and cantilever is
of critical importance. We describe a systematic approach for accurate alignment as well as the implications of deficient fiber–cantilever configurations. In the Fabry–Pérot regime, the displacement noise spectral density strongly decreases with decreasing distance between the fiber-end and the cantilever, yielding a noise floor of 24 fm/Hz0.5 under optimum conditions.

Introduction
A common method for measuring the displacement of a microcantilever or another micro-mechanical device is interferometric displacement detection. The most basic interferometer
setup is the Michelson interferometer using two mirrors for the
superposition of two light beams [1,2]. A related interferometric setup based on multi-beam interference in an optical
cavity is the Fabry-Pérot interferometer typically used in form
of an etalon in spectroscopy, lasers, and optical telecommunication [3] for precise wavelength selection within a certain free
spectral range [4]. The Fabry–Pérot interferometer is character-

ized by the finesse , defined as the ratio between the spectral
selectivity and the free spectral range [5]. Both types of interferometers are suitable for precisely detecting small movements of
one of the involved mirrors [6]. The high precision and sensitivity of calibrated position measurement makes the interferometer a suitable system for displacement detection in a cantilever
based non-contact atomic force microscope (NC-AFM) [7]. In
contrast to a classical interferometer, the setup commonly involving a fiber end and a cantilever is characterized by a significant beam divergence and a small mirror area. Such a system is
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susceptible to misalignment resulting in increased optical loss in
the cavity and a strongly reduced signal-to-noise performance.
In a previous publication, we have shown that using the bare,
cleaved fiber end allows one to change the characteristics of the
interferometer from Fabry–Pérot to Michelson interference by
adjusting the distance between the fiber end and the cantilever
[8].
The micro-cantilever used for force detection in an interferometry-based NC-AFM is a lightweight oscillating mirror, which
is part of an optical cavity and, therefore, its movement can be
affected by forces originating from the radiation pressure acting
on the cantilever [9]. Under conditions of Fabry–Pérot interference, this yields an optical spring effect, i.e., an effective cantilever stiffness that is increased or lowered depending on the
slope of the interference fringe [10,11]. In previous work, we
have shown that the variation of the distance between the fiber
end and the cantilever allows for a control of the opto-mechanical interaction between the cavity light field and the cantilever
[8]. The type and quality of interference can be straightforwardly assessed by measuring the Fabry–Pérot enhancement
factor , which is defined as

Experimental
Experiments are performed with a NC-AFM body operated in
an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment with a base pressure
of 3 × 10−11 mbar. The main components of the interferometer
are shown in Figure 1, while all further details of the NC-AFM
setup are described in [12]. The cantilever, I, with its support
chip is mounted on a dove-tail cantilever holder, II, clamped
into position inside two side braces on a piezo stage, III, facilitating cantilever excitation. The cantilever holder has an angle
of α = 15° with respect to the horizontally aligned sample surface to make sure that the tip at the cantilever end approaches
the sample surface first. For the studies reported here, the sample is, however, always retracted so that the cantilever displacement is affected only by the cavity light field but not by any
tip–sample interaction.

(1)

In case of negligible optical loss at very small distances d,
related to the cavity finesse
by

is

Figure 1: Details of the NC-AFM measuring head in a front and side
view showing the interferometric setup with the cantilever, I, mounted
on a dove-tail cantilever holder, II, inserted in a holding mechanism on
the piezo stage, III. The fiber, IV, is mounted in the ferrule, V, glued in
the tube piezo, VII, used for fine-positioning and scanning the fiber.
The tube-scanner piezo is embedded in the sapphire prism, VI, which
is part of the coarse-approach mechanism. The side view shows the
fiber retracted by 200 μm from the cantilever.

(2)

Here, we discuss the beams involved in generating the interference pattern in a typical cantilever setup and describe a systematic approach for optimum adjustment based on the externally
measurable optical signals. This comprises fine-tuning the
fiber–cantilever distance such that the resting position of the
cantilever is exactly at the steepest point of the cavity response
function, yielding maximum signal response for any given
deflection.
To further optimize the signal, we introduce a method for positioning the fiber precisely in the optimal lateral position and examine the importance of this positioning. Finally, we investigate the impact of the interferometric signal on the effective
modal spring constant
and the modal Q-factor
of the
cantilever, as well as on the noise floor
of the deflection measurement.

The optical fiber, IV, is glued in a ferrule, V, which is bent by
15° with respect to the vertical axis to match the cantilever
angle. The fiber end is coarse-approached from the top with a
piezoelectric actuator moving the triangular sapphire prism, VI,
along the z-axis towards the cantilever in steps of 0.4 μm. The
actuator is electrically driven by a PMC100 stepper control
system (RHK Technology Inc., Troy(MI) USA). The tube
piezo, VII, inside the prism allows for positioning the fiber end
in x-, y- and z-directions and, specifically, for scanning laterally
over an area of 20 μm × 20 μm. A SPM1000 scan controller
(RHK Technology Inc., Troy(MI) USA) is used to drive the
scanning tube piezo, while a custom-built, low-noise power
supply is used to position the fiber exactly at the optimal position.
Most experiments are performed with three aluminium-coated
silicon micro-cantilevers taken from one batch (type NCLR,
NanoWorld AG, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) further on referred to
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as cantilever 1, 2 and 3. They have a reflectivity of Rc ≈ 90%
for light with a wavelength of λ = 782 nm, a length of 220 μm, a
width of 40 μm and a thickness of 7 μm. Cantilever 3, which
exhibits the best results, is used for dynamic measurements involving oscillation at its eigenfrequency of f0 = 164,999 Hz at a
measuring head temperature of T = 29.3 °C. Some measurements are performed with cantilever 4 (type NCHR,
NanoWorld AG, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) having similar properties as the others, but a length of 125 μm, a width of 30 μm and
a thickness of 4 μm.
The optical setup shown in Figure 2 consist of a stabilized laser
light source (type 48TA-1-42037, Schäfter + Kirchhoff GmbH,
Hamburg, Germany) operated at a wavelength of λ = 782 nm
with the output power being optimized for low-noise operation.
The power of the light coupled into the interferometer is optically adjusted by a variable absorber. A single-mode optical
fiber with a core diameter of 4.0 μm (type Hi780, Corning Inc.,
Corning, New York, USA) optimized for transmission of light
of the utilized wavelength is used to transmit the light from the
source to the components of the interferometer setup. The fiber
end placed above the cantilever is cleaved with great care to
achieve a high interface reflectivity R f . The reflectivity is
determined by procedures outlined below and we regularly
obtain Rf values higher than 3.5%. The best value obtained is
Rf = (3.9 ± 0.3)%, which is –within experimental error– identical to the maximum possible value of 3.84% determined by
the diffraction index of the core material of the fiber (n = 1.48 at
800 nm according to the data sheet). No coating to increase the
reflectivity has been applied to the cleaved end, resulting in a
strongly asymmetric optical cavity that allows us to tune the
interferometer from Fabry–Pérot to Michelson characteristics
[8].

The laser is decoupled from the interferometric detection
system through a Faraday isolator feeding the light into port 1
of the 3 dB coupler that divides the beam in two parts with
identical light power P exiting at ports 2 and 3. The 3 dB splitting is confirmed by a measurement with an optical power
meter (type TQ8210, Advantest, Tokyo, Japan). Port 2 is used
as the power monitor while light from port 3 is directed onto the
cantilever via the optical fiber guiding the light into the UHV
chamber. To determine the optical loss in the feed line of the
fiber occurring after the 3 dB coupler to the microscope, the
fiber is completely retracted from the cantilever (d ≈ 40 mm) so
that only a negligible amount of light reflected from the cantilever is collected by the fiber. The light with power Pinc incident
on the fiber end is split into a fraction of power Pexit exiting the
fiber and a fraction of light with power Pref that is reflected
back inside the fiber (see Figure 2) forming the reference beam
for Michelson interference. As P inc cannot be measured
directly, we introduce the loss factor floss = Pinc/P describing
the optical loss in the fiber on the way from the beam splitter to
the fiber end. The power Pexit is measured with the power meter
after the fiber is cleaved but before it is glued into the ferrule.
The back-reflected light with power Pref attenuated in the fiber
by the factor floss and measured as power
at port 4 of the
3 dB coupler. In this configuration, we find as the relation between the three measured power values:

(3)

By visual inspection, we find that the amount of light scattered
at the fiber end is negligible. Because light absorption at the
fiber end can also be neglected, it is straightforward to determine floss = 0.44 ± 0.02 for the experiments reported here. The
high loss is presumably occurring in the tightly wound reserve
coil inside the vacuum, containing about 3 m of fiber for
cleaving new fiber ends and for repairs.
Using this result, we calculate the reflectivity of a fiber end as

(4)

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the interferometer setup, signal
path and cavity parameters. Signal power Psig and power monitor P
are either measured with a power meter or processed with a balanced
photo detector for low-noise detection of dynamic signals.

After the determination of the properties of the fiber, d is decreased to a distance of approx. 30 μm, estimated through observation with a video camera. The distance is further decreased in single steps until the fiber end is in contact with the
cantilever. During the approach, Psig is monitored and exhibits
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interference oscillations. Fiber–cantilever contact is reached
when Psig does not vary over several steps of approach. Note,
that an actual contact between the fiber core and the cantilever
is very unlikely, because much more likely, the 125 μm thick
fiber cladding surrounding the core will be in contact with the
cantilever due to a small unavoidable inclination between the
cleavage face and the cantilever. Afterwards, the fiber is
retracted by 5–10 μm to protect it against hitting the cantilever
during lateral positioning. At this distance, interferometric
patterns are observed, which are generated by light with the intensity Iinc − Iref exiting the fiber and entering the interferometric cavity. Inside the cavity, light is reflected back from the
cantilever and the fiber-end yielding multi-beam interference
inside the cavity where Icav is the intensity of the light acting on
the cantilever. The actual value of Icav depends on the optical
losses in the cavity and cannot be determined directly [8].
Part of the light in the cavity is coupled back into the fiber core
where it interferes with Iref to form the intensity in the signal
arm Isig. The diameter of the fiber core is about five times the
wavelength of the light resulting in a light intensity distribution
dominated by pinhole diffraction and a diffraction-limited aperture opening angle of 9°. This ensures that the measured values
for the optical power represent the respective intensities. The
corresponding power value Psig is measured by the power meter
that can be read out via an analog monitoring port. For dynamic
measurements, the intensity is converted into a proportional
voltage signal Vsig via either a custom-built detector-diode/preamplifier combination for low-frequency signals or a balanced
photo detector (Nirvana detector Model 2007, Newport Corporation, Irvine, USA) processing Psig at the signal input and P at
the reference input.

be compensated by adjustment in the xy-plane with the fiber
piezo. Tilt as shown in Figure 3c can not be compensated by the
fiber piezo, but is of minor concern for tilt angles below 4°
because of the divergent nature of the beam.
Lateral positioning of the fiber with the tube piezo for alignment and scanning is inevitably accompanied by a tilt of the
fiber. The 54 mm long piezo/fiber assembly can be displaced by
a maximum of ±10 μm resulting in a maximum tilt angle of 38”
and a maximum variation of the distance between fiber end and
cantilever of d = 4.6 Å. Therefore, we can exclude that the tilt
of the fiber changes the interference pattern significantly.
Figure 4 is a sketch of the first few interferometric fringes obtained upon retracting the fiber end from the contact position.
Practically, only a few fringes can be scanned, limited by the
maximum extension of the scanner tube. Starting from the
contact point with unknown minimum distance, the signal
power varies approximately sinusoidally as a function of d between local maxima
and minima
with a distance of
λ/2. The optical loss increases with d and results in a decrease
of the mean value
but also of the
visibility
, thus being a measure for
the Fabry–Pérot enhancement factor [8].

After the approach, the fiber is aligned into the optimal lateral
position that is the position of maximum interference signal. For
a precise alignment, the lateral cantilever position as well as the
alignment angle are crucial. Three types of misalignment resulting in excessive optical loss are shown in Figure 3. A deviation
to the cantilever long (Figure 3a) and short (Figure 3b) side can
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the interferometer signal Psig as
a function of the fiber–cantilever distance d. Coarse-approach piezo
steps are marked as gray boxes. The inset schematically shows the
oscilloscope trace of Vsig for a cantilever excited to an amplitude of
larger than λ/8.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of three common types of
misalignment of fiber and cantilever; (a) lateral in length, (b) to the side
and (c) tilt of the fiber with respect to the cantilever.

We define positive and negative fringes so that a positive fringe
covers a region of rising light intensity when the fiber is
approached towards the cantilever. This is compatible with the
more general definition that, for a positive fringe, the force
gradient experienced by the cantilever in the cavity light field
due to the opto-mechanical coupling points in the same direction as the radiation pressure.
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In dynamic operation, the cantilever is excited to oscillation
with an amplitude of typically 5–20 nm. To yield the maximum
deflection signal, d is adjusted so that the zero-crossing of the
periodic cantilever displacement coincides with the point of
maximum slope for the selected fringe. To find this optimum
working point (see inset in Figure 4), the z-extension of the
fiber piezo is modulated with a frequency of 30 Hz and an
amplitude of about 120 nm ≥ λ/8, while Vsig is observed with an
oscilloscope similar to procedures suggested in [13]. The modulation frequency is chosen to avoid mechanical resonances and
piezo creep. Dips appear at positions of maximum and
minimum V sig as schematically illustrated in the inset of
Figure 4, as the oscillation extends into neighbouring fringes. If
the interference pattern is found not to be symmetric, the
z-piezo offset voltage is adjusted such that the two dips appear
symmetrically. In that way, minimum and maximum voltage
levels precisely define the voltage amplitude
corresponding to a cantilever oscillation amplitude of λ/8. The measured
maximum voltage
in combination with the wavelength is
used for amplitude calibration by applying an arcsine function
to account for the approximately sinusoidal modulation of the
interferometric fringes as a function of d. For a cavity with low
, this is a good approximation. Any amplitude A below λ/8
can be determined via

(5)

or the commonly used approximation for

by the precision in gluing the cantilever support chip on the
cantilever holder. Misalignment of the types illustrated in
Figure 3 can only partially be corrected by positioning the fiber
with the fiber piezo, however, the quality of the cantilever
alignment can easily be checked by measuring the signal power
Psig as a function of d revealing the optical loss of the cavity
[8]. For such a measurement, the fiber is first positioned in contact with the cantilever and then d is increased over a large
range via the coarse-positioning stepper in increments of
0.4 μm. Note, that these steps are much larger than one interferometric fringe leading to an aliasing of the interference signal.
In Figure 5, respective measurements are shown for cantilevers
1, 2 and 3 exhibiting different alignment quality. Generally, the
increasing optical loss results in an overall decline of the signal
when increasing d and the signal power Psig asymptotically approaches P ref . For all three cantilevers, two characteristic
regimes of interference are visible. At small distances with low
cavity loss, Fabry–Pérot interference dominates the signal while
for larger distances, Michelson interference dominates the
signal. In the distance region between these regimes where no
modulation is visible, the interferometric signal is effectively
quenched as the light beams originating from Fabry–Pérot and
Michelson interference have a similar amplitude but 180° phase
shift. As a result of the multi-beam interference, the signal visibility M in the Fabry–Pérot regime is up to 14 times larger than
that in the Michelson regime.

.

(6)

To fine-tune the working point under measurement conditions
where the fiber position is fixed, the cantilever oscillation
amplitude is adjusted to oscillation with an amplitude of about
10 nm where Vsig is a quasi-linear function of d and the z-piezo
offset voltage is adjusted such that the maximum peak-to-peak
voltage is obtained. Such fine-tuning can be carefully repeated
during a series of measurements to compensate for thermal
drift. Note, that the measured amplitude corresponds to the position of the light spot on the cantilever, that may differ from
the tip position that is relevant for NC-AFM measurements.

Figure 5: Signal power over distance measurements for three differently positioned cantilevers. Cantilever 1 has high optical loss, cantilever 2 is positioned to the side of the fiber, cantilever 3 is positioned
close to the optimum.

Results
Cantilever alignment
Signal quality crucially depends on the relative alignment of
optical fiber and cantilever, which is in first place determined

Cantilever 1 (black curve) exhibits a high overall signal
strength, however, the modulation depth is low. This means that
the light is reflected back from the cantilever but is lost for the
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next cavity round trip. This may be caused by the fiber being
positioned at the tip of the cantilever as indicated in Figure 3a in
combination with a large tilt shown in Figure 3c. Because such
a configuration results in a high cavity loss for multiple-beam
interference, although a large amount of light reflected back
from the cantilever surface enters the fiber. This is in line with
the early onset of Michelson interference observed for this cantilever since the high loss results in a strong reduction of multibeam interference. Cantilever 2 (red curve) is hit close to the
side as schematically shown in Figure 3b, effectively decreasing the mirror area for close distances and thus the amount of
light reflected back. This results in erratic and low performance
of the interference under Fabry–Pérot conditions. Because of
the beam divergence, the cantilever is performing better for distances above 300 μm when the entire cantilever is hit by the
light resulting in a good signal strength and modulation depth
for Michelson interference. Cantilever 3 (green curve) demonstrates close to optimum alignment as the modulation depth is
large in both modes of operation. The non-monotonous slope of
around d = 300 μm, however, points to a slight misalignment also for this cantilever. All three examined cantilevers
show similar performance in Michelson interference and are
equally suited for usage in this regime. However, only cantilever 3 exhibits a performance suitable for further experiments in
the Fabry–Pérot regime.

Fiber positioning
For a perfectly aligned fiber and an infinitely extended mirror
surface, there should be no signal variation when scanning the
fiber parallel to the mirror surface, as the fiber is the source and
the collector of the light. The pattern is expected to exhibit variations with a period of λ/2 upon a variation in d. However, the
limited area of the cantilever mirror as well as an unavoidable
misalignment result in variations for movement parallel to the
cantilever surface and, therefore, one can search for the optimal
lateral position with minimal optical loss and minimal phase
difference between the cavity light beam and the reference
beam reflected back inside the fiber.
To study alignment effects, the interferometer signal is recorded while laterally scanning the fiber over an area of
20 μm × 20 μm for a fixed z. Such patterns are recorded for 512
equidistant slices with z ranging from 0 to 5 μm generating a 3D
intensity map. From the 3D data, it is straightforward to extract
a profile of the interferometric pattern in any plane (see Supporting Information File 1). Results from respective experiments performed with cantilever 4 are shown in Figure 6. The
interference pattern for a scan in the xy-plane is recorded for
(a) Fabry–Pérot interference at d = 25 μm, (b) interferometric
quenching at d = 300 μm and (c) Michelson interference at
d = 500 μm.

Figure 6: Lateral interference patterns for cantilever 4 scanned by the
fiber-positioning piezo for (a) Fabry–Pérot interference d = 25 μm,
(b) interferometric quenching at d = 300 μm and (c) Michelson interference at d = 500 μm. The inset shows a sketch of the scanned area in
relation to the cantilever. For a full account of the interference pattern,
see Supporting Information File 1.

Apparently, there is a signal variation in all images representing different effects. The left side appears darker in all intensity maps, which is the result of a loss of light due to cantilever misalignment as shown in Figure 3b. The most prominent
features are, however, the lateral stripes appearing in Figure 6a
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and Figure 6c. These are a result of d changing by scanning
along the y-axis, which is inclined with respect to the the y’-axis
as illustrated in Figure 1. Scanning a distance Δy along the
y-axis results in a distance change of

(9)

(7)
For the fiber positioned close to the cantilever, the interference
is dominated by Fabry–Pérot interference represented by
Figure 6a. The intensity map is basically a stripe pattern where
stripes are aligned parallel to the x-axis, as movement parallel to
this axis does not change d. The small deviation from the alignment is due to a slight misalignment of the cantilever or the
fiber. Overall, the stripe pattern is rather even. However, we
identify one distinct point of maximum fringe visibility Mmax at
x = 19 μm and y = 2 μm. For Michelson-dominated interference
represented by Figure 6c, the resulting pattern is similar to that
for Fabry–Pérot interference with M max found at the same
lateral position. In contrast to the Fabry–Pérot case, here the
pattern continues into the wider area of low intensity. At this
distance more of the divergent beam hits the cantilever producing interference than in the Fabry–Pérot case where the fiber
end is much closer to the cantilever. Furthermore, the light
collected by the fiber core is integrated over a larger cantilever
area compared to the Fabry–Pérot case, resulting in an overall
smoother interference pattern.
The stripe pattern cannot be seen in Figure 6b due to the effective quenching of the interference patterns in the transition
regime. Here, the image represents the intensity of the light reflected from the cantilever and the intensity drop at the left side
is most pronounced. Note that the overall intensity maximum
representing the cantilever reflectivity maximum
of the
cantilever located at x = 12 μm and y = 7 μm is different from
the position of Mmax. In a similar fashion, we generate profiles
in the yz-plane shown with constant x = 19 μm in Figure 7a–c
and profiles in the xz-plane with constant y = 2 μm shown in
Figure 7d–f. The cuts have been positioned so that both intersect with Mmax.
In the yz-slices (Figure 7a–c) the diagonal lines represent lines
of constant d and are inclined by an angle α (see Figure 1) with
respect to the y-axis. This is utilized to calibrate the sensitivity
of the tube piezo in y- and z-direction. We calibrate by
measuring the distance between a local maximum and the
(n + 1)-th maximum along the y- and z-directions and use λ as a
length standard to obtain the piezo calibration factors Cy and Cz:

(8)

The quantities ΔVy and ΔVz denote the difference of voltages
applied to the tube piezo corresponding to the positions of
the maxima. Analyzing Figure 7a and Figure 7c, we find
Cy = 45 ± 4 nm/V and Cz = 10.5 ± 1 nm/V. The calibration in
x-direction can be assumed to be identical to the one in y-direction but can not be measured by this method. At the y-position
of Mmax at y = 2 μm, the direction of the diagonal lines changes.
We attribute this to a small deviation of the orthogonal positioning between fiber and cantilever resulting in a position of
minimal displacement at Δy’ = 0 and a surrounding pattern with
(Δy)2 = (Δy’)2 + (Δd)2.
For the slices in the xz-plane (Figure 7d–f), we observe almost
horizontal lines with the expected sinusoidal signal modulation.
The slight tilt of the lines with respect to the horizontal axis is a
result of a small cantilever rotation in the xy-plane resulting in a
movement nominally in x-direction having a small component
in y’-direction. Otherwise, these images can be interpreted as
the ones from the other series. The fiber should be positioned
for minimum optical loss to maximize the absolute signal
strength as well as modulation depth. For cantilever 4, we find
this position to be in the Fabry–Pérot mode of operation at
x = 19 μm, y = 2 μm and z = 1.7 μm. The lateral position of this
point of lowest optical loss is generally found to be the same for
all distances, depending only on the cantilever misalignment.
To illustrate the impact of lateral positioning on the signal
quality, we measure Psig over d for cantilever 1 analogously to
the measurements shown in Figure 5 for the optimum position
and a position shifted by Δy’ = λ, respective results are shown
in Figure 8 where the positions are marked in the inset. Cantilever 1 is chosen for this purpose since it exhibits the highest
optical loss and thus is most sensitive to lateral positioning.
Starting at identical intensities in the Fabry–Pérot region the
curves significantly differ from each other for larger distances.
However, both curves exhibit identical values for
and
in the maximum of the Michelson mode at d = 295 μm
and d = 340 μm, respectively. This can be explained straightforwardly by an increased optical loss. In the maximum of the
Michelson interference, Icav collected by the fiber is of the order
of Iref. The increased loss due to the lateral miscalibration is responsible for a faster decrease of Icav, which directly translates
in a compression of the entire interference pattern to smaller d.
The amount of this compression varies with the cavity loss of
the order of 2–12%.
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Figure 7: Interference patterns for cantilever 4 generated from the 3D intensity map data for (a,d) Fabry–Pérot interference d = 25μm,
(b,e) interferometric quenching at d = 300 μm and (c,f) Michelson interference at d = 500 μm. The yz-profiles (a,b,c) where generated for a fixed position x = 19 μm, the xz-profiles (d,e,f) for a fixed position y = 1 μm. For a full account of the interference pattern, see Supporting Information File 1.

Cantilever and system noise characterization
For cantilever 3, we investigate the influence of fiber positioning on the effective parameters of the cantilever and the
noise performance of the system. Measurements are performed
with the balanced detector to yield the best possible noise performance. To characterize the cantilevers and the noise performance of the detection system, we use well-established methods
based on the spectral analysis of displacement fluctuations of a
thermally excited cantilever [14,15]. For that purpose, the signal
spectral density
is measured around the eigenfrequency f0 for the thermally excited cantilever using a HF2 spectral analyzer (Zurich Instruments, Zürich, Switzerland). Results
for the effective cantilever parameters are compiled in Table 1.
The fringe-dependent effective cantilever stiffness k± is deter-

mined by a method relating the intrinsic stiffness to the optical
spring constant as described in detail in [8].

Table 1: Effective modal Q-factor
, effective modal cantilever stiffness
and noise floor
for the positive and negative fringe for
400 μW under conditions of optimal Fabry–Pérot (FP) and Michelson
(M) configuration.

d [μm]
18 (FP +)
18 (FP −)
510 (M +)
510 (M −)

18031
18925
17911
19081

55.4
53.3
54.5
54.4

33
44
988
1065
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For the Fabry–Pérot regime (d ≤ 200 μm), we find an exponential increase of the noise level with distance from a minimum
equivalent displacement noise spectral density of
for d = 6 μm to over
at 200 μm. Hence, the interferometer exhibits excellent noise figures when operated in the
Fabry–Pérot regime with high .

Figure 8: Interferometer signal power Psig of the main maximum
(black) and a side maximum (gray) measured for cantilever 1 as a
function of d. The inset shows the pattern in the xy-plane around the
main maximum for the fiber–cantilever distance d = 330 μm, with the
positions of the distance-dependent measurements marked with black
and gray circles, respectively.

In a series of measurements, we determine the noise floor by
measuring the displacement noise spectral density
around the eigenfrequency of the fundamental mode f0 for a
laser power of P = 400 μW and different values of the
fiber–cantilever distance in the range of d = 6–660 μm with a
step size of 6 μm. The amplitude is calibrated at every position
to translate the observed voltage noise spectral density into the
displacement noise spectral density
. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 9. For d = 18 μm, we additionally determine the noise floor as a function of P with the results
being shown in the inset.

Figure 9: Displacement spectral density
of the noise floor of the
interferometer signal as a function of the fiber–cantilever distance d for
P = 400 μW measured for cantilever 3. The inset shows the noise floor
for positive and negative fringes at d = 18 μm as a function of the light
power P.

The dramatic increase of the noise level can be explained by the
interference signal V sig dramatically decreasing with d
according to the results shown in Figure 5 and Figure 8. For
d ≤ 100 μm, where
3, we observe a splitting of the curve
into two branches corresponding to positive and negative
fringes. The splitting is confirmed by measuring the noise floor
for d = 18 μm as a function of the light power P as shown in the
inset of Figure 9. The observation of the splitting for P ≥ 50 μW
clearly points to opto-mechanical coupling influencing the
stochastic cantilever motion in this regime. The fact that this
value is different for neighboring positive and negative fringes
with identical values of
and
strongly suggests that
this limit is not caused by the noise of the laser, the photo diode
or following electronics, but is at least partially a result of the
opto-mechanical interaction in the cantilever system. Although,
the details of this interaction remain to be explored, we find that
opto-mechanical coupling is apparently the limiting factor for
the noise performance of our system.
In the distance regime between Fabry–Pérot and Michelson
operation (200 to 350 μm) the modulation of the interferometer
signal is too small to detect a meaningful cantilever oscillation.
Above d = 350 μm, Michelson interference is dominant and the
noise level drops to a value of about
for the
optimum Michelson configuration at d = 510 µm. Contrary to
the Fabry-Pérot regime, we find that the interferometer is not
well suited for low-noise measurements in the Michelson mode
in the present configuration of an asymmetric cavity.
To investigate the impact of opto-mechanical coupling on other
oscillatory properties of the cantilever, two neighboring fringes
with identical values for
and
are investigated for the
optimal Fabry–Pérot as well the optimal Michelson configurations when determining the effective modal Q-factors
and
effective cantilever stiffnesses
(Table 1) by procedures described in [8,14,15]. The opto-mechanical effects are observable in the cantilever stiffness
exhibiting the characteristic
split between the fringes due to the optical spring effect of up to
4% as expected from our previous studies [8]. For small amplitudes and a negative fringe, the Q-factor is up to 6% larger than
for the positive fringe. Although, this variation is significant
within the statistical error, it is much less than the typical tolerance of commercial cantilevers and the impact of the mounting
system [16]. Overall, we find that the oscillatory cantilever
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properties are not heavily affected by the interferometric detection while operating the interferometer in the Fabry–Pérot mode
with high .

Discussion
Interferometric detection is a straightforward and highly sensitive method for measuring displacement in a cantilever-based
NC-AFM. This has been realized already in the early days of
frequency-modulation force microscopy [2,7,13,17,18]. By
instrumental development and optimization, the detection sensitivity has constantly been improved over two decades of development and a force sensitivity in the attonewton range has been
claimed for measurements with an ultra-soft cantilever in
conjunction with interferometric detection [19]. Although, other
variants have been introduced [20-22], the fiber-optic interferometer [23-26] is the most commonly used optical setup for
measuring cantilever displacement. This type of interferometer
is based on guiding the light entirely through optical fibers and
utilizes a 3 dB beam splitter for routing light beams while one
cleaved fiber end and the cantilever act as mirrors producing
interfering light beams. A ramification of this concept is that
light is always delivered and collected through the same aperture defined by the core of the fiber, which typically has a diameter of a few micrometers. Therefore, the vast majority of the
sampled light stems from the center of the interference pattern
and the challenge in signal detection is just to monitor light intensity variations with the lowest possible noise. The details of
interference signal generation can, however, be predetermined
by appropriately manipulating the optical reflectivities of fiber
end and cantilever with reflective coatings. According to the
preference of the experimentalist, signal generation can be
based predominantly on two-beam interference of Michelsontype or multi-beam interference of Fabry–Pérot-type, the latter
with either low or high finesse. While a Michelson-type interferometer is simple in adjustment and robust in operation
[27,28], the high-finesse cavity of a Fabry–Pérot interferometer
yields high optical signal amplification but requires a sophisticated cavity design or active stabilization [29-31].

cantilever oscillation to fringe-dependent effective values. This
allows, for instance, for a simple determination of the effective
cantilever stiffness for operation in positive and negative fringes
as well as the intrinsic cantilever stiffness. We find that the
Fabry–Pérot mode of operation with the smallest fiber–cantilever gap allows for displacement detection with a very low
detection-system noise floor of
promising a high
sensitivity in force detection even for the relatively stiff cantilevers used in the present study. Apparently, the system noise is
affected by opto-mechanical coupling and we find that
measuring on a positive fringe is the best choice with regard to
noise. However, in future work the opto-mechanical coupling
might also be used to advantageously manipulate the cantilever
dynamics for improved force detection and measurement
stability.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Profile of interferometric patterns in all planes.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/
supplementary/2190-4286-7-76-S1.mp4]
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Abstract
Bimodal atomic force microscopy uses a cantilever that is simultaneously driven at two of its eigenmodes (resonant modes). Parameters associated with both resonances can be measured and used to extract quantitative nanomechanical information about the sample surface. Driving the first eigenmode at a large amplitude and a higher eigenmode at a small amplitude simultaneously provides
four independent observables that are sensitive to the tip–sample nanomechanical interaction parameters. To demonstrate this, a
generalized theoretical framework for extracting nanomechanical sample properties from bimodal experiments is presented based
on Hertzian contact mechanics. Three modes of operation for measuring cantilever parameters are considered: amplitude, phase,
and frequency modulation. The experimental equivalence of all three modes is demonstrated on measurements of the second eigenmode parameters. The contact mechanics theory is then extended to power-law tip shape geometries, which is applied to analyze
the experimental data and extract a shape and size of the tip interacting with a polystyrene surface.

Introduction
Over the decades since its invention [1] the atomic force microscope (AFM) has been used in a variety of modes to characterize micro- and nanoscale heterogeneous structures in composites and other advanced materials. The AFM can provide
high resolution topographic and mechanical properties mapping
using techniques such as force curves [2,3], contact resonance
[4,5], force modulation [6,7], phase imaging [8,9], loss tangent
imaging [10], friction force microscopy [11], creep compliance
[12], shear modulation force microscopy [13], pulsed force

microscopy [14] and torsional approaches [15]. These techniques can be broadly classified as either “parametric” or “spectroscopic” techniques.
In parametric nanomechanical techniques, the sample properties are deduced from changes in the parameters of a driven
cantilever that is oscillating in a (quasi) steady state while interacting with the sample surface. For example, tapping-mode
AFM [16,17] (also known as amplitude-modulation (AM) AFM
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[18-20]), is one of the most commonly used parametric techniques, where the cantilever is driven on resonance and the cantilever–sample distance is adjusted by a feedback loop to maintain a constant oscillation amplitude at every image pixel. The
time required for the cantilever to reach a steady state defines
the acquisition speed, allowing tapping-mode imaging to
achieve very high speeds ultimately only limited by the cantilever bandwidth. However, the small number of tapping-mode
observables (amplitude and phase) limits the extraction of
absolute storage and loss moduli, as they cannot be distinguished from changes in indentation depth. In tapping mode,
only the ratio of the storage to loss modulus can be measured
[10,21,22]. The same limitation applies to many other parametric techniques, such as force modulation [6,7] and other
single-frequency imaging modes, such as frequency-modulation (FM) AFM [23]. Separating the storage and loss moduli,
and quantifying them, requires either additional independent
observables or the use of spectroscopic methods.
Spectroscopic techniques rely on changing the operating conditions of the cantilever to provide the necessary information to
extract nanomechanical properties of the sample for a given
image pixel. This can be achieved by changing the
cantilever–sample distance [24] or sweeping the drive frequency [25], amongst others [26]. Examples of well-established
spectroscopic techniques are nanoindentation [27] and force
curves as well as dynamic force curves performed with an oscillated cantilever. The time-varying cantilever response serves as
input to a model for extracting nanomechanical properties of the
sample at any location. These techniques are by nature slow for
imaging, as they measure time-varying changes of the cantilever at every pixel.
Recently, parametric techniques have been extended by driving
two or more cantilever resonances simultaneously in order to

increase the number of observables, which is required to quantify the storage and loss moduli. Advances in this direction
include bimodal [28-33], trimodal [34] or more generally multimodal/multifrequency [35] techniques, and have demonstrated
quantitative mapping without compromising on the high speeds
that define parametric imaging techniques. Currently, state-ofthe-art bimodal methodologies are mostly based on FM-AFM
techniques that rely on elaborate mathematical theories [36-41],
involving fractional calculus and Laplace transforms for
relating AFM observables to nanomechanical properties. The
mathematical complexity of these techniques can obscure physically intuitive understanding of the cantilever dynamics in
bimodal AFM experiments.
Here, we present a simplified theory for bimodal AFM
with a large fundamental resonance oscillation amplitude
and small higher resonance amplitude. The theory is based
on a binomial approximation of the weight function for
extracting the interaction stiffness for both resonant modes,
each yielding a simple analytical expression. These two
independent pieces of information are refactored to provide
information about modulus and indentation depth. While the
theory is generally applicable to a wide range of tip–sample
interaction models, the derivation here begins in the context
of a Hertzian contact with a paraboloidal tip and is then generalized to any tip shape described by a power-law profile. This
theory is then experimentally applied to three variations of
bimodal AFM involving different dynamic AFM modes of
operation [42,43], namely amplitude modulation (AM)
[1,18,19], phase modulation (PM) [43-46] and frequency modulation (FM) [23,36,47]. Finally, a method for extracting the tip
size and tip shape from bimodal AFM approach curves is
presented and demonstrated on a polystyrene sample. Figure 1
provides a diagram of the theory presented in the following
three sections.

Figure 1: Diagram of the theory presented in this paper, showing relationship between inherent sample properties and tip geometry parameters to the
AFM observables for bimodal AFM in the context of Hertzian contact mechanics. The tip shape is assumed to have a power-law profile with size parameter L and shape parameter m.
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Methods
Hertzian contact mechanics
The Hertzian contact model involves the interaction stiffness
kint versus indentation depth δ between a paraboloidal tip of
radius R and a flat sample as
(1)

Upon purely elastic indentation of such a power-law indenter
into a sample surface to an indentation depth δ, the true contact
radius rc is smaller than the cross-sectional radius r(δ) because
of deformation of the surface, as can be understood from
Figure 2b. The exception is the punch model for m = 1, where
no reduction in radius occurs. The contact radius correction
factor α c quantifies the reduction in contact radius r c with
respect to r(δ) by

where the effective Young’s modulus Eeff combines deformation of the tip and sample [48]. Similar expressions can be
derived for a tip in the shape of a punch or a cone [49].
Here, these three special cases are generalized to any axisymmetric tip shape whose cross-sectional radius r, as a function of
height z, is governed by the power law
(2)

where the characteristic length scale L and the exponent parameter
fully define the tip size and shape, respectively.
Figure 2a illustrates Equation 2 for five values of m, including
the three special cases of punch, paraboloid, and cone. Note that
“sphere” is used as a shorthand for “paraboloid” in the scientific vernacular.

(3)

As expected, αc = 1 for m = 1 (punch), and then αc monotonically decreases to αc = 2/π ≈ 0.64 for m = 2 (cone). The mathematical form of αc is presented in the Appendix (b).
Importantly, it is the true contact radius r c that defines the
tip–sample interaction stiffness, as derived by Oliver and Pharr
[27]:
(4)
Substituting in the expression for rc leads to the general form
(5)

The interaction stiffness in Equation 5 is plotted for three
special cases in Figure 3. For the punch model with m = 1, the
length scale parameter L is equal to the punch radius R. For the
paraboloidal indenter model with m = 3/2, L is the effective
“sphere” diameter 2R. For the conical indenter with m = 2, L
drops out and the cone half-angle θ = 45°. (Given the loss of the
length scale parameter L in the degenerate case m = 2 (cone), a
half-angle parameter θ may be introduced by multiplying kint by
(tan θ)−1 to fully define the geometry of the conical indenter, if
necessary.)

Bimodal interaction theory
This section first describes how the tip–sample interaction stiffness of a paraboloidal (“spherical”) tip affects the changes in
effective stiffness of the first and second eigenmodes of the cantilever. Then, the results are generalized to a power-law tip
shape.

Paraboloidal tip
Figure 2: a) The generalized tip shape is drawn for various values of
m. b) The indentation of a paraboloidal indenter into an elastic surface
illustrates the distinction between the cross-sectional indentation
radius versus the true contact radius.

For the first eigenmode driven with a large oscillation amplitude A1, the change in stiffness of the interacting cantilever Δk1
averaged over one cycle can be computed by integrating kint(δ)
with a semi-circular weight function that spans the peak-to-peak
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where δmax is the maximum indentation depth and the normalized distance u = (δmax − δ)/A1. It is worth noting the distinction between kint(δ), which is the instantaneous stiffness profile
experienced by the oscillating cantilever tip, and Δk1, which is
the time-averaged effective change in stiffness of the cantilever–tip–sample system that is experimentally measurable by the
AFM user. Measuring Δk 1 is the topic of Section ‘Simple
harmonic oscillator theory‘, presented later.
In the limit that the fundamental amplitude A1 is much larger
than the interaction length scale, the stiffness profile kint(δ) only
affects a small portion of the cantilever sinusoidal oscillation
where the tip indents the sample, as shown in Figure 3a. Therefore, the integration limits in Equation 6 reduce to [0, δmax/A1]
such that u << 1 throughout the integration. Consequently, the
weight function can be approximated very accurately with the
first term in the binomial expansion,
This
approximation, used previously [51], is graphically illustrated in
Figure 3e,f. Applying it to Equation 6 results in

(7)

which can be easily integrated for a paraboloidal indenter to
give

(8)

Figure 3: a) The cantilever motion during oscillation in bimodal
imaging with only a small portion interacting with the sample. Note that
the oscillation of the second eigenmode cannot be seen, as it is
assumed infinitely small by the model proposed here. The stiffness
profile of the interacting tip is plotted for three tip shapes: b) punch, c)
paraboloid, d) cone. The weight functions used for integrating these
stiffness profiles are shown for e) the first eigenmode (assuming a
large amplitude) and f) the second eigenmode (assuming a small
amplitude). The weight function for the second eigenmode diverges
where the interaction stiffness is nonzero, reflecting the sensitivity of
bimodal AFM to nanomechanical properties. The
binomial approximation is illustrated for both weight functions; they are
very accurate approximations in the interaction range, and can be
used to derive a simple analytical solution for bimodal imaging. Note:
the three different x-axes shown in these plots are interchangeable;
they reflect the most appropriate parameterization of the tip position in
each case.

The relative error in Δk1 introduced by the binomial approximation is quantified in Figure 4; it typically falls on the order of
1% in large-amplitude dynamic AFM, where the interaction
amplitude A1 greatly exceeds δmax.

cantilever oscillation [50], as represented in Figure 3. Mathematically,

(6)

Figure 4: The relative error introduced in the calculation of Δk1
because of the
approximation applied to Equation 6 in
the case of a punch, paraboloid, and cone contact model. The
approximation applied to Equation 10 results in a
similar, albeit negative, error.
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Meanwhile, the second (or higher) eigenmode is deliberately
driven at a small amplitude A2, such that the interaction stiffness it experiences is roughly constant throughout one of the
higher eigenmode oscillation cycles. However, the instantaneous interaction stiffness experienced by the second eigenmode slowly changes along the trajectory of the first eigenmode. Because the second mode rides along the slower sinusoidal motion of the first mode, its time-averaged change in
interaction stiffness Δk2 can be calculated by

(9)

where T is the oscillation period of the first eigenmode. A
rigorous derivation of Equation 9 is provided in Appendix (a).
Parametrizing this time integral with respect to distance by the
substitution t = cos−1(u)/ω1 results in

distinction cannot be made in single-mode dynamic AFM
imaging.
The key to bimodal nanomechanical imaging is that the same
stiffness profile is measured simultaneously by two different
eigenmodes with different weight functions:
and
The fact that these weight functions are related by a derivative
operation results in independent measures of nanomechanical
properties by both eigenmodes while imaging. Notably, the fact
that the weight function of the second eigenmode increases
drastically as the tip approaches the sample, as seen in
Figure 3f, explains the high sensitivity and increased spatial
resolution of bimodal imaging noted in the past [52].

Power-law tip
The derivation so far revolved about a paraboloidal indenter.
Applying the same approach used in Equations 6–13 to the
generalized stiffness profile of Equation 5 result in the generalized indentation and modulus equations

(10)
(14)
Similarly to the approach taken with the first eigenmode, this
integral can be solved analytically for a paraboloidal indenter
after applying the binomial approximation
such that

and

(15)
(11)

Note that the second-mode change in stiffness scales linearly
with indentation depth, Δk 2 δ max , while the first mode
stiffness scales with the square of the indentation depth,
. These scaling laws have been verified experimentally for a paraboloidal indenter [39]. The system of two equations (Equation 8 and Equation 11) can be solved for two
unknowns, namely

where β is a scaling constant that depends only on m and is
mathematically defined in the Appendix (c). As expected,
choosing m = 3/2 in Equation 14 and Equation 15 recovers
Eqution 12 and Equation 13.
The tip shape exponent m is a free parameter in the generalized
stiffness profile. It can be inferred experimentally by measuring
changes in Δk1 and Δk2 for a fixed A1 and relating them to
Equation 15 by the scaling law

(12)
(16)
and
as will be demonstrated later.
(13)

Simple harmonic oscillator theory
This operation is central to bimodal imaging, as it separates the
changes in modulus from changes in indentation depth. This

Measurements of Δk1 and Δk2 are necessary for calculating
δmax and Eeff in Equation 12 and Equation 13 or Equation 14
and Equation 15.
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A single equation that extracts Δk from a driven eigenmode (on
and off resonance) with any number of changing AFM observables is presented in the Appendix (d). The derivation assumes
the eigenmode in question can be modeled as a simple harmonic
oscillator (SHO) within the range of interactions explored in the
experiment. Here, three special cases (AM, PM, FM) for
starting an experiment on-resonance were extracted from the
general SHO solution for simplicity. These special cases are
presented in Table 1, and described in the following subsections. The constant-excitation FM mode (CEFM) is also
included in Table 1 for completeness.

Table 1: Using an automatic-gain-controller (AGC) and/or phaselocked-loop (PLL) to control the cantilever amplitude and frequency,
respectively, leads to four combinations of measurement modes:
amplitude modulation (AM), phase modulation (PM), frequency modulation (FM), and constant-excitation frequency modulation (CEFM).
Using these modes for measuring Δk1 and Δk2 of a cantilever independently leads to 16 bimodal configurations: AM-AM, AM-PM, AM-FM,
FM-FM, etc.

Phase-locked-loop (PLL)

Automatic-GainController (AGC)

OFF
ON

OFF

ON

AM mode
PM mode

CEFM mode
FM mode

The last subsection extends the SHO theory to measuring two
eigenmodes simultaneously, as required for bimodal AFM.

Note that an AGC is especially beneficial for use on the second
eigenmode, because A2 is often chosen close to the detection
limit and may drop substantially in AM mode when the resonance frequency shifts upon interaction with the sample. The
AGC in the PM mode assures that A2 remains above the detection limit throughout the experiment.

Frequency modulation (FM) mode
If FM mode is employed for any of the eigenmodes, where the
resonance frequency fc is tracked with a phase-locked-loop
(PLL), the measured frequency shift Δf can be used to estimate
the interaction stiffness by the approximation

(19)

In this mode, the oscillation amplitude is held constant with an
AGC. The use of an AGC will be assumed for “FM mode”
henceforth.
Alternatively, constant-excitation FM mode (CEFM) employs a
PLL but does not use an AGC [53,54]; therefore, the oscillation
amplitude is not necessarily constant throughout the tip–sample
interaction. This less-common technique is not explored in this
article.

Bimodal configurations
Amplitude modulation (AM) mode
For an eigenmode driven in AM mode, the corresponding timeaveraged interaction stiffness can be calculated from the
measured interaction amplitude A and interaction phase as in

(17)

while the cantilever quality factor Qc, the cantilever stiffness kc,
and the reference amplitude Ar are all measured in the absence
of tip–sample interactions (Ar is often referred to as the “free
amplitude”).

Phase modulation (PM) mode
Alternatively, PM mode uses an automatic-gain-controller
(AGC) to maintain a constant cantilever amplitude A by varying
the drive amplitude D; meanwhile, the drive frequency remains
fixed just as in AM mode. In this mode,
(18)

In bimodal AFM, both eigenmodes behave like independent
SHO’s because the first mode is driven in the large-amplitude
limit and the second is driven in the small-amplitude limit. An
empirical verification of this independence will be performed
and discussed later.
In principle, both Δk1 and Δk2 can be measured with any of the
four measurement modes described so far, leading to 16
possible configurations: AM-AM, AM-PM, AM-FM, FM-FM,
etc. As an example, the first experimental bimodal measurements were taken in the AM-AM configuration [33]. In their
pioneering work, Heruzzo and Garcia demonstrated FM-FM
measurements [39,55]. Here, the AM-AM, AM-PM and
AM-FM configurations are explored in detail. Practical considerations for these choices will be discussed later.

Results
A polystyrene surface was probed with bimodal approach
curves (also known as “force–distance” curves), where the
bimodally oscillating cantilever approaches the sample with a
constant velocity. The experiment is described in the first
subsection, where the AM-AM, AM-PM, and AM-FM configurations are compared to investigate the validity of the SHO
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model assumed by the bimodal theory. Then, multiple approach curves are used to extract the shape and size of the tip.
Finally, the newly defined tip geometry is used to extract the
modulus from all the approach curves to assess consistency of
the results and their dependence on imaging parameters.

Experiment
The experiment was performed on a Cypher AFM with an
ASYELEC-02 cantilever, which has a Ti/Ir-coated tip of nominal tip radius R = 28 ± 10 nm. Photothermal excitation [56] was
used, which ensures stable imaging [57] and accurate FM
tracking [58-60]. An automated calibration method [61] was
used to obtain the stiffness of the first eigenmode
(kc1 = 43.2 N/m), which was then used as a basis of calibration
for the second eigenmode stiffness kc2 = 818 N/m by a recently

established calibration protocol [62]. Next, a thermal power
spectral density [63] of the cantilever was acquired close to the
surface (within a few hundred nanometers) to determine the
remaining cantilever properties (fc1, fc2, Qc1, Qc2). For this calibration step, the proximity to the surface is important. Performing it far from the surface incorrectly introduces long-range
cantilever–sample interactions into the final measurement.
Finally, the equipartition theorem was used to convert the
amplitudes of both eigenmodes into nanometers [64-66].
Figure 5 shows approach curves acquired in the AM-AM,
AM-PM, and AM-FM configurations. Equations 17–19 were
used to recover values of Δk1 and Δk2 where appropriate. The
excellent agreement between all three bimodal configurations
across the entire approach curve suggests that the simple

Figure 5: Experimental results from three consecutive approach curves on polystyrene using AM-AM, AM-PM, AM-FM configurations for the first
mode (left) and second mode (right). The changes in effective cantilever stiffness for both modes (below) calculated from the observables of each
mode (above) by using Equations 17–19, respectively (reference amplitude Ar1 = 60 nm).
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harmonic oscillator is a valid model to describe the second
eigenmode of the cantilever in this experiment.

expected to be valid for the explored range of indentations (between 0.6 nm and 1.2 nm in this case).

Calibration of the tip shape and size

Measurement of modulus

When driving the first eigenmode in the AM mode, large variations in indentation depth can be achieved by varying the reference amplitude Ar1 ("free amplitude") while keeping A1 fixed.
Varying the reference amplitude is more effective than
changing A1 which carries a weak dependence on indentation
for a setpoint around A1/Ar1 ≈ 0.5. Consecutive bimodal approach curves on a polystyrene sample were performed while
varying the reference amplitude Ar1 between 50 nm and 91 nm
in 21 increments. The AM-AM, AM-PM, and AM-FM configurations were alternated. A total of 63 approach curves were performed within 45 min.

With a modeled tip shape and size (m = 1.24, L = 32 nm), the
modulus Eeff was extracted from all 63 approach curves, as
shown in Figure 7. At A1 = 40 nm, the average modulus must be
3 GPa because this was the assumed value from which the tip
size was extracted. Notably, the modulus appears to be independent of both A1 and bimodal configuration, as will be discussed
in the next section.

The values of Δk1 and Δk2 at a fixed amplitude (A1 = 40 nm)
were used to determine the tip shape using the scaling law in
Equation 16. The results are shown in Figure 6, where the exponent m values for each bimodal configuration were extracted
from a power-law fit and shown to be equal within error; they
averaged to m = 1.24 ± 0.04. This measurement of the tip shape
(m) can now be used to calculate the tip size (L), which is
uniquely determined if the sample modulus is known. Fitting
Equation 15 to the data and setting Eeff = 3 GPa (as approximately expected for polystyrene [67]) results in a value for the
tip length scale L = 32 nm. This tip characterization suggests a
tip shaped as a rounded punch, somewhere between a punch of
radius R = 32 nm and a paraboloid of radius R = 16 nm.

Figure 7: a) The modulus Eeff for all 63 approach curves from Figure 6
was extracted as a function of oscillation amplitude A1. Not only is Eeff
independent of interaction amplitude A1 and reference amplitude Ar1
(free amplitude), the three configurations (AM-AM, AM-PM, AM-FM)
yield the same results within error. Note that a value of Eeff was only
extracted for values A1/Ar1 < 0.75 to ensure that repulsive interactions
dominate.

Discussion
Independence of imaging parameters
The approach curves in Figure 7 span indentation depths from
0.6 nm to 1.2 nm, interaction amplitudes from 25 nm to 70 nm,
and reference amplitudes between 50 nm and 91 nm. The
modulus values at A1 = 40 nm are constrained to match 3 GPa
by the tip shape and size calibration. However, throughout this
range of imaging parameters, the modulus also remains within a
0.15 GPa standard deviation (5%) of 3 GPa, with no obvious
trend. In addition, the three bimodal configurations agree to
better than this standard deviation.

Figure 6: The set of approach curves in Figure 5 was repeated
21 times at various drive amplitudes. The values of Δk1 and Δk2
extracted at A1 = 40 nm from all 63 approach curves are plotted on a
log–log scale. The line represents a power-law fit to the entire data,
which can be used to determine the tip shape (m = 1.24) by
Equation 16 and the tip size (L = 32 nm) by Equation 15. The inset
shows the range of indentation depths probed in this experiment.

With a defined exponent m value, the absolute indentation depth
at the various Ar1 can be calculated by Equation 15, as shown in
the inset of Figure 6. The calibration of the tip shape and size is

The independence on imaging parameters provides confidence
that the system was accurately modeled by a rounded punch of
shape m = 1.24 and size L = 32 nm. In contrast, assuming a
paraboloidal tip (m = 1.5) results in increased variability in the
modulus, as well as noticeable dependence on imaging parameters. Also, assuming a paraboloidal tip results in a tip radius
R = 93 nm for these experiments, which is far from the nominal
radius for this cantilever tip (R = 28 ± 10 nm).
These results lead to the conclusion that calibrating the tip
shape and size provided a more accurate picture of the tip–sam-
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ple contact mechanics, which led in turn to improved accuracy
in extracting the modulus of polystyrene over a wider range of
imaging parameters.

fact that the weight function of the second eigenmode
rises quickly as the tip approach the sample, as shown in
Figure 3f.

Given that the bimodal AFM theory was derived in the context
of Hertzian contact mechanics where only repulsive interactions are considered, only data where A 1 /A r1 < 0.75 were
analyzed to ensure that repulsive forces dominate over attractive and adhesive forces. This criterion is somewhat arbitrary
and specific to the current dataset; other samples and tip geometries may require different threshold values of A1/Ar1 or may
require more elaborate models.

This fact is demonstrated experimentally in the data of Figure 5,
where Δk2 is 20× to 50× larger than Δk1. Whereas both Δk1 and
Δk 2 are weighted integrals of the identical stiffness profile
kint(δ), the weight function of the second mode captures much
more of the interaction stiffness for small indentations.

AM/PM/FM equivalence
The agreement between AM, PM and FM modes of operation
for Δk2 shown in Figure 5 validates the mathematical framework leading up to Equations 17–19 that assumes SHO behavior of the cantilever. This agreement is reassuring, as a sinusoidally-driven SHO model was used for both eigenmodes to
derive the bimodal interaction theory that relates the cantilever
parameters to the interaction profile. Furthermore, the agreement between the modes of operation suggests that the feedback loops used for the PM and FM modes tracked changes in
the cantilever eigenmode appropriately.

Large and small amplitude approximations
The amplitude of the first mode was modeled in the large limit,
while the amplitude of the second mode was modeled in the
small limit. The validity of these assumptions was implicitly
verified in the dataset acquired for this experiment, as described herein.
The analysis in Figure 7 suggests that the variations in interaction amplitude (25 nm < A1 < 70 nm) do not affect the outcome
of the measured Eeff. This suggests that the large-amplitude
limit for the first mode was fulfilled across the range of
explored amplitudes.

This illustrates the benefit of introducing a small-amplitude
second eigenmode into the measurement: it provides a highsensitivity channel of information, without disrupting the measurement as explained in the previous section.

Error from binomial approximation
The error introduced by the
approximation that
allowed the analytical closed-form in Equation 14 and Equation 15 is now calculated. In the worst case scenario for this experiment with δmax = 1.2 nm and A1 = 40 nm, a relative error of
0.5% is caused by the approximation
In turn,
this results in an overestimation of 0.9% in indentation depth,
and an underestimation of 1.0% in modulus as far as
Equation 14 and Equation 15 are concerned. These errors from
approximation are negligible compared with experimental variability and absolute calibration error.
Importantly, applying Equation 19 to both eigenmodes results
in FM-FM equations that are identical to those derived by
Herruzo et al. [38,39]. This leads to the conclusion that the
approximation is sufficient for deriving analytical equations for bimodal FM-FM and other bimodal configurations. In other words, the use of fractional calculus, Laplace
transforms, Padé approximants, and Bessel functions can be
avoided with no loss in accuracy when deriving bimodal AFM
theory.

Merits of AM-FM
The small-amplitude limit for A2 is tested by the comparison
of experimental configurations. Whereas the second mode
amplitude A2 for AM-AM drops significantly (from 500 pm to
200 pm) during a single approach curve, A2 for AM-PM and
AM-FM is held fixed by the AGC. The fact that all three configurations lead to the same extracted Eeff suggests that the
small-amplitude limit for the second mode was fulfilled.

Sensitivity of bimodal AFM
The high sensitivity of bimodal AFM was predicted in the
theory described in Section ‘Bimodal interaction theory’
and attributed to the introduction of an additional eigenmode
driven at a small amplitude. The argument was based on the

Although the three configurations of bimodal methods tested in
Figure 5 were equally accurate, the AM-AM method has the
disadvantage of potentially having more noise relative to
AM-PM, which in turn may have more noise relative to
AM-FM. In AM-AM and AM-PM, the second eigenmode drive
frequency is held fixed. In that case, when the second eigenmode resonance frequency shifts by more than its bandwidth
(fc/2Qc), the signal-to-noise ratio degrades because the signal
drops relative to the noise floor. Furthermore, in AM-AM operation, A2 decreases upon interaction with the surface – further
aggravating the drop in signal-to-noise ratio. It is therefore often
advisable to operate the second eigenmode in FM mode in practical situations.
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On the other hand, the first eigenmode typically undergoes
more modest changes in resonance frequency upon interaction
with the surface. Also, these changes are controllable by the
AFM user by the setting of an amplitude setpoint. For this
reason, AM operation on the first eigenmode does not cause the
same decrease in signal-to-noise ratio often observed on the
second eigenmode. More importantly, dynamic AFM imaging
in ambient conditions has relied on the robustness of AM
(tapping-mode) imaging, mostly attributable to the monotonicity of the amplitude versus distance relationship, for stable
operation and topography tracking.
For these two reasons, the authors generally recommend the use
of AM-FM over the other configurations (AM-PM, FM-FM,
etc.), as it is the most robust, versatile and sensitive configuration for bimodal nanomechanical mapping in a wide range of
imaging conditions.

Conclusion
An analysis framework for bimodal AFM with a power-law tip
and Hertzian contact was presented. The derived theory was
used to extract the tip shape and size for an experiment on a
polystyrene sample. For a wide range of imaging parameters,
the experimental data returned a nearly constant modulus of the
material when analyzed with this model. Three configurations
(AM-AM, AM-PM, AM-FM) were tested and shown to provide
equally accurate results, thereby supporting our assumption that
the cantilever second eigenmode can be modeled as a simple
harmonic oscillator for the range of interactions explored in the
experiment.
The approximations used for deriving an analytical closed-form
solution for bimodal AFM were also investigated. Both the first
mode large-amplitude approximation and the second mode
small-amplitude approximation were verified to be accurate for
typical imaging conditions. Notably, the fact that the weight
function of the second eigenmode increases drastically as the tip
approaches the sample explains the high sensitivity and spatial
resolution of bimodal imaging. The binomial approximation of
the stiffness weight function
was shown to
introduce negligible error (<1%), yet it can be used to derive
bimodal AFM theory without invoking the use of fractional
calculus.
The experimental in situ determination of the tip shape and size
is a pivotal step towards absolute quantitative nanomechanical
measurements in a variety of techniques. This work demonstrates the benefits of tip characterization in the context of
bimodal nanomechanical mapping, which improves the accuracy of fast parametric techniques such as AM-FM nanomechanical mapping.

Appendix
a. Correction factor for contact radius: αc
The correction factor that accounts for deformation of the sample that leads to a true contact radius different from the nominal
contact radius [68,69] is given by

(20)

where Γ is the gamma function. Figure 1 graphs αc for values
between m = 1 and m = 2. Note that obtaining αc = 1 at the
value at m = 1 requires a taking a limit.

b. Weighted interaction stiffness of the higher
eigenmode
The weighted integral used to average the interaction stiffness
across one oscillation cycle of the first eigenmode (Equation 6)
also applies to higher eigenmodes; it can be rewritten as

(21)

where u’ is the normalized deflection of the higher eigenmode
in this context. The major distinction between Equation 6 and
Equation 21 is the substitution δmax → δ(t) which accounts for
the non-zero amplitude of the first eigenmode A1 that introduces a time-varying component to the kint experienced by the
higher mode. For a first-mode period T = 1/fc1, this effect can
be averaged over a full cycle by

(22)

In the limit that A2 → 0 and fc2/fc1 → ∞, kint remains constant
throughout any full oscillation cycle of the second mode, such
that Equation 22 solves to

(23)

Notably, this integral that determines Δk2 only depends on the
trajectory of the first eigenmode because A2 is assumed small.
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c. Correction factor for power-law force
model: β
When integrating k int (δ) in Equation 6 and Equation 10 to
obtain Δk 1 and Δk 2 , respectively, for a power-law model
as defined by Equation 5, gamma functions emerge
due to the integration of non-integer powers. They are summarized here as

(24)

The reference driving force can be defined by isolating the
imaginary components of both equations and solving for the
driving force:
(27)

In the presence of some interaction, the cantilever impedance is
subject to a time-averaged change in stiffness Δk and a timeaveraged change in damping Δb, such that the interaction
impedance
(28)

Note that the gamma functions that compose αc in Appendix a
relate to deformation of the sample and have no direct relationship to the gamma functions of β, which relate to the effects of
power-law stiffness profiles affecting the cantilever parameters.

The interaction impedance is inferred during the experiment by

d. Generalized SHO equation

where the drive force F, the drive frequency ω, the oscillation
amplitude A and the phase response are measured during
tip–sample interaction.

The on-resonance Equations 17–19 are special cases of the
general solution to a simple harmonic oscillator model, which
can be driven on or off resonance with concurrent changes in
drive frequency, phase, oscillation amplitude and drive amplitude. This section derives a general equation that makes no
assumption about which of these variables is held fixed upon
interaction with the sample.

(29)

Subtracting the reference measurement
from the interaction measurement
, then isolating the real components
and solving for Δk leads to

(30)

The response of a freely vibrating cantilever with effective stiffness kc, mass mc, and damping bc can be described by the complex-valued cantilever impedance [70]

(25)

Assuming that the drive force F is proportional to the drive
amplitude D and that their relationship is frequency-independent implies that
(31)

where the angular frequency is defined as ω = 2πf. The
subscript “c” reminds that kc, mc, bc are properties of the cantilever (prior to the tip–sample interaction) that do not change
throughout the experiment.
A “reference” measurement of this cantilever impedance can be
made prior to tip–sample interaction by exciting the cantilever
sinusoidally with some reference driving force Fr at some reference drive frequency ωr, which results in a reference oscillation
amplitude Ar and a reference phase :

(26)

Substituting Equation 27 and Equation 31 into Equation 30
results in

(32)

With the substitutions

(33)
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11. Carpick, R. W.; Salmeron, M. Chem. Rev. 1997, 97, 1163.

and

doi:10.1021/cr960068q
12. Braunsmann, C.; Proksch, R.; Revenko, I.; Schäffer, T. E. Polymer

(34)

2014, 55, 219. doi:10.1016/j.polymer.2013.11.029
13. Ge, S.; Pu, Y.; Zhang, W.; Rafailovich, M.; Sokolov, J.; Buenviaje, C.;
Buckmaster, R.; Overney, R. M. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2000, 85, 2340.

that introduce the cantilever resonance frequency ωc and the
quality factor Qc, Equation 32 can be rewritten in a more experimentally friendly form as

doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.85.2340
14. Rosa-Zeiser, A.; Weilandt, E.; Hild, S.; Marti, O. Meas. Sci. Technol.
1997, 8, 1333. doi:10.1088/0957-0233/8/11/020
15. Sahin, O.; Magonov, S.; Su, C.; Quate, C. F.; Solgaard, O.
Nat. Nanotechnol. 2007, 2, 507. doi:10.1038/nnano.2007.226
16. Hu, S.; Raman, A. Nanotechnology 2008, 19, 375704.

(35)

doi:10.1088/0957-4484/19/37/375704
17. Zhong, Q.; Inniss, D.; Kjoller, K.; Elings, V. B. Surf. Sci. 1993, 290,
L688. doi:10.1016/0167-2584(93)90906-Y
18. Hölscher, H. Appl. Phys. Lett. 2006, 89, 123109.
doi:10.1063/1.2355437

Lastly, driving the cantilever on resonance prior to tip sample
interactions (ωr = ωc;
= 90°) simplifies the result to

19. Katan, A. J.; van Es, M. H.; Oosterkamp, T. H. Nanotechnology 2009,
20, 165703. doi:10.1088/0957-4484/20/16/165703
20. Lee, M.; Jhe, W. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2006, 97, 036104.
doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.036104
21. Cleveland, J. P.; Anczykowski, B.; Schmid, A. E.; Elings, V. B.

(36)

Appl. Phys. Lett. 1998, 72, 2613. doi:10.1063/1.121434
22. San Paulo, Á.; García, R. Phys. Rev. B 2002, 66, 041406.
doi:10.1103/PhysRevB.66.041406
23. Albrecht, T. R.; Grütter, P.; Horne, D.; Rugar, D. J. Appl. Phys. 1991,

For AM operation, setting D = Dr and ω = ωc results in Equation 17.

69, 668. doi:10.1063/1.347347
24. Martin, Y.; Williams, C. C.; Wickramasinghe, H. K. J. Appl. Phys. 1987,
61, 4723. doi:10.1063/1.338807
25. Jesse, S.; Kalinin, S. V.; Proksch, R.; Baddorf, A. P.; Rodriguez, B. J.

For PM operation, setting A = A r and ω = ω c results in
Equation 18.

Nanotechnology 2007, 18, 435503.
doi:10.1088/0957-4484/18/43/435503
26. Forchheimer, D.; Platz, D.; Tholén, E. A.; Haviland, D. B. Phys. Rev. B

For FM operation, setting A = A r , enforcing
= 90°, and
applying a binomial approximation results in Equation 19.
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Abstract
Cantilever magnetometry is a measurement technique used to study magnetic nanoparticles. With decreasing sample size, the signal
strength is significantly reduced, requiring advances of the technique. Ultrathin and slender cantilevers can address this challenge
but lead to increased complexity of detection. We present an approach based on the co-resonant coupling of a micro- and a nanometer-sized cantilever. Via matching of the resonance frequencies of the two subsystems we induce a strong interplay between the
oscillations of the two cantilevers, allowing for a detection of interactions between the sensitive nanocantilever and external influences in the amplitude response curve of the microcantilever. In our magnetometry experiment we used an iron-filled carbon nanotube acting simultaneously as nanocantilever and magnetic sample. Measurements revealed an enhancement of the commonly used
frequency shift signal by five orders of magnitude compared to conventional cantilever magnetometry experiments with similar
nanomagnets. With this experiment we do not only demonstrate the functionality of our sensor design but also its potential for very
sensitive magnetometry measurements while maintaining a facile oscillation detection with a conventional microcantilever setup.

Introduction
Over the last decade, magnetic objects of micro- and nanometer size have come into focus of researchers, since they offer a
wide range of possible applications. These include magnetic
storage techniques and spintronics [1], as well as the study of
magnetic microorganisms in biology, for example for applications in hypothermia treatment [2]. A technique to investigate

such magnetic particles and samples is cantilever magnetometry. The measurement setup is based on a cantilever oscillating at or close to its resonance frequency, with the sample
placed at the free end of the cantilever. When an external magnetic field is applied to the setup, the magnetic interaction of the
sample with the field alters the resonance frequency of the can-
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tilever by creating a torque [3]. The resulting frequency shift
can be used as measurement signal to derive information on the
properties of the sample. In most cases the motion of the cantilever is detected optically, for example via laser deflection or
laser interferometry [4]. With decreasing sample size, the cantilever has to be adapted to compensate the weaker magnetic
interaction and, therefore, the loss in signal strength of the frequency shift. This is usually achieved through geometric
changes, making the cantilever itself very small and thin.
An oscillating cantilever beam can be represented by a
harmonic oscillator model for each flexural eigenmode of the
beam [5]. Considering an external force gradient as an additional spring constant Δk, the eigenfrequency of the cantilever as a
harmonic oscillator is given by:

(1)

with the spring constant k and effective mass meff of the cantilever. Please note that the eigenfrequency f0 and the resonance
frequency
of a harmonic oscillator should in principle
be distinguished. They are connected by the relation
However, it is obvious that in the limit
of small dissipation or correspondingly a high quality factor of
the cantilever these frequencies coincide well. The resonance
frequency of a beam can easily be determined from amplitude
response curves and, since all our discussions will be based on
such curves, we will be using the term resonance frequency
throughout the remainder of this publication.
For magnetometry experiments, the mass of the cantilever with
the magnetic sample remains unchanged throughout the experiment, making it unnecessary to consider the influence of mass
changes on the resonance frequency of the cantilever. The magnetic interaction between sample and external magnetic field
acts as the additional spring constant Δk, altering the resonance
frequency of the cantilever. The frequency shift Δf induced by
these interactions can be derived from Equation 1 as:
(2)

In the case of cantilever magnetometry, Δk does not only
depend on the interaction of the magnetic moment m of the
sample with the external magnetic field H but also on the effective length of the cantilever L eff [6,7]. Furthermore, by
assuming a simple Stoner–Wohlfarth single domain particle, the
magnetic interaction is related to the anisotropy field of the
sample Ha, so Equation 2 reads:

(3)

This equation can be used as a good approximation for the ironfilled carbon nanotube samples which are presented in this
publication. However, please note that other samples might exhibit more complex magnetic configurations, as for example
multiple particles or domains, which then need a more elaborate description.
From Equation 3 it is evident that small magnetic samples
require a low stiffness as well as a short length of the cantilever
which can be achieved by decreasing all of the dimensions of
the cantilever as already mentioned above. As an instructive example to understand this, a simple cantilever with constant
rectangular cross section with the width w, the thickness t and
the length L can be considered. According to Euler–Bernoulli
beam theory, the spring constant and resonance frequency for
this kind of beam are given by
and
[6]. By
combining this with Equation 3 for the frequency shift signal in
cantilever magnetometry, it can be derived that
Therefore, a decrease of all dimensions of the rectangular cantilever is favorable to increase the signal strength. Please note
that while this simple derivation is only valid for cantilevers
with rectangular cross section, similar considerations can be
applied to other cantilever geometries.
However, ultrathin and small cantilevers are difficult to produce
and handle and furthermore still need a feature to allow for the
use of optical detection methods. This is usually realized by a
paddle-shaped structure positioned somewhere along the length
of the cantilever [4,8]. Still, the detection capability limits the
decrease in size. Conclusively, there are two competing conditions: on the one hand, the stiffness and length of the cantilever
should be very low in order to obtain a strong signal even with
very small magnetic samples. On the other hand, detection
becomes increasingly difficult when the size of the cantilever is
reduced to dimensions on the nanoscale.
Our recently introduced sensor concept addresses these difficulties by co-resonant coupling of a micro- and a nanocantilever
where the latter allows for very high sensitivity and the micrometer size part for an easy detection [9]. We will only briefly
review the theoretical considerations regarding the sensor
concept since it is discussed in depth elsewhere [9]. The main
focus of this publication is to demonstrate the applicability of
the concept for cantilever magnetometry by deriving magnetic
information of an iron nanowire and comparing them to the
results of other measurements. In our experiment we use a commercially available silicon cantilever of micrometer dimensions
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and an iron-filled carbon nanotube (FeCNT), the latter with two
out of three dimensions on the nanometer scale and therefore
with low stiffness and low effective mass. Typical diameters of
the iron filling are (15–30) nm and the nanotube length ranges
from (15–45) μm [10,11]. The FeCNT not only features favorable geometric and material properties [12] but the iron filling
allows for a magnetometry measurement as well and, therefore,
for a demonstration of the functionality of our sensor. The
remainder of this publication is structured as follows: first we
will introduce the main ideas of the co-resonant sensor concept.
Next, we will discuss the fabrication of such a sensor and then
evaluate a magnetometry measurement and derive magnetic
properties of an iron nanowire in order to prove the applicability of the concept and to indicate its potential for signal enhancement in magnetometry.

response of the subsystem representing the cantilever. However,
if the resonance frequencies of cantilever and FeCNT are far
apart, the amplitude of the second peak in the amplitude
response of the cantilever will be well below the limit of almost
every detection method. Figure 2 depicts a calculated amplitude response of the cantilever based on typical values for our
system as summarized in Table 1. With the resonance frequencies of the subsystem far apart, i.e., very weak interplay, the
amplitude response curve of the harmonic oscillator representing the cantilever only shows one prominent resonance
peak, coinciding well with the resonance frequency of the
uncoupled cantilever. The amplitude for the second peak caused
by the FeCNT is by several orders of magnitude smaller and
therefore not shown in Figure 2.

Experimental
Co-resonant concept
By applying the harmonic oscillator model for both subsystems
of our sensor approach, the simple model of a coupled harmonic
oscillating system is derived as depicted in Figure 1. It consists
of a spring, a mass and a damping element for each subsystem.
Furthermore, there are an additional spring k3 and a damping element d3, modeling interactions between the coupled system
and external influences. The oscillation of the coupled system is
driven by a periodic force applied to the bigger subsystem.

Figure 2: Calculated amplitude response for the cantilever (subsystem
1) with and without frequency matching between the two subsystems.
The calculation is based on typical values for cantilever and FeCNT
(see Table 1) and d3 and k3 are set to zero, assuming a system without interaction.

Figure 1: Simple model for two coupled harmonic oscillators, each
represented by a mass (m1, m2), a sping (k1, k2) and a damping element (d1, d2). The system is excited to oscillations by a periodic force
with the driving angular frequency ωD = 2πfD applied to the first
subsystem. Interactions between the system and external influences
are modeled by an additional spring k3 and the damping element d3.
For the described sensor setup, subsystem 1 corresponds to the cantilever and subsystem 2 to a FeCNT.

In our case, subsystem 1 represents the silicon cantilever and
subsystem 2 the FeCNT and, since the cantilever is the part of
the sensor that will be used for detection, we will discuss the
behaviour of the coupled system accordingly. Please note that
all the following considerations are valid for the FeCNT as
well. Theoretically, if coupled beams are each represented by a
harmonic oscillator model which is only valid for one resonance mode of the beam, the amplitude response of each
subsystem should exhibit a number of resonance frequencies according to the number of subsystems. Applied to our system it
means that two resonance peaks should occur in the amplitude

Table 1: Properties of cantilever and FeCNT constituting the coupled
sensor.

Parameter

Cantilever (1)

FeCNT (2)

spring constant ki
effective mass meff,i
quality factor Qi
resonance frequency fi
before matching
resonance frequency fi
after matching

133.8 N/m
6.5 · 10−12 kg
3390

0.0086 N/m
4.1 · 10−16 kg
450

723080 Hz

2082080 Hz

723080 Hz

725610 Hz

This picture changes drastically when the resonance frequency
of the FeCNT is adjusted close to the value of the cantilever. In
that case, we observe two clear resonance peaks in the amplitude response of the cantilever (Figure 2). Furthermore, due to
strong interplay between the subsystems induced by the
co-resonant frequency matching, the two resonance frequencies
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of the coupled system are shifted compared to the resonance
frequencies of the single subsystems. We will therefore use fa
and fb for the resonance frequencies of the coupled system and
f1 and f2 for the individual resonance frequencies of cantilever
and FeCNT, respectively, in the following. Futher details on the
behaviour of a co-resonantly coupled system can be found elsewhere [9], so we will only summarize the main points here:
1. A strong interplay is induced between the two subsystems due to the matching of the resonance frequencies,
even for two highly asymmetric subsystems.
2. Interactions between FeCNT and an external influence
alter the oscillation of the FeCNT. Through the co-resonant coupling this changes the resonance frequencies of
the coupled system and can be detected at the cantilever.
3. Small interactions result in rather large frequency shifts
due to the low stiffness, i.e., high sensitivity of the nanoscale oscillator, and can be measured with a rather insensitive cantilever.

Sensor fabrication
Based on the theoretical considerations we fabricated a magnetometry sensor consisting of a commercially available tipless
silicon cantilever and an iron-filled carbon nanotube. All
productions steps were carried out in a Zeiss FIB CrossBeam
1540 XB under high vacuum (≈10−5 mbar). First, the cantilever
was shortened via focused ion beam milling to increase its resonance frequency. This step also increased the stiffness of the
cantilever to about 133.8 N/m (see Table 1) which is rather high
compared to typical values in cantilever magnetometry. In a
second step, an individual nanotube was picked from a forest of
FeCNTs grown by chemical vapor deposition [10] by a
Kleindiek micromanipulator and placed at the free end of the
cantilever. Electron beam-induced deposition of amorphous carbon on the contact point between FeCNT and cantilever ensures
a strong attachment of the nanotube. Next, amorphous carbon

was also deposited at the free end of the FeCNT to lower its
resonance frequency from above 2 MHz close to that of the cantilever. Throughout the process of carbon deposition, the oscillation of the FeCNT was observed with SEM to ensure close
matching of the two resonance frequencies by employing a
custom-made vibration stage. When the resonance frequencies
of the subsystem are approaching each other, the resonance
frequencies of the coupled system do not coincide with them
anymore, as discussed above. In order to still measure the single
resonance frequency of each subsystem we used a tungsten tip
to hold the respective other subsystem, therefore detuning the
coupled system. Figure 3 shows the sensor and magnified
images of the free of the FeCNT end before and after frequency
matching. Furthermore, the co-resonant oscillation of the nanotube is depicted.
Another feature of the co-resonant coupling is the amplitude
amplification [13] of the free end of the oscillating nanotube as
it is evident in Figure 3d. The free end of the FeCNT exhibits an
amplitude of more than 2 μm, whereas the cantilever and the
other end of the FeCNT conntected to the cantilever only oscillate in the range of a few nanometers.

Magnetometry measurement
All magnetometry measurements were carried out in a
NanoScan AG hr-MFM at room temperature and under high
vacuum (≈10−5 mbar). The machine employs a piezo actuator
for oscillating the cantilever and a laser deflection detection
system with a sectioned photo diode to determine its oscillation.
We measured the amplitude response of the cantilever by
sweeping the excitation frequency at a constant amplitude of the
AC piezo voltage.
In order to generate a magnetic field parallel to the long axis of
the FeCNT inside the measurement chamber, we used commercially available NdFeB magnets [14], positioned on a sample

Figure 3: SEM images (a) of the fabricated sensor, (b) and (c) of the free end of the FeCNT before and after carbon deposition and (d) of the co-resonant oscillation of the FeCNT.
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plate. The sensor position was fixed throughout the measurement and the sample plate carrying the magnets has been
rotated in order to allow measurements with both magnetic field
directions as well as at a field-free position. Figure 4 depicts a
sketch of the setup with the measurement positions indicated
and an image generated by the CCD camera of the instrument.
Furthermore, Figure 5 shows a two-dimensional simulation of
the magnetic field obtained with the finite element software
FEMM [15]. Close to the surface of the magnet at the height,
where the measurements were carried out, the magnetic flux
density reaches values of about 460 mT in the direction of the
FeCNT’s easy axis.
In order to measure at various magnetic field values without
moving the sensor to ensure stable measurement conditions, the
distance between sensor and magnet was changed by stepwise
movement of the sample plate holding the magnet. At each step
we measured the amplitude response of the cantilever in the frequency range of interest and determined the two resonance
frequencies of the coupled system. Figure 6 shows two amplitude response curves as an example: one being taken at the position closest to the magnet, i.e., at a distance of about 100 μm
in a field of approximately 406 mT, and the other one at a fieldfree position (see Figure 4). As can easily be seen, there is a significant change in the resonance frequencies of the coupled
system which we attribute to the magnetic interaction between
the iron filling of the FeCNT and the magnetic field of the
NdFeB magnet.
Figure 7 depicts the measured resonance frequency shift for
each of the two peaks of the coupled system compared to the
field free measurement for various magnetic field values. We

Figure 5: Simulated magnetic field of the permanent magnet. The field
dependence on the distance to the surface of the magnet is calculated
for the black line, corresponding to the measurement height.

observe a frequency shift of several 100 Hz in high magnetic
field compared to the field free measurement for the left peak
(a) in Figure 6. The shifts are even higher for the smaller, i.e.,
the right hand side, peak but it also features a higher measurement uncertainty regarding the determination of the maximum
amplitude and hence resonance frequency. Table 2 summarizes
the maximum frequency shift for both peaks and orientations of
the magnetic field. The differences in the frequency shift values
can be attributed to limited position accuracy of the magnets.

Results and Discussion
Compared to previous cantilever magnetometry experiments
with similar FeCNTs, the frequency shifts in our experiment of

Figure 4: Sketch of measurement positions which are reached by keeping the sensor position fixed and rotating the sample plate. (1) and (2) correspond to the two orientations of the magnetic field and (3) is a field-free position. The CCD camera picture on the right hand side shows the sensor
close to one of the magnets.
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Figure 6: Amplitude response curves of the cantilever measured at the field-free position (3) according to Figure 4 and approximately 100 μm above
the surface of the magnet (position (2)). The peaks are marked with (a) and (b) for reference purposes.

Figure 7: Measured frequency shifts of both peaks (a) and (b) compared to the field free measurement for various magnetic field values.
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Table 2: Measured resonance frequencies fa/b of the coupled system
for both orientations of the magnet and corresponding frequency shift
values Δf compared to a field-free measurement. The values are given
for the highest magnetic field.

fa/b field-free
Position 1
fa/b @ 406 mT
Δf
Position 2
fa/b @ −406 mT
Δf

Left peak (a)

Right peak (b)

(720679.5 ± 10) Hz

(728051.3 ± 83) Hz

(720402 ± 10) Hz
(−277.5 ± 20) Hz

(727290 ± 83) Hz
(−761.3 ± 166) Hz

(720962 ± 10) Hz
(282.5 ± 20) Hz

(729124 ± 83) Hz
(1072.7 ± 166) Hz

280 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively, for the two resonance peaks
are increased by several orders of magnitude. For example,
Banerjee et al. used similar FeCNTs on sensitive cantilevers
with spring constants of about 0.2 N/m at low temperatures and
measured frequency shifts in the order of mHz [7]. It has also
been shown previously that a FeCNT oscillating in a magnetic
field without being placed onto a cantilever can indeed exhibit a
large frequency shift compared to the field-free case. However,
the detection of the oscillatory state of the small nanotube
remained a challenge as stated by Philippi et al. [16]. With our
approach of co-resonant coupling we simultaneously allow for a
very strong measurement signal and an easy detection of the
oscillatory state of the FeCNT.

In order to obtain them for the given sensor geometry we will
be using an approximate formula to calculate the expected resonance angular frequencies of the coupled system ωa/b = 2πfa/b
for a small interaction spring constant k3[17]:

(5)

with
= (k1 + k2)/m1 and
= (k2 + k3)/m2. Furthermore,
m1,2 denote the effective masses of the subsystems which can
easily be determined from their resonance frequencies (see
Table 1) by m 1,2 = k 1,2 /(2πf 1,2 ) 2 . Equation 5 neglects any
damping effects but this is a justified approximation since all
our measurements are carried out under high vacuum, limiting
damping to intrinsic effects due to the bending of the oscillating structures [9]. This was futhermore confirmed by comparison between the results obtained by Equation 5 and evaluating of the analytical solution of the differential equations
describing the system.
With Equation 5 we can calculate the resonance frequencies of
the coupled system for the two cases: without interaction, i.e.,
k3 = 0, and with a small interaction, k3 = 1 · 10−6 N/m, and determine the resulting frequency shifts. By inserting these values
in Equation 4 and rearranging it, we are able to obtain the
values for the effective spring constants for the two resonance
peaks as:

After the rather qualitative analysis of our obtained data, we
now want to show the possibility to extract reliable magnetic
information from the measured frequency shifts, making our
sensor suitable for quantitative magnetic measurements.

Effective spring constant of the coupled
system
In order to derive magnetic information from the measured frequency shift data, we use a relation similar to Equation 2 by
introducing effective spring constants

(4)

and evaluate it with respect to k3 which contains the magnetic
interaction. Here f a/b and Δf a/b denote the two resonance
frequencies of the coupled system and their respective
shifts. The effective spring constants
determine the
sensitivity for each resonance peak of the coupled system and
have to be known for a quantitative analysis of the measured
data.

Comparing these values to the spring constants of the single
subsystems kcant = 133.8 N/m and kCNT = 0.0086 N/m it is
obvious that the effective spring constants of the coupled
system are a mixture of the stiffnesses of the individual subsystems and that they are strongly influenced by the low stiffness
of the FeCNT. Furthermore, the effective spring constants
depend on the grade of frequency matching as can be seen from
Equation 5. Closely matched resonance frequencies induce a
strong interplay between the two subsystems. Hence, any magnetic interaction between FeCNT and external influences can be
sensed with an effective stiffness slightly above the low spring
constant of the FeCNT (in our case approximately by a factor of
three) but be measured with a rather insensitive cantilever.
However, we do not see the full sensitivity of the FeCNT in the
measured frequency shift. Instead we observe a reduction
leading to the conclusion that the behaviour of the coupled
system can be described well by the effective spring constant
keff.
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However, it is important to note that keff is only constant as long
as k3<<k1; k2 is satisfied. Otherwise it shows a strong dependence on k3. Calculations for our set of parameters depicted in
Figure 8 indicate that k3 has to be at least two orders of magnitude below the smaller spring constant of the system. This is
well fulfilled in our case since the interaction spring constant
for the strongest magnetic field of |B| = 406 mT is approximately 2 · 10−5 N/m (calculated with Equation 4). Please note
that the results in Figure 8 are only shown for k3 ¿ 0 but the behaviour is approximately similar for k3< 0, only with the deviations from the constant values being in the opposite direction.
Since for closely matched frequencies keff is mainly dominated
by the smaller subsystem, a decrease of its stiffness will lead to
an increase in sensitivity. Hence, possible sensor implementations could include the use of single walled carbon nanotubes as
smaller oscillator or fabrication of the complete sensor in
silicon technology, allowing for production of double cantilever structures with one nanocantilever [13,18].
However, it has to be noted that the low effective spring constant is not the sole reason for the increased signal strength of
the proposed sensor setup. Other groups employed low-stiffness cantilevers for magnetometry measurements as well but
did not obtain such a strong frequency shift signal. In cantilever
magnetometry the signal is related to the length of the sensing
cantilever and the spring constant as stated by Equation 3.
Therefore, an increased cantilever length would in principle
favorably affect the spring constant but nevertheless limits the
sensitivity increase. In view of that our geometry is favorable as
well since the sensing part, i.e., the nanotube, has a low spring

Figure 8: Dependence of the effective spring constant of each peak
properties of the system given in Table 1.

constant while also being relatively short (in the order of
10 μm). Both features contribute to the observed strong increase
in signal strength.

Determination of effective magnetic
monopole moment from measured data
With the determination of keff it is possible to extract magnetic
information from the measured frequency shift data, i.e., k3. It
has been shown that in case of a FeCNT a suitable magnetic
quantity is the effective magnetic monopole moment q of the
iron nanowire [19,20]. Due to its single-domain magnetic structure it is acting as an elongated magnetic dipole oscillating in a
magnetic field. Since the magnetization of the iron nanowire is
considered to be nearly parallel to the axis of the FeCNT, its
two magnetic poles are positioned at either end, i.e., at a distance of Lcnt = 10 μm. Furthermore, a decrease of the field of
the NdFeB magnet along the length of the FeCNT of maximal
5 mT is assumed. The interaction of each of the two poles with
the external magnetic field leads to a contribution to the
measured frequency shifts Δfa/b. However, the magnetic pole at
the attachement point between nanotube and cantilever gives a
much lower contribution for several reasons: its oscillation
trajectory radius and sensor stiffness are mainly given by the
cantilever. In contrast to that the sensor stiffness at the free end
of the FeCNT can be described by the soft effective spring constant of the coupled system. Hence, only the monopole at the
free end of the FeCNT contributes to the frequency shift and the
influence of the other pole can be neglected. Thus, the effective
magnetic monopole moment proves to be a suitable parameter
to characterize the magnetostatic behaviour of the iron of the
FeCNT filling in the low external field approximation.

on the interaction spring constant k3. The calculations are based on the
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Following Philippi et al. [16], the effective magnetic monopole
moment q can be related to the interaction spring constant k3:
(6)

Here B is the magnetic flux density generated by the NdFeB
magnet at the position of the free end of the FeCNT (see
Figure 5). The parameter κ is given as the curvature of the oscillating termination point of the FeCNT and has been obtained
from SEM pictures. The mechanical behaviour of an oscillating
nanowire is discussed in depth elsewhere [16] and for our
sensor we determined κ = (0.16 ± 0.016) μm −1 .
By inserting Equation 6 in Equation 4 we obtain the relation:

(7)

which is used for a linear regression analysis of the measured
frequency shift data in Figure 7 using the low field range
|B| < 0.25 T to avoid major deviations from the
monopole approach. This evaluation yields two q-values
(q1 = 3.05 · 10−10 A·m and q2 = 4.37 · 10−10 A·m) corresponding to the two resonance peaks of the coupled system. Since the
effective magnetic monopole moment has to be the same for
both peaks we calculate the mean value and finally obtain
q = (3.7 ± 0.7) · 10−10 A·m, which corresponds to a magnetic
moment of approximately 4 · 108μB (CNT length 10 μm).

Geometric effective magnetic monopole
moment
For comparison, the q-value of the FeCNT can be determined
from geometric information obtained from high-resolution SEM
pictures. With a diameter of the iron filling of the FeCNT of
d Fe = (22 ± 6) nm and saturation magnetization of iron
Ms,Fe = (1.71 ± 0.01) · 106 A/m, the corresponding effective
monopole moment is:

for a quantitative determination of magnetic sample properties
with strongly increased frequency shifts compared to singlecantilever magnetometry experiments [7].

Measurement limits
When proposing a novel sensor concept, inevitably the question regarding the measurement limit arises. The sensitivity
limits of cantilever-based magnetometry sensors have already
been discussed by various groups [3,22,23], leading to three
main considerations which have to be taken into account: the
sensitivity of the detection setup and thermal and magnetic
noise in the oscillating system. From these, thermal noise is
considered to be the most dominant one [24], followed by the
detector noise which is statistically independent of the former
[25]. For our discussion, we will only focus on thermal noise.
Even if only this single noise source is considered it is still an
open question how the noise is distributed in the co-resonantly
coupled sensor system [26]. We will therefore use the approach
of discussing the noise limits for each subsystem, indicating a
range of the sensitivity for the coupled system.
In standard cantilever magnetometry the noise limits the
detectable frequency shift and, hence, the minimal detectable
magnetic moment. The thermal limit for the frequency shift for
a cantilever is given by [25]:

(9)

Hereby kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature,
Bw the measurement bandwidth and Q the quality factor. f0 and
k0 are the resonance frequency and spring constant of the cantilever and A is the amplitude at the free end of the cantilever. By
following the reasoning of Gysin et al. [23], the frequency shift
Δf induced by a high-aspect ratio, single domain ferromagnetic
cylinder placed on a cantilever is given by Equation 3. Combining Equation 3 and Equation 9, the minimal detectable magnetic moment is:

(8)
(10)
Despite the relatively large margin of uncertainty due to the diameter measurement of the iron filling, this result corresponds
well to the effective magnetic monopole moment determined
from the frequency shift values. Furthermore, we can also
compare our results to values obtained in other experiments
with iron-filled carbon nanotubes of similar size and find a good
agreement [7,16,21]. These results demonstrate that the co-resonant sensor concept applied to cantilever magnetometry allows

From this expression one can conclude that it is favorable to
have a small cantilever length, a high oscillation amplitude, a
strong magnetic field, small spring constant, high resonance frequency and a large quality factor. Both cantilever length and
amplitude have a major influence on the minimal detectable
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magnetic moment. Furthermore, mmin is maximized if Hext and
Ha are high.
The above expression has been derived for a single cantilever
and it is still under investigation if and how it can be adapted
for the coupled system. It is a reasonable assumption that, in
accordance with the considerations of the effective spring constant, the quality factor will as well be an effective one for the
coupled system. Similarly, the effective magnetic moment
sensitivity of the coupled system is expected to lie in between
the sensitivities of the two single systems. Therefore, in Table 3
we calculated the minimal detectable magnetic moment for both
of our subsystems at room temperature, an external magnetic
field of 1 T and a measurement bandwidth Bw = 1 Hz, in accordance with literature values for such calculations [3,23]. The
necessary parameters for both subsystems are taken from
Table 1 for the unmatched frequency state and the length of
cantilever and nanotube have been taken from SEM pictures:
Lcant = 85 μm and Lcnt = 10 μm. They have been recalculated
into effective lengths by Leff = L/1.377 for the first bending
mode [6]. We are aware of the fact that there are carbon nanotubes, especially single wall CNTs, that can exhibit a much
lower stiffness than the FeCNT presented here but we want to
stick to our existing experimental system and have taken the
mechanical properties of the CNT as measured.

Table 3: Minimal detectable magnetic moment for both subsystems of
the coupled system. The calculations have been made for room temperature T = 293 K, a bandwidth of Bw = 1 Hz and magnetic field of
Bext = 1 T.

Parameter
spring constant [N/m]
amplitude [nm]
δf [mHz]
length [μm]
mmin [A·m2]
mmin / μB

Cantilever

FeCNT

133.8
10
5
85
6 · 10−15
7 · 108

0.0086
1000
26
10
1 · 10−20
1 · 103

From Table 3 we see that the cantilever has a lower minimal
detectable frequency shift (due to its better Q-factor and smaller
resonance frequency) compared to the nanotube but still the
nanotube exhibits a much better magnetic moment resolution of
103 μB at room temperature. It has to be kept in mind that the
magnetization of small particles might not be thermally stable.

experiment, we observed a frequency shift of several 100 Hertz
for the resonance frequencies of the coupled system which
already indicates that the magnetic moment sensitivity is significantly increased compared to that of a single cantilever.
Extending the considerations of Table 3 to single-wall carbon
nanotubes and applying low temperatures, a potential moment
sensitivity in the order of single Bohr magnetons could be
achieved. However, as for the effective spring constant, it will
probably not be possible to obtain the full moment sensitivity of
the nanotube due to the strong interplay between the subsystems, but by using softer cantilevers and softer (unfilled) CNTs
the coupled sensor concept has a great potential of achieving
very low magnetic moment resolution while maintaining an
easy detection at the same time.

Conclusion
We applied the universal concept of a co-resonantly coupled
sensor to cantilever magnetometry by using a commercially
available silicon cantilever and an iron-filled carbon nanotube.
The FeCNT acted simultaneously as nanocantilever and magnetic sample and, since the magnetic properties of similar
FeCNTs had already been studied, allowed for demonstrating
the functionality of the sensor setup. The evaluation of the measurements shows that, once calibrated by determining the effective spring constant, the sensor can be used to derive magnetic
properties of nanometer-sized samples and significantly increases the signal strength by several orders of magnitude compared to conventional single-cantilever magnetometry experiments. A further increase is possible by tailoring the components of the coupled system according to the measurement task.
The basic principles of the co-resonant sensor concept [9] are of
general nature and therefore not limited to cantilever magnetometry but can also be used to fabricate mass and force sensors
in general.
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